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823 Sonoma Ave. Santa Rosa, CA 95404 Douglas B. Provencher 
Phone: 707-284.2380 Fax: 707-284.2387       Gail F. Flatt 

_______________________ 
OF COUNSEL 

Rachel Mansfield-Howlett 
Roz Bateman Smith 

 
City of Sonoma 
Mayor Agrimonti and City Council Members 
CityCouncil@sonomacity.org 
Planning Director, David Goodison 
davidg@sonomacity.org 
No. 1 The Plaza 
Sonoma, CA 95476 
 

       Via Email and Hand Delivery 
 

July 25, 2018 

Re: Appeal, Sonoma Cheese Factory Reconfiguration and Expansion  

Dear Mayor Agrimonti and City Council Members, 

On behalf of Appellants and the citizens’ group, Protect Our Plaza, thank 
you for the opportunity to address the Council regarding the adequacy of the 
Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND), attendant approvals, and 
findings prepared for the Sonoma Cheese Factory Project (“Project”, hereafter). 

 It is my considered legal opinion, having litigated many of these types of 
cases, that the City has several legally compelling reasons to reject the approval 
of the MND and the Planning Commission’s approval and findings for the 
Project in favor of preparing an Environmental Impact Report (EIR).1  

                                                
1 My law practice focuses exclusively on the enforcement of CEQA. I have acted as lead 
or co-counsel for Petitioners in several successful CEQA cases: Healdsburg Citizens for 
Sustainable Solutions v. City of Healdsburg (2012) 206 Cal. App. 4th 988; Committee for Green 
Foothills v. Town of Los Gatos (2009) Case No. 108-CV-106461; Save San Juan Valley v. 
Caltrans (2010) Case No. CU-08-00176; Healdsburg Citizens for Sustainable Solutions v. City 
of Healdsburg (2010) Case No. SCV-243748; Friends of Historic Hangtown v. City of 
Placerville (2011) Case No. PC-20110145; North Sonoma County Health Care District, Sierra 
Club v. County of Sonoma (2011) Case No. SCV 248271; Los Gatos Citizens for Responsible 
Development v. Town of Los Gatos (2010) (2012) Case No. 111-CV-209214 (Petition and 
Return to Writ); People’s Coalition for Government Accountability v. County of Santa Clara, 
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The MND is inadequate and incomplete and fails to adequately analyze 
impacts to aesthetics, traffic, historic and cultural resources and cumulatively 
significant impacts. Considering the substantive comments from experts Tom 
Brohard, PE, principal Tom Brohard and Assoc., regarding the Project’s traffic 
impacts and expert Mike Garavaglia, AIA, LEED BD+C, principal Preservation 
Architect with Garavalia Architecture, Inc., and the testimony from concerned 
area residents, a fair argument of potentially significant impacts is established 
such that the City is required to prepare an EIR for the Project. Such review will 
allow for the fair analysis of the Project’s impacts and consideration of 
appropriate mitigation and alternatives.  

The letters and emails submitted for the March 22 and April 12, 2018 
Planning Commission hearings, the videos, minutes, and testimony given at the 
hearings are incorporated here by reference. 

Legal Standards 

CEQA defines substantial evidence, including evidence required to 
support a fair argument, as “facts, reasonable assumptions predicated upon facts, 
and expert opinion supported by facts.”  Preparation of an EIR rather than a 
Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) is required if there is substantial 
evidence in the “whole record” of proceedings that supports a fair argument that 
a project “may” have a significant effect on the environment. (CEQA Guidelines 
§ 15064 (f)(1.); Friends of the San Mateo Gardens v. San Mateo Community College 
District (2016) 1 Cal. 5th 937, 957, 959 “Gardens I”; Friends of the College of San 
Mateo Gardens v. San Mateo Community College District (2017) 11 Cal. App. 5th 596, 
609-611; “Gardens II”; No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68, 75; 
Communities for a Better Environment v. California Resources Agency (2002) 103 
Cal.App.4th 98, 111-112; Sierra Club v. California Department of Forestry and Fire 
Protection (2007) 150 Cal.App.4th 370.)  

An EIR must be prepared whenever there is substantial evidence that 
significant effects “may” occur. (Public Resources Code §§ 21082.2(a), 21100, 
21151.) “May” means a reasonable possibility. (League for Protection v. City of 
Oakland (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 896, 904-05; Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino (1988) 
202 Cal.App.3d 296, 309.) Courts have repeatedly affirmed that the fair argument 
standard is a “low threshold test.”  

                                                                                                                                            
Case No. (2013) Case No. 112CV236397; Citizens for Responsible Development v. City of 
Santa Clara (2015) Case No. 1-14-CV-275522; Keep Fort Ord Wild v. City of Monterey (2017) 
Case No. M114961. 
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Stanislaus Audubon Society v. County of Stanislaus (1995) 33 Cal.App.4th 144, 
151, stressed the “low threshold” vis-à-vis the presence of a fair argument, noting 
that a lead agency should not give an “unreasonable definition” to the term 
substantial evidence, “equating it with overwhelming or overpowering evidence.  
CEQA does not impose such a monumental burden” on those seeking to raise a 
fair argument of impacts.  

First-hand lay perceptions regarding non-technical impacts meet 
legislative definitions of substantial evidence because they qualify as “facts [and] 
reasonable assumptions based on facts” under Public Resources Code §§ 
21080(e)(1) and 21082.2(c). Testimony of area residents that are not qualified 
environmental experts qualifies as substantial evidence when based on relevant 
personal observations. (City of Carmel By-the-Sea v. Board of Supervisors (1986) 183 
Cal.App.3d 229, 246 n.8; Oro Fino Gold Mining Corporation v. County of El Dorado 
(1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 872, 882; Citizens Association for Sensible Development of 
Bishop Area v. County of Inyo (1985) 172 Cal.App.3d 151, 173 (“. . . an adjacent 
property owner may testify to traffic conditions based upon personal knowledge. 
. . . ”); Quail Botanical Gardens Foundation, Inc. v. City of Encinitas (1994) 29 
Cal.App.4th 1597, 1604-1605; Arviv Enterprises v. South Valley Planning Commission 
(2000) 101 Cal.App.4th 1333 (relevant personal observations of neighbors 
regarding slope, dust, erosion, and access problems supported EIR.)  

A conflict in expert opinion over the significance of an environmental 
impact normally requires preparation of an EIR.  (Guideline § 15064(g); Sierra 
Club v. CDF (2007) 150 Cal.App.4th 370.) Opinions based on the expertise of 
planning commissioners and other public officials with expertise in land use and 
planning also qualify as substantial evidence supporting a fair argument.  
(Stanislaus Audubon Society v. County of Stanislaus (1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 182; The 
Pocket Protectors v. City of Sacramento (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 903, 934; Architectural 
Heritage Association v. County of Monterey (2004) 122 Cal.App.4th 1095, 1115.)  Here, 
expert testimony supports a fair argument of the Project’s significant 
environmental impacts, triggering preparation of an EIR.  
 
Traffic, Circulation, and Pedestrian Impacts 

The MND’s claim that traffic impacts have been reduced to insignificance 
is not supported.  

 
As an initial matter, the MND states that intersections are exempt from the 

City’s Level of Service (LOS) D policy while also stating that traffic impacts 
should be analyzed. (MND p. 54.) To be clear, regulatory standards do not defeat 
a fair argument. (Communities for a Better Environment v. California Resources 
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Agency (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98; East Sacramento Partnership for a Livable City v. 
City of Sacramento (2016) 5 Cal.App.5th 281 (CBE).) The Court in CBE struck 
down some of the 1998 amendments to the CEQA Guidelines. These included 
the invalidation of a new Guideline provision addressing “thresholds of 
significance.” The Guideline would have allowed a negative declaration to rely 
on adopted regulatory standards. (Former Guidelines § 15064(h).) The Court 
held that “under the fair argument approach, any substantial evidence 
supporting a fair argument that a project may have a significant environmental 
effect would trigger the preparation of an EIR.” A regulatory standard that does 
not consider evidence supporting a fair argument violates CEQA. (Id. at 112-113; 
see also Mejia v. City of Los Angeles (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 322, [a city’s policy that 
traffic studies were not needed for housing projects of less than 40 units could 
not overcome evidence supporting a fair argument of traffic impacts.].) Here, the 
City may not use regulatory standards or exemptions to circumvent evidence of 
a fair argument standard. 

 
Expert Civil and Traffic engineer Tom Brohard reviewed the MND and 

the supporting studies and found the MND is inadequate and incomplete and 
the Project will result in traffic and pedestrian impacts. (Attached, 7/23/18 letter 
from Tom Brohard.) Mr. Brohard found that the MND relied on unrealistically 
low baseline for traffic volumes that did not properly calculate, evaluate, or 
analyze the increase in vehicle trips that will be created by the Project. The 
Project will also result in a significant traffic impact in the PM peak hour under 
cumulative conditions at the First Street East intersection and East Napa Street. 
Other errors in the traffic analyses included faulty trip generation rates and 
failure to consider the Tuesday night farmer’s market in the traffic study. 
Concerned area residents also attested to existing grid lock conditions on the 
square and objected to the use of abnormally low traffic volumes derived from 
the weeks directly following the Napa and Sonoma fires, which were not 
reflective of typical area conditions.  
 

The MND proposes an in-lieu mitigation fee to reduce traffic impacts due 
to deficit parking cause by the Project’s increased demand, however, fees 
imposed to mitigate environmental impacts are subject to environmental review. 
In California Native Plant Society v. County of El Dorado (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1026, 
a county ordinance provided for mitigation of impacts to rare plants in specified 
circumstances by payment of in-lieu fees to acquire and manage rare plant 
preserves. Since the fee program had not been subjected to environmental review 
as to its disputed effectiveness in reducing such impacts to a level of 
insignificance, it could not be relied upon to justify a MND for a project 
impacting rare plants. 
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Here, concerned residents and expert Brohard explained that the 
effectiveness of the $60 thousand in-lieu fee has not been evaluated and reliance 
on the fee to mitigate impacts is unwarranted. The Planning Director’s 
assessment that each parking space would cost $5-7 thousand is not supported 
by evidence before the Planning Commission. This estimate is also markedly 
lower than that cited in the City of Napa’s parking study, which determined that 
each parking space would cost upwards of $23 thousand where land acquisition 
was necessary. (Attached, Downtown Napa Parking Impact Fee Nexus Study at 
pg. 16.)  

 
The designation of the Casa Grande property as the permanent location 

for potential parking is not secure because it is owned by the State and may not 
be available in the long term. Expert Brohard confirmed that there is no evidence 
to show whether the in-lieu fee is sufficient to provide the necessary additional 
parking spaces or if the parking will be provided in a timely manner. The in-lieu 
fee cannot be relied upon to reduce the Project’s impacts to traffic due to the lack 
of parking. 

 
Appellants note that the unanticipated intensity of use caused by the 

Napa Oxbow Market, similar to the one proposed by the Project, has created 
parking problems in downtown Napa. The Napa County Grand Jury May 2017 
Final Report describes the problem under the heading, “Impact of Oxbow 
Development.” It states, “Oxbow Market popularity was already creating a 
parking problem in the Oxbow District when the new South Campus of the 
Culinary Institute of America (CIA) formally opened at Copia in 2017, sharing 
the available parking lot. Oxbow’s growing popularity has made it a pressure 
point for Downtown Napa.” 

 
Regarding the evaluation of the Project’s traffic impacts due to parking 

shortfalls, the number of parking spaces credited for the Project was 
miscalculated, which resulted in an undervaluation of the parking deficit that 
would occur if the Project is approved. The grandfathered parking permits that 
would increase the number of allotted spaces for the building have expired, 
therefore the parking credits do not reflect the Project’s true parking deficit. 
Furthermore, the City’s parking requirements don’t anticipate the intensity of 
retail use proposed by the Project. The Project increases the number of employees 
from 10 peak hourly to 60 and the City’s parking requirements don’t account for 
a six-fold increase in employee parking for this site.   
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City policies within the City’s Development Code that limit business 
expansion by requiring additional on-site parking for increased structure square 
footage and change of use that requires more than one parking space per 300 
square feet should be adhered to. (See 4/11/18 letter [with exhibit of 
Development Code section 19.48.040; application of the Code yields greater 
number of required parking spaces than is provided by the Project], 3/22/18 
email, and 3/8/18 letter from Victor Conforti; 3/7/18 letter from Johana M. 
Patri, AICP.)  
 
Historic Resources Impacts 
 

A project that may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance 
of an historical resource is a project that may have a significant effect on the 
environment. (Public Res. Code § 21084.1; Guidelines § 15064.5; League for 
Protection v. City of Oakland (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 896 [demolition of historic 
building was a significant environmental impact that was not adequately 
mitigated by display of commemorative plaque and documentation of its 
historical features]; Uphold Our Heritage v. Town of Woodside (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 
587 [proposed demolition of historic house to build a new home for Steve Jobs 
required an EIR.].) 

 
The MND claims that potentially significant impacts to historic resources, 

including the Sonoma Cheese Factory Building, the adjoining Sonoma State 
Parks and Servants/Quarters building, and the Sonoma Plaza National Historic 
Landmark/Sonoma Plaza National Register Historic District have been 
mitigated. This conclusion relies on a determination that only the front facade of 
the Cheese Factory presents a character defining historic element and destruction 
of the rest of the Cheese Factory would therefore not be considered an impact.  

 
Historic and Cultural resource expert Mike Garavaglia, AIA, LEED BD+C, 

principal Preservation Architect with Garavalia Architecture, Inc., reviewed the 
MND and the supporting documents and has determined that the one-story 
block which includes the body of the building and the rear portions of the 
Cheese Factory, are historically significant, therefore, the demolition of these 
resources represents a historic impact. (7/25/18 letter from Mike Garavaglia to 
the City Council.)  
 

According to expert Garavaglia, the body and rear portions of the Cheese 
Factory are historically significant under Criterion 1 and 3 of the California 
Register of Historic Resources and the retention of just the façade of the building 
does not avoid the Project’s impacts to historic resources.  
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Garavaglia’s testimony also shows that the Project results in aesthetic and 
historic impacts because the proposed new building looms over and overwhelms 
the historic Servant’s Quarters, changing the setting of the State Park’s historic 
structures. The greatly increased size of the rear massing of the Cheese Factory 
visually impacts the Servant’s Quarters. 

 
Garavaglia stated that the Cheese Factory is an early cheese making 

facility and was designed for this specific purpose; the building has a strong 
relationship to the cheese making industry, and may be one of the earliest and 
most prominent in the City of Sonoma.  

 
The MND improperly states that the period of significance for the 

building ends at 1945, when in fact it is 1945-1968. The original historic 
evaluation misstated the importance of the body of the building and rear 
additions. Rear additions that occurred prior to the end of the buildings’ period 
of significance (1968) are all part of the development of the building that 
supported the cheese-making operation. Only changes to the building that 
occurred after the period of significance can be considered non-contributing. 
Demolition of the rear additions represents a significant impact. 

 
The demolition of historic character, massing and footprint results in a 

failure to comply with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment 
of Historic Buildings. The Project is also inconsistent with the Standards’ 
requirement that new additions will not destroy historic materials or features 
and that historic features should be protected and preserved in place.  

 
The MND’s conclusion that because the proposed demolition is outside of 

the period of significance, the Project would not affect the landmark or historic 
status of the Sonoma Plaza National Historic Landmark/Sonoma Plaza National 
Register Historic District, is also not supported.  

 
Aesthetics and Public Views Impacts 
 

A fair argument of aesthetic impacts in both rural and urban settings 
triggers the preparation of an EIR. (Ocean View Estates Homeowners’ Association v. 
Montecito Water District (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 396 (EIR required based on 
subjective views of residents regarding potential aesthetic impacts of reservoir 
project affecting private views and public hiking trail.); Pocket Protectors v. City of 
Sacramento (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 903 (EIR triggered by fair argument of aesthetic 
impacts of urban housing project.) 
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The fair argument standard as it relates to aesthetic impacts is set forth in 
the recent California Supreme Court Case, Gardens I, supra, 1 Cal. 5th 937, 957 at 
959, and in the remand decision, Gardens II, supra, 11 Cal. App. 5th 596 at 609-611, 
which found that lay subjective public opinion supported a fair argument of 
aesthetic impacts such that an EIR was required to be prepared.  

 
Evidence of aesthetic impacts was submitted by historic expert Mike 

Garvaglia and by residents’ first hand observations documented in the letters 
submitted to the Planning Commission. 

 
Resident David Echar explained why the Project is not in compliance with 

the City’s Design Guidelines. 
 
•   5.1.1. “Additions should be subordinate to the main building”. 
Subordinate includes both height and mass. The Secretary of Interior’s 
Standards state, “The new addition should be smaller than the historic 
building—it should be subordinate in both size and design to the historic 
building.” The new building is not smaller than the historic building; thus 
it is most definitely not subordinate to the historic building. 
•   The Downtown Design Guidelines state: “compatible additions, and 
sensitive new construction that is subservient to the adjacent historic 
buildings.” The new building is neither compatible, nor subservient to the 
Historic Servant’s Quarters. 
•   5.1.2. “Locate additions where they will be least visible from the public 
right of way and do not distract from the main building” – the addition is 
very visible from the public right of way, both Spain Street and the Casa 
Grande parking lot, and the design, distracts from the main building. 
 
Resident Carol Marcus stated that allowing the Project to be built to the 

property line on the western edge impacts the views between the buildings on 
the north side of the Plaza, where the views are to the hills. (3/8/18 letter from 
Carol Marcus to David Goodison) Marcus state the Project “represents a 
significant departure from the massing and scale of other buildings around the 
Plaza.” (Ibid.) Resident Susan J. Dorey stated that the large Oxbow type 
expansion of the Cheese Factory will overwhelm the Sonoma Barracks and State 
Park. (3/7/18 email from Susan J. Dorey to David Goodison.) Resident Patricia 
Cullinan stated “the new building will dwarf the adjacent Sonoma State Historic 
Park lessening its ability to tell the story of Sonoma’s history.” (3/7/2018 letter 
from Patricia Cullinan to David Goodison.) 
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Greenhouse Gasses (GHG) 
 
 The MND chose the wrong use designation to determine whether the 
Project would exceed screening criteria under the 2017 BAAQMD Guidelines for 
assessment of GHG emissions. The Project entails expansion of a restaurant and 
specialty food market that more resembles the definition of a supermarket 
designation rather than the shopping center designation used by the MND. The 
Project exceeds the screening criteria for a supermarket and therefore a detailed 
air quality assessment must be performed. (Item #4, 3/2018 letter from David 
Eichar, quoting Christina Morris.) 
 
Conclusion 
 

For the foregoing reasons, the MND and the City’s findings are 
inadequate and incomplete; substantial evidence supports a fair argument of 
potentially significant impacts; and, an EIR must therefore be prepared as a 
matter of law prior to further consideration of the Project.  

 
Appellants respectfully request the Council uphold the appeal of the 

Planning Commission’s decision to adopt the MND and the Project. 
 
 

Sincerely, 

 
Rachel Mansfield-Howlett 

Attorney for Appellants and Protect Our Plaza 
  



July 23, 2018 

Ms. Rachel Mansfield-Howlett 
Provencher & Flatt, LLP 
823 Sonoma Avenue 
Santa Rosa, California 95404 

SUBJECT: Review of Initial Study for the Sonoma Cheese Factory in the 
City of Sonoma - Traffic and Transportation Issues 

Dear Ms. Mansfield-Howlett: 

As you requested and authorized, I, Tom Brohard, P.E., have reviewed the Initial 
Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration (IS/MND) and related documents for 
Reconfiguration and Expansion of the Sonoma Cheese Factory at 2 West Spain 
Street in downtown Sonoma. 

While the Project is now smaller than originally envisioned, the Project still 
includes a 3,538 square foot expansion of the 11,397 square foot building plus 
occupancy and use of currently vacant area within the existing building. 
Additionally, at least 50 new employees will be added at the site. 

Even if the square footage area is calculated correctly in the reports, there is 
evidence that significant traffic impacts will remain. Baseline data upon which the 
traffic study is based is flawed. The data was collected during November 2017, 
an off-season month for Sonoma visitors, and more importantly , it was gathered 
only two weeks after the October fires had devastated Napa and Sonoma 
Counties. 

Trip generation for the Project was also arbitrarily reduced by 75 percent , a 
substantial, faulty reduction that is not supported by the supplemental reports 
provided. 

The documents I have reviewed include: 

• February 2018 Initial Study for the Sonoma Cheese Factory Reconfiguration 
and Expansion 

• February 14, 2018 Final Transportation Impact Analysis Report (Traffic Study) 
prepared by Fehr & Peers 

• March 20, 2018 Supplemental Traffic Information for the Sonoma Chees 
Factory Project Transportation Impact Analysis prepared by Fehr & Peers 

• April 9, 2018 Sensitivity Traffic Analysis and Addit ional Information for the 
Sonoma Cheese Factory Project Transportation Impact Analysis prepared by 
Fehr & Peers 

81905 Mountain View Lan e, La Quinta, California 92253-7611 
Phone (160) 398-8885 Fax (160) 398-8897 

Email tbrohard@earthlink.net 
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It is my professional opinion that there is substantial evidence that the Sonoma 
Cheese Factory Project at 2 West Spain Street will have adverse traffic and 
transportation impacts that have not been properly disclosed , analyzed , and 
mitigated . 

The Traffic Study relies on unrealistically low baseline traffic volumes collected 
immediately after the fires and does not properly calculate, evaluate , or analyze 
the increase in vehicle trips that will be created by the Proposed Project. The 
resulting significant traffic impact in the PM peak hour under cumulative 
conditions at the First Street East intersection with East Napa Street, as well as 
currently undisclosed impacts, must be appropriately addressed in an EIR that 
includes implementation of feasible mitigation measures for the Sonoma Cheese 
Factory Project. 

Education and Experience 

Since receiving a Bachelor of Science in Engineering from Duke University in 
Durham, North Carolina in 1969, I have gained over 45 years of professional 
engineering experience. I am licensed as a Professional Civil Engineer both in 
California and Hawaii and as a Professional Traffic Engineer in California . I 
formed Tom Brohard and Associates in 2000 and now serve as the City Traff ic 
Engineer for the City of Indio and as Consulting Transportation Engineer for the 
City of San Fernando. I have extensive experience in traffic engineering and 
transportation planning. During my career in both the public and private sectors , I 
have reviewed numerous environmental documents and traffic studies for var ious 
projects as indicated on the enclosed resume. 

Traffic and Transportation Issues 

Based on my review of the reports , there is a "fair argument " that the 
Reconfiguration and Expansion of the Sonoma Cheese Factory at 2 West Spain 
Street will have significant traffic and transportation impacts as follows : 

1) Site-Specific Retail Square Footage for the Existing Building Has Been 
Incorrectly Calculated - The Project Description in the Initial Study indicates 
that there will be a 3,538 square foot expansion of the 11,397 square foot 
building , bringing the total square footage of the building to 14,935 square 
feet. The current retail operation in the existing building is about 5,500 square 
feet , leaving about 6,100 square feet in the existing building not open to the 
public, in the form of vacant space , offices , and storage. In reality, therefore , 
the Proposed Project increase in retail square footage goes up from 5,500 
square feet to 14,935 square feet with the added building square footage. The 

2 
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expansion of the retail space and the square footage of the Proposed Project 
is actually about 9,435 square feet , not just the 3,538 square feet in the 
building 's physical addition. 

2) Trip Generation Rate Calculations Based on Square Footage Are Incorrect -
Trip generation rates in the Traffic Study are calculated based on the 11,397 
square feet in the existing building, but only 5,500 square feet are being used 
by the existing retail business. Trip rates must be adjusted to properly 
represent trips that will be generated by occupancy of the vacant space within 
the existing building that is now closed to the public as well as the new square 
footage. This error in the trip generation rate results in trip forecasts that are 
only about half of what will actually occur . In addition, at least 50 new 
employees will be added at the site, generating more trips than were forecast 
by the Traffic Study. 

3) Trip Generation Rates Were Arbitrarily Reduced To 25% - The Traffic Study 
developed unique trip generation rates for the space proposed to be added to 
the Sonoma Cheese Factory. The Supplemental Reports attempt to support 
these adjusted trip generation rates that were calcu lated based on dividing 
the calculated rates by four , using only 25% of the rates. Again, the 
Supplemental Reports attempt to support this faulty methodology that 
assumes that Sonoma Cheese Factory patrons will also visit three other 
businesses in the immediate area. These adjustments appear to have been 
made to reduce and/or eliminate the significant traffic impacts that would 
otherwise occur . 

A very common, simple, and widely accepted practice in conducting trip 
generation studies involves interviews with pedestrians and/or motorists to 
get more information about their trips . With the single pedestrian entrance/exit 
to the Sonoma Cheese Factory and the counts that were made there , it would 
have been appropriate to validate the critical assumption that each patron 
stopped at three other businesses, and that dividing the calculation by four 
was appropriate and proper . Reduction of the trip rates by 75% cannot be 
supported and certainly is not validated by the data. 

4) Inappropriate Baseline Traffic Counts Were Used - Counts of vehicles, 
pedestrians , and bicyclists for the Traffic Study were conducted on Saturday , 
November 11, 2017, and on Tuesday , Novembe r 14, 2017 . Several residents 
and other sources have pointed out that the counts made for the Traffic Study 
in mid-November are lower than normally experienced during the higher 
tourism months from May through September. More importantly , the 
devasting fires near the community were extinguished at the end of October , 
only two weeks before the counts were made. It took a number of months for 
tourism to rebound as many potential tourists believed that the downtown was 

3 
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also damaged by fire. NPR published this article on November 11, 2017, the 
same day the traffic counts were being conducted: 

https://www.npr.org/2017/11/11/563288201/after-fires-california -wine-country 
wants -tourists -back 

While hotel occupancy was somewhat higher than expected in early 
November, evidence indicates people who rented rooms were those 
associated with the recovery or residents of the area who had lost their 
homes, not tourists. 

Substantial and dramatic evidence is found by viewing Google-Earth aerial 
photography. These historical photos show parked vehicles in the downtown 
area on May 20, 2017 (Saturday) under normal conditions, on October 17, 
2017 (Tuesday) when fires raged in the area, and on February 5, 2018 
(Monday) when tourism was rebounding . While the Traffic Study and the 
Supplemental Reports attempt to justify the use of the lower impacted traffic 
counts , the Google-Earth photos clearly show what occurred. 

5) Pedestrian Crosswalks Were Not Adequately Evaluated - There is a ladder
style marked midblock pedestrian crosswalk across West Spain Street 
directly in front of the Cheese Factory. Angle parking adjacent to this 
crosswalk reduces the visibility of pedestrians crossing the roadway. There 
are advance "Ped Xing" pavement markings but there are no pedestr ian 
crossing warning signs. Even during the slower activity month of November , 
" ... very heavy pedestrian volumes .. . " were experienced in the downtown area 
as noted in the "Field Observations" section of the Traffic Study on Pages 25 
and 26. As can be seen on the ground level Google -Earth photography , 
pedestrian crossings can adversely impact the movement of vehicles during 
peak hours at the midblock cross ing as well as at the adjacent four-way 
STOP controlled intersections. 

Even with this substantial evidence, Page 35 of the Traffic Study concludes 
that the Proposed Project would not substantially degrade the pedestrian or 
the bicyclist environments . This COf':'clusion cannot be supported. 

Page 36 of the Traffic Study provides recommendations for advance signing 
of the midblock crosswalk and for bulb-outs at the marked crosswalks to 
shorten the pedestrian crossing distances. While these are positive and 
beneficial mitigation measures, they are dropped and not recommended for 
implementation by the Traffic Study. In addition to their installation at the 
midblock crosswalk , bulb-outs should also be considered at the adjacent 
intersections on Spain Street which have long, highly skewed crosswalks . 
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The Proposed Project will add pedestrians crossing at the mid-block 
crosswalk as well as at the adjacent intersections. Existing pedestrian 
crossings are described on Page 21 of the Traffic Study but Project impacts 
at these locations are not studied, analyzed , or evaluated . 

All crosswalks including those at the adjacent intersections need to be 
analyzed and evaluated to determine if pedestrian traffic signals are 
warranted. Regulation and control of the pedestrian crossings for the 
increased pedestrian volumes to and from the Proposed Project and to create 
gaps in the pedestrian crossings to reduce the traffic congestion on Spain 
Street should be considered . 

6) Tuesday Night Farmers Market Was Not Considered - Each Tuesday night 
during the tourist season from May through October, there is a Farmers 
Market in the Square. There are also other special regularly scheduled events 
at the Square. These special events draw many visitors to downtown 
Sonoma, creating addit ional congestion on the downtown streets as can be 
seen on Google Maps with the red coloring on the map indicating very slow 
traffic. The impact of the additional trips to and from the Cheese Factory 
Expansion were not studied , analyzed , or evaluated together with the 
Tuesday Night Farmers Market. 

7) Sufficient Parking May Not Be Provided in a Timely Manner - While the 
adequacy of parking is no longer a CEQA issue, traffic impacts caused by 
lack of parking is. The Traffic Study indicates that the demand created for 
additional parking for the Cheese Factory Expansion will create the need for 
an additional 13 parking spaces . This additional parking must also 
accommodate parking required by the 50 additional employees of the 
Proposed Project. The Traffic Study recommends that the Casa Grande off
street parking lot be redesigned to provide the additional parking needed or 
that the parking area be expanded. While the Traffic Study recommends that 
$60 ,000 be provided to meet the increased parking demand , there is no 
evidence to show whether this fee is sufficient to provide the necessary 
additional parking spaces or if the parking will be provided in a timely manner. 

Furthermore , additional parking demand is likely to spillover onto the adjacent 
residential areas , creating significant traffic impacts. 

As discussed throughout this letter , there is substantial evidence that the 
Sonoma Cheese Factory Reconfiguration and Expansion Project will have 
adverse environmental impacts that have not been properly disclosed, analyzed, 
or mitigated. This evidence presents a "fair argument " of traffic impacts. 
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The various flaws and deficiencies outlined above must be addressed through 
further analysis in an EIR. Feasible and effective mitigation measures for the 
significant traffic impacts that will occur under "Cumulative plus Project" 
conditions in the PM peak hour in downtown Sonoma must also be developed 
and implemented. 

If you have questions regarding these comments, please contact me at your 
convenience. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Tom Brohard and Associates 

Tom Brohard, PE 
Principal 

Enclosures 
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Tom Brohard and Associates 

 Tom Brohard, PE  
 

Licenses: 1975 / Professional Engineer / California – Civil, No. 24577 
 1977 / Professional Engineer / California – Traffic, No. 724 
 2006 / Professional Engineer / Hawaii – Civil, No. 12321 
 
Education: 1969 / BSE / Civil Engineering / Duke University 
 
Experience: 45+ Years 
 
Memberships: 1977 / Institute of Transportation Engineers – Fellow, Life 
 1978 / Orange County Traffic Engineers Council - Chair 1982-1983 
 1981 / American Public Works Association – Life Member 
 
Tom is a recognized expert in the field of traffic engineering and transportation planning. 
His background also includes responsibility for leading and managing the delivery of 
various contract services to numerous cities in Southern California.  
 
Tom has extensive experience in providing transportation planning and traffic engineering 
services to public agencies. Since May 2005, he has served as Consulting City Traffic 
Engineer for the City of Indio. He also currently provides “on call” Traffic and Transportation 
Engineer services to the Cities of Big Bear Lake and San Fernando. In addition to 
conducting traffic engineering investigations for Los Angeles County from 1972 to 1978, he 
has previously served as City Traffic Engineer in the following communities: 
 

o Bellflower ..................................................... 1997 - 1998 
o Bell Gardens ................................................ 1982 - 1995 
o Huntington Beach ........................................ 1998 - 2004 
o Lawndale ..................................................... 1973 - 1978 
o Los Alamitos ................................................ 1981 - 1982 
o Oceanside ................................................... 1981 - 1982 
o Paramount ................................................... 1982 - 1988 
o Rancho Palos Verdes .................................. 1973 - 1978 
o Rolling Hills .................................................. 1973 - 1978, 1985 - 1993 
o Rolling Hills Estates ..................................... 1973 - 1978, 1984 - 1991 
o San Marcos ................................................. 1981  
o Santa Ana .................................................... 1978 - 1981 
o Westlake Village .......................................... 1983 - 1994 

 
During these assignments, Tom has supervised City staff and directed other consultants 
including traffic engineers and transportation planners, traffic signal and street lighting 
personnel, and signing, striping, and marking crews. He has secured over $10 million in 
grant funding for various improvements. He has managed and directed many traffic and 
transportation studies and projects. While serving these communities, he has personally 
conducted investigations of hundreds of citizen requests for various traffic control devices. 
Tom has also successfully presented numerous engineering reports at City Council, 
Planning Commission, and Traffic Commission meetings in these and other municipalities. 

 
 



Tom Brohard, PE, Page 2 

Tom Brohard and Associates 

In his service to the City of Indio since May 2005, Tom has accomplished the following: 
 
� Oversaw preparation and adoption of the 2008 Circulation Element Update of the 

General Plan including development of Year 2035 buildout traffic volumes, revised 
and simplified arterial roadway cross sections, and reduction in acceptable Level of 
Service criteria under certain conditions.  

 
� Oversaw preparation of fact sheets/design exceptions to reduce shoulder widths on 

Jackson Street and on Monroe Street over I-10 as well as justifications for protected-
permissive left turn phasing at I-10 on-ramps, the first such installations in Caltrans 
District 8 in Riverside County; reviewed plans and provided assistance during 
construction of both $2 million projects to install traffic signals and widen three of 
four ramps at these two interchanges under Caltrans encroachment permits. 

 
� Reviewed traffic signal, signing, striping, and work area traffic control plans for the 

County’s $45 million I-10 Interchange Improvement Project at Jefferson Street. 
 
� Reviewed traffic impact analyses for Project Study Reports evaluating different 

alternatives for buildout improvements of the I-10 Interchanges at Jefferson Street, 
Monroe Street, Jackson Street and Golf Center Parkway. 
 

� Oversaw preparation of plans, specifications, and contract documents and provided 
construction assistance for over 50 traffic signal installations and modifications. 
 

� Reviewed and approved over 1,200 work area traffic control plans as well as signing 
and striping plans for all City and developer funded roadway improvement projects. 
 

� Oversaw preparation of a City wide traffic safety study of conditions at all schools. 
 
� Obtained $47,000 grant from the California Office of Traffic Safety and implemented 

the City’s Traffic Collision Database System. Annually reviews “Top 25” collision 
locations and provides traffic engineering recommendations to reduce collisions. 
 

� Prepared over 900 work orders directing City forces to install, modify, and/or remove 
traffic signs, pavement and curb markings, and roadway striping. 
 

� Oversaw preparation of engineering and traffic surveys to establish enforceable 
speed limits on over 400 street segments. 
 

� Reviewed and approved traffic impact studies for more than 35 major projects and 
special events including the annual Coachella and Stagecoach Music Festivals. 
 

� Developed and implemented the City’s Golf Cart Transportation Program. 
 

Since forming Tom Brohard and Associates in 2000, Tom has reviewed many traffic impact 
reports and environmental documents for various development projects. He has provided 
expert witness services and also prepared traffic studies for public agencies and private 
sector clients.  
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25 July 2018 
 
 
City of Sonoma 
Mayor Agrimonti and City Council Members 
CityCouncil@sonomacity.org 
Planning Director, David Goodison 
davidg@sonomacity.org 
No. 1 The Plaza 
Sonoma, CA 95476 
 
Re: Appeal Sonoma Cheese Factory Reconfiguration and Expansion 
 
 
Dear Mayor Agrimonti and City Council Members, 
 
I have been asked by the appellants and citizen's group, Protect Our Plaza, to provide input on 
the historic preservation aspects of the project review and approval determinations as presented 
in the MND and other approval documents. My review focuses on the impacts to historic 
resources. 
 
CULTURAL RESOURCES 
The historic resource evaluation found that the Sonoma Cheese Factory was found eligible for 
the CA Register under Criterion 1 (association with events). This cheese-making context is well 
presented and initial historic eligibility determination logical - but not complete. The existing 
building, as an early cheese making facility, is also a type of building designed for a specific 
purpose. Therefore it should be considered historic for that reason under Criterion 3. Criterion 3 
should not be limited to architectural style as it also includes types of building. As this building 
has a strong relationship to the cheese making industry, and may be one of the earliest and most 
prominent cheese making factories in the City of Sonoma, the entire building that evolved over 
its period of significance should rise to a higher level of importance. Also, changes that were 
made over time to accommodate cheese-making functions should be evaluated for 
consideration as character defining features. 
 
Analysis of character defining features- the original evaluation generally misstated the 
importance of the body of the building and rear additions. Rear additions that occurred prior to 
the end of the buildings POS (1968) are all part of the development of the factory building 
supporting the cheese-making operation. Only changes to the building that occurred after the 
POS can be considered non-contributing. The fact that the original use is no longer present in a 
space does not change the reason that the functional space was built in the first place. The MND 
improperly states that the POS for the building is 1945, when in fact it is 1945-1968. Being the 
building is potentially eligible under Cal Register Criterion 1 (events), the POS reflects a period 
of time when the cheese-making operations were ongoing. 
 
 

582 MARKET ST. SUITE 1800  
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94104 
 
T: 415.391.9633 
F: 415.391.9647 
 
 www.garavaglia.com  
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Statements regarding the change of use of spaces in the building such as “additions are no 
longer used for cheese production” and conclusions drawn that they are therefore not character 
defining are not applicable. As long as the building elements retain their original configuration 
they are character defining. It would be comparable to sat that "because a building is vacant, it 
can't be historic"- this isn't the case in historic building evaluations. 
 
There is a lack of discussion regarding the cheese making process. Without this understanding, 
and without a discussion of the way the building was used in that process (nor an evaluation of 
the historical integrity of the spaces), one cannot conclude that additions are not part of the 
historic property. The utilitarian characteristic of the additions also has no bearing on the 
historic nature of portions of the structure. As they are part of a factory representing an 
industrial process, a utilitarian characteristic could easily be expected. 
 
AESTHETICS 
Regarding the Aesthetics section of the MND - the primary design concept that the project 
attempts to use for compliance with the Standards is the idea that a remnant portion of the 
eligible building is sufficient to communicate the history behind cheese making in Sonoma. 
Being 90% of the structure is being demolished, with only an appendage of the building’s 
facade remaining, the new building can hardly be called an addition. The new building should 
reference the remnant appendage of the original building as such.  
 
A 1 1/2 page peer review of the projects impact’s analysis finds no problems with the proposed 
project “appendage” concept as being in keeping with NPS documents regarding the handling 
of historic structures. It oddly quotes one sentence out of the Standards regarding "economic 
and technical feasibility". As with many complex issues, a sound-bite cannot substitute for a 
complete analysis nor and full understanding of the Standards. A full reading (and thorough 
understanding) of the Standards would show that retention of character defining features are, 
in fact, a very important aspect of building preservation and that the Standards are to be 
applied within the context of protecting that historic significance and fabric. The equation does 
not allow removal of historic fabric to be justified solely on grounds of economic or technical 
feasibility. 
 
The materials used on the new building have little relationship to the materials of the factory, 
choosing a primary material (wood) assumed to be from the adjacent historic Servants Quarters 
horizontal siding. The wood screen is oriented in a vertical pattern with no relationship to its 
surroundings. The stone material used is referenced to blend with the planters of the same 
project's design - not necessarily from surrounding context. 
 
The proposed new building looms over the historic Servant’s Quarters, changing the setting of 
the Park’s historic structures and views to the mountains beyond from various vantage points 
from the Southeast and East. 
 
The effective height of the new building is significantly taller than the existing building in that 
the new parapet juts up at the exterior wall, while the existing building has a sloped gable roof 
sloping up from the east and west to a center ridge. Viewed from the Plaza, street, or from the 
State Park property, the existing building is visually lower than the proposed. 
 
MITIGATIONS 
Mitigations are used in a confusing fashion in the MND. Mitigations, in this case, should not be 
used as compensation for the loss of critical historic character defining features. The suggested 
primary, non-tangible, mitigations do not protect the exiting historic fabric. 
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The use of an “affinage element” (cheese related use of space) as a substitute for protection of 
historic significance and character defining features is not comparable to the retention of actual 
historic fabric. It does not substitute for the removal of historic fabric, nor should it be 
considered as complying with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.  
 
 
Additionally Interpretive displays and HABS documentation are not substitution for 
compliance with the Standards. These two tasks are to document and share what will be lost, so 
not a mitigation as such for the demolition of character defining features. These types of 
products are often used as adjunct activities after finding significant impacts- they do not 
reduce impacts to less than significant. 
 
HABS documentation should also be performed on the Servants Quarters as the adjacent 
project’s construction activities have a potential for damage State Parks property. Additional 
specific construction related protections should be evaluated, approved, and put into place 
before construction commences. These protections should be lead by a qualified historical 
architect / engineer meeting NPS professional qualification standards. Currently the historic 
building protections are inadequate for the subject property or adjacent historic properties. 
 
Impacts to the adjacent Servant’s Quarters- the walkway being proposed by the developer 
does not show any detail, nor do the conditions of approval fully acknowledge, the need for 
protection of the adobe material of the West wall of the historic Servants Quarters. Adobe is one 
of our most fragile archaic building materials - primarily damaged by moisture and physical 
contact. The burden of project review has been placed on State Parks as the arbiter of what is 
correct as opposed to the City having an expectation of the developer to present an appropriate 
design. The walkway is shown overlapping the property line and there is a good chance that 
moisture-trapping materials will be placed right up to the Servants Quarters building. In 
addition, landscaping materials may also be placed, along with inappropriate irrigation of that 
landscaping. Physical contact between passersby and any equipment moving along the 
walkway have the possibility of damaging the earthen wall and plaster finish. All of these items 
can be established as part of the project design in relation to sensitive adjacent historic 
materials. 
 
STATEMENT OF FINDINGS OF FACTS AND THE CONDITIONS OF PROJECT 
APPROVAL 
SOFF - Aesthetics- 2. Consistency with Design Guidelines. As stated in the Project documents 
the guidelines are explicitly based on the SISR, and are to be applied MORE STRICTLY to 
project review in Sub-area 1. Quoting the SOFF: “Specifically, the project is evaluated in terms 
of Chapter 5: “Guidelines for Additions to Existing Buildings.” Because the project site is 
located within Sub-Area 1 of the Downtown District, which comprises the area of encompassed 
by the Sonoma Plaza National Historic Landmark and the Sonoma Plaza National Register 
Historic District, the guidelines are to be applied more strictly than would be the case 
otherwise.” 
 
Great liberties have been taken with the Standards as they have been applied to this project. It is 
unclear how strict interpretation of the Standards have been established when the degree of 
character defining feature demolition has exceeded 90%, and such concepts as HABS 
documentation and interpretive panels mitigate the loss of historic fabric. This is not considered 
best practice in the management of historic resources. 
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COA - 11F. Resource Protection: Although vibration related to construction activities are to be 
monitored for the Servants Quarters, additional construction related monitoring should be 
undertaken with much more elaborate direction from the MND. 
 
As the analysis of the historic resource is not complete and seemingly inappropriate, the 
resulting analysis and mitigations in the MND are misleading or incorrect. The project should 
receive the attention of a full Environmental Impact Report. Please uphold the appeal. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Michael Garavaglia, A.I.A. LEED AP BD+C 
President, Garavaglia Architecture, Inc. 
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PARKING IMPACT FEE BACKGROUND 

The City of Napa currently charges a parking impact fee on the parking demand generated 
by net new non-residential development located within the boundaries of the Parking Exempt 
District ("PE District"). The PE District's boundaries, which were modified in 2005 to include 31 
additional parcels (depicted in hash-mark shading) for a total of 189 parcels, are shown on 
the map in Figure 1 . 

Figure 1: City of Napa Parking Exempt District Boundary 

Source: City of Napa 

Downtown 
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Downtown Pubic 

-
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The parking impact fee is codified in Napa Municipal Code chapter 15.104 and was adopted 
in 2005 in conjunction with the PE District boundary expansion. The fee originally was set at 
$7,500 per required parking space (net new) to help mitigate the new development's impact 
on the public parking supply. The fee does not apply to residential properties because they 
are required by code to provide on-site parking. The net new parking impact is derived by 
subtracting the gross square footage of existing development on a site from the gross new 
square footage of the new development project, and applying the adopted parking 
standard(s) as defined in the zoning code to the net new square footage. The Parking Impact 
Fee is then charged on each net new parking space generated by the project. The 
development project receives "credit" for the parking demand generated by the existing 
non-residential square footage on the site. The parking impact is calculated based on land 
uses and the City's parking requirements (Municipal Code Chapter 17.54, see Section 
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l 7.54.040(0), and Downtown Specific Plan Chapter 6, see Table 6.2), generally as tonows for 
non-residential uses: 

• For commercial and office uses: 3.2 spaces per 1,000 square feet of ground floor space, 
and 2.4 spaces per 1,000 square feet of second floor or higher space. 

• For hotels and motels, l space per sleeping room plus 1 space for manager plus 1 
space for every 2 employees (full or part time) plus, if hotel has convention, banquet , 
restaurant or meeting facilities, parking shall be provided in addition to the hotel,/ motel 
requirement, as determined by the Planning Commission, based on a parking study. 

• For bed and breakfast inns, 1 space shall be provided for the owner/manage r's unit 
and each guest room. Credit may be given in limited instances for on-street parking 
fronting the structure where a survey documents such parking is available and does not 
affect adjacent residential uses. 

• For public/quasi-public facilities, standards are typically established through parking 
studies of the specific use. 

• For mixed use, which is defined by the Downtown Specific Plan {"DSP") as a mix of uses 
that are either office, commercial/retail, residential, lodging/hospitality, institutional, 
public and quasi-public, a blended factor of 3.2 spaces per 1,000 square feet is applied 
in the Nexus Study to the non-residential portion of future development since the 
precise mix of uses is unknown. Any residential component is required to incorporate 
parking on site. 

NEXUS STUDY APPROACH 

This Nexus Study serves as an update to the 2004 nexus study prepared by Economic & 
Planning Systems {EPS). In the EPS nexus study, the cost per space to construct structured 
parking was approximately $21,500 excluding land, which equated to a cost to the developer 
of approximately $44 per square foot of the private development. At the time, the total 
demand for parking in the PE District was not as high as today, nor as high as anticipated in 
the future . The City Council established a lower fee to encourage continued private 
investment in Downtown while still helping the City obtain funding to help with construction of 
new parking. At that time, the City's redevelopment agency was a funding source to 
supplement the Parking Impact Fee, and near-term development was anticipated to 
ge nerate several million dollars in parking impact fees to apply to a new parking structure. 
Since the Parking Impact Fee's establishment in 2005, two large development projects 
constructed parking on site and the country experience~ a recession which slowed the pace 
of development. As a result, the City has collected only $1.1 million in parking impact fees to 
dote, 

As a first step of the Nexus Study, Walker Parking conducted field verifications of the City's 
parking inventory and surveyed parking utilization in the PE District on July 10, 20141 referred to 
o.s -the Hbenchmark do te" for -this analysis. Some changes worth noting since the parking 
impoct fee was estabJJshed lnclude: 

" 
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1) The EPS study determined there was 835,000 square feet of retail and office space in 
the PE District in 2005, compared to approximately 1 , 164,000 square feet of retail, office 
and mixed use development in the PE District at the benchmark date, an increa se of 
329,000 square feet. This total is for all occupied and unoccupied buildings, but doe s 
not include public and · quasi-public facilities, primarily because most if not all of the 
public facilities in the Study Area are served by on-site parking (e.g., City Hall and other 
City offices) and the assumption is that any future expansion of public facilities, whether 
in the Study Area or on the periphery, will require a physical parking solution rather than 
payment of the Parking Impact Fee. Note that some new development constructed 
since 2005 included on-site parking, specifically Napa Square provided 44 parking 
spaces for its office and retail tenants, and Riverfront Napa provided 229 parking 
spaces total ( 68 for residents, the remainder for customers and tenants in the property). 
The 141-room Andaz Napa hotel was completed in 2006, and now leases the top level 
of the Clay Street Garage (54 spaces), and through valet is permitted to park 75 cars by 
stacking . Rather than paying a parking impact fee up front, the hotel makes a monthly 
payment to the City based on an annual schedule over a 30-year term. 

2) The County-owned Fifth Street parking garage was completed in 2009, adding 277 
spaces to the public supply and 208 spaces that are restricted for County fleet or 
private use by occupants of the nearby Riverfront Napa and Napa Mill properties. 

3) Parking occupancy peaks have shifted over time and parking demand has expanded 
into evenings and weekends. 

4) The DSP, adopted in 2012, incorporated new parking standards and included updated 
long-term land use projections for the study area, which includes the PE District. 

5) The Napa River Bypass, completed in 2015, resulted in removal of 122 surface and on
street public parking spaces at Lot X and West Street in the north end of the PE District. 

6) In addition, there have been other minor changes in parking supply and the costs to 
build and operate parking have changed as well. 

For these reasons, an updated nexus study is warranted. 

The benchmark date total development figure includes the gross square footage for all 
existing buildings in the PE District, whether occupied or unoccupied. A "parking credit" was 
incorporated into the analysis by applying the appropriate parking standard to the gross 
square foota ge of the vacant portion of the buildings that were unoccupied as of the 
benchmark da te. Approximately 154,000 square feet, or 13% of the l, 164,000 square feet, was 
vacant on the bench mark date . In all instances, the vacancies were retail and office space in 
comm ercial buildings. A significant portion of the vacancy was attributable to the Napa 
Center (aka .,First Street Napa " ) renovation project, which accounts for slightly over 100,000 
square feet of retail spdc e. 

Note that Walker's ana lysis assumes that the current PE District will be expanded to include the 
ii ¾ parcels now zoned Downtown Core Commercial in the Downtown Specific Plan, located 
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on Main Street between Clinton and Caymus streets, as shown on Figure 2. The remainder of 
this report will refer to this expanded area as the "Study Area." 

Per the State of California Mi~igation Fee Act (Government Code section 66000 et seq.), in 
order to establish, increase or impose a fee as a condition of approval of a development 
project by a local agency, the local agency shall do all of the following 1: 

1 . Identify the purpose of the fee. 

2. Identify the use to which the fee is to be put. If the use is financing public facilities, the 
facilities shall be identified. That identification may, but need not, be made by 
reference to a capital improvement plan as specified in Section 65403 or 66002, may 
be made in applicable general or specific plan requirements, or may be made in other 
public documents that identify the public facilities for which the fee is c~arged. 

3. Determine how there is a reasonable relationship between the fee's use and the type of 
development project on which the fee is imposed. 

4. Determine how there is a reasonable relationship between the need for the public 
facility and the type of development project on which the fee is imposed. 

' hftp:/ /www Jeginf o.ca .gov /cgi -bin/displaycode ?section=gov &group =6500 I -66000&file=66000-66008 
4 
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Rgure 2: Study Area and Public Parking Supply 
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• Assess existing parking supply and demand in the Study Area, and determine current 
parking surplus during peak parking demand conditions. 

o This assessment will include parking demand that would be generated by 
properties within the Study Area that were vacant on the benchmark date , 
which will be assigned a "parking credit" should those properties become 
occupied after the benchmark date. Upon occupancy these properties will 
create parking demand on the current parking system but will not be subject to 
a parking impact fee , unless they redevelop by adding net new (non-residential) 
square footage. 

o By considering parking occupancy during peak parking demand conditions, this 
assessment also will consider private properties with on-site parking that serves 
private development in the Study Area. 

5 
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• Project future parking demand based on DSP development projections plus any known 
development since the 2012 DSP adoption that has not been included in the 
projections. 

• Determine future parking shortfall based on the projections . 

• Determine the costs to produce the parking required based on the projections , and 
subtract the funds the City has on hand to determine the funding need. 

• Calculate parking impact fee per space required to provide required funding to fill the 
need. 

STUDY AREA CURRENT CONDITIONS (PARKING SUPPLY) 

This section outlines the current conditions of public parking starting with the supply in the 
Study Area , followed by the surplus of spaces during peak conditions. 

PUBLIC PARKING SUPPLY 

Public parking supply in the Study Area is depicted on Figure 2 and summarized on Table 1. It 
includes spaces that are owned and/or operated by the City of Napa and made available to 
the general public, including the portion of Parking Lot A on Second Street behind Goodman 
Library which is owned by the City of Napa Parking Authority. It also includes the 277 spaces in 
the County-owned Fifth Street Garage that are non-restricted and available for public use, as 
well as the County-owned Sullivan lot at Third and Coombs streets (block 28 on Figure 2. This 
garage and lot are located just outside the PE District bqundary but serve development in the 
PE District.) It does not include spaces that are reserved for specific user groups such as private 
firms or public vehicles, rendering the spaces unavailable for general public use. 

Through a parking license agreement with the City, the Archer Hotel will have exclusive use of 
145 spaces in the Pearl Street Garage. Those spaces are included in the total parking supply 
counts , even though they will not be available for general public use on a self-park basis. They 
will, however, serve to park customers to the hotel and adjoining restaurants and retail spaces, 
and through valet parking and car stacking the hotel will be permitted to park an additional 
45 c ars, beyond the 145 striped spaces, on the top level of the garage. Upon completion of 
the hote l project, the hotel developer will pay $3.15 million to the City's Parking Fund, which 
great ly excee ds the Parking Impact Fee requirement and will help accelerate the City's ability 
to bujld a new dow ntown parking structure. Through a similar parking license agreement with 
the City, the Andaz Hotel has exclusive rights to valet 7 4 cars in 54 striped spaces on the top 
level of the Clay Stree t ga rage, for which the hotel is making an annual payment of 
a pproximately $50,000 pe r year , which escalat es over a 30-year term for approximately $2 
mink:m to the City 's Parking Fund in exc hange for those privileges. The 54 licensed spaces ore 
included in the parking supply count s. 

lh~~ ore ·1,984 5poce.s of total public parking supp ly in or serving the Study Area , of which 643 
ar~ on--~tr~et ond 1,341 ore off=5treet. Walker Parking has app lied an effec tive supp ly factor of 
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85% for on-street and 90% for off-street parking spaces, which is industry standard 2• Effective 
supply reflects the fact that parking systems are "effectively" full at less than 100% occupancy. 
l·t accounts for the dynamics of vehicles moving in and out of spaces as well as lost spaces 
due to misparking, debris, construction, etc. The effective public supply for the Study Area is 
1,754 spaces. 

Note that the DSP parking demand factors incorporate an effective supply factor, which is 
described as "practical capacity" on page 182 of the DSP (Table 6.3, footnote 5). 

Table 1: Study Area - Public On-Street and Off-Street Parking Supply 

Effective Supply 
Effective Supply 

Type Spaces Factor 

On-Street 643 85% 548 

Lots 460 90% 415 
City Garages 881 90% 791 
Total 1,984 1,754 

Source : City of Napa; Walker Parking Consultants 

EXISTING AND LONG-TERM DEMAND AND PARKING SHORTFALL 

This section addresses the existing and projected long-term parking demand through the end 
of the Downtown Specific Plan projection period (year 2030). 

EXISTING DEMAND 

For the existing demand analysis, Walker Parking: 

1 ~ Verified the existing development in the Study Area as of the benchmark date, utilizing 
a City-provided parcel-by-parcel database of existing development by square 
footage. The database includes building square footages that were vacant. As 
prev1ously noted, as of the benchmark date, there was approximately 1, 164,000 square 
feet of floor area with approximately 1,010,000 occupied square feet and 154,000 
vacant square feet. 

2. Condu c ted a field observation of peak parking conditions generated by occupied 
bu ildings. Ba.sed on field data collection in July 2014, peak parking conditions were 
experienced on Thursday afternoon at 1 :00 PM, which is typical in downtown areas. 

1 On,.street eff ediv e svppty of 85% ls on indv stry standard that has been adopted and popularized by 
Pro.fes~or Donald Shoup (on example is here: http :// shoup.bo l,uc lg .~du/C ruisingForParkinqAccess.pdf). 
O;tt4treet effe9t ive svpp ly of 90% Is cited in the book authored by Walker Parking Consultants staff titled 
'P('Ar1ij:r;1g $tr,uctvre:s; Plormfng1 Design, Construction, Maintenance and Repair. 

Page 9 of 16 
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Figure 3 illustrates occupancy by time of day on Thursday July 10, 2014 in the Downtown 
Core, of which the Study Area is a part. 

3. Estimated the parking demand that would be generated by vacant buildings if they 
were fully occupied, based on City parking requirements, since the parking demand 
generated by those unoccupied structures when occupied would use existing supply 
and would not be charged an impact fee. 

4. Factored in existing demand for any property that has an approved entitlement that 
will generate additional parking demand on the public parking supply, but which has 
already mitigated that additional demand (namely the Archer Hotel. The Napa River. 
Inn expansion also has approval and is not yet built, but it has mitigated its parking 
demand with private restricted parking supply in the Fifth Street Garage and is therefore 
not considered to create parking demand that will impact the public supply). 

Figure 3: Occupancy by Time of Day on Thursday July 10, 2014 

9:00 M/1 11 :00 MIi I :00 PM 3:00 PM 5:00 PM 7:00 PM 9:00 PM 

Source: Walker Parking Consultants 

Of 1,754 spaces in the Study Area, there are 1,311 occupied at peak, leaving a surplus of 443 
spaces, which is outlined on Table 2. The 1,311 occupied at peak is based on field observation 
on the benchmark date. 

8 
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Table 2: Study Area - Surplus Public Parking Spaces during Peak Period 

Type I Effective Supply I Occupied at Peak I Surplus I % of Total I 
On-Street 548 407 141 26% 

Off-Street 1,206 904 302 25% 

Total 1,754 1,311 443 25% 

Source: City of Napa; Walker Parking Consultants 

Table 3 summarizes occupied and vacant floor area and parking required for the vacant gross 
floor area (GFA}, utilizing parking demand ratios specified . The analysis assumed second floor 
vacancies as office use with a parking demand of 3.2 spaces per 1,000 square feet; and 
vacant ground floor space as retail use with a parking demand of 2.4 spaces per 1,000 square 
feet in accordance with the DSP parking standards. 

iabie-~ Emting;~U!e;. . OHice end Re!ail,Spoce-as of July 2014 

Use 

Mixed Use 

Office 

Retail 

Total 

Total GFA Occupied GFA VacantGFA 

171,731 171,731 0 

344,632 333,855 10,777 

647,869 504,826 143,043 

1,164,232 1,010,412 153,820 

(-) Surplus at Peak 

(=) Remaining Parking before Archer Demand 

(-) Archer Demand 

(=) Surplus/Shortfall 

Source : City of Napa; Walker Parking Consultants 

Parking Required 
for Vacant GFA 

0 

34 

343 

377 

443 

66 

145 

(79) 

In summary, as of the benchmark date, effective public supply for the Study Area was 1,754 
spaces; and existing development in the Study Area on the benchmark date required 1,311 
parking spaces based on observation during peak parking demand period (Thursday at l :00 
PM). At the benchmark date, 153,820 square feet of commercial space was vacant that, 
when fully leased, will add demand for 377 parking spaces, based on current parking 
standards, which will not pay an impact fee . In addition, the Archer Hotel is already entitled 
and would add demand for 145 spaces . The current effective supply of 1,754 spaces does not 
meet the existing demand requirement as it is short by 79 spaces at parking peak. 

PROJECTED DEMAND 

To project demand for parking in the Study Area generated by future development that will 
be subject to the Parking Impact Fee, Walker Parking adjusted DSP-anticipated build-out by 
land use (2030) based on existing cond itions data . The DSP projections included assumptions 

9 
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regarding "opportunity sites" that would likely redevelop over time, and determined likely 
additional square footages for anticipated development by land use. The assumed land uses 
to generate future public parking demand include retail, office and lodging. Also, since the 
adoption of the DSP, two relatively small projects which paid a parking impact fee have been 
completed - The Thomas at Fagiani's, and Burger Fi - and are included in the benchmark 
date "existing development" calculation. Walker Parking compared the DSP development 
assumptions for these two sites to the actual impact and adjusted the long-term parking 
demand accordingly. 

Table 4 illustrates the net parking required to support projected DSP build-out. 

fobte 1t Addtliono.t fod<itlQ D.ettl0fld'm'Snldv ~ Based on Projected Downtown Specific Plan Build
Out 

NetChangein Net Change in Net Parking Net Parking 
Total Net 

Parking for 
SF - Ground SF-Second Change - Ground Change - Second 
Floor Uses Floor+ Uses Floor Uses Floor+ Uses 

Projected 
Development 

125,204 198,820 400 476 876 

Source: City of Napa; Walker Parking Consultants 

Figure 4 shows the anticipated future parking demand on a parcel basis. 

10 
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Figure 4: Net Estimated Parking Demand Change by Parcel (per Downtown Specific Pion through 2030) 
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Source: City of Napa ; Walker Parking Consultants 

Anticipated residential development is not included in the analysis as it will be required to self
park in accordance with the Zoning Ordinance and DSP parking standards. 

PARKING SHORTFALL 

The parking shortfall is calculated by adding the parking required for vacant non-residentia l 
space as of the benchmark date (Table 3) with demand from the entitled Archer Hotel with 
the net parking required for projected development at DSP build-out (Table 4) then 
subtracting the s,urplus parking at peak on the benchmark date (Table 2). 

1l 
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Table 5: Net New Public Parking Spaces Required at Downtown Specific Plan Build-Out 

Parking Required for Vacant Commercial Space 377 
Parking Required for Entitled Archer Hotel 145 
Net Parking Required for Projected Development 876 

(-) Surplus Parking at Peak 443 
Public Parking Required at DSP Build-Out 955 

Source: City of Napa ; Walker Parking Consultants 

PARKING IMPACT FEE COMPONENTS 

To determine the Parking Impact Fee, the Nexus Study estimates the current cost to build 
above -grade , structured parking, including the cost of land that a new parking facility would 
occupy. Walker Parking has assumed that future public garages would be built to a standard 
similar to the Fifth Street garage and would not have on-site staff or parking access and 
revenue control equipment. Structured, above -ground facilities represent the most reasonable 
option (as opposed to surface parking due to land scarcity) for the City to provide public 
parking in the future. 

The Parking Impact Fee calculation also considers funds available to the City to provide 
required parking. Subtracting these funds from the total cost to provide all required parking, 
which is then divided by the total number of spaces to be provided, yields the total cost per 
space to provide required parking. 

PARKING STRUCTURE COST 

Walker estimates that the cost to build an above-grade parking garage in the San Francisco 
Bay Area is approximately $27,000 per space, based on actual costs for above-grade parking 
garages of approximately 400 spaces for public agencies in the East Bay and San Francisco. 
This assumes per-space hard costs of $22,500 and sof_t costs at 20% of hard costs. Hard costs 
relate to the costs associated with physical construction, such as labor and materials, while 
soft costs include items such as architectu_re, engineering and permit fees. It does not include 
the cost of land, extra amenities, upgraded construction materials, or subterranean parking. 

For the purpose of the Nexus Study,,Walker Parking assumed that by 2030, in order to provide 
the 955 spaces of public parking required at DSP build-out, the City would most likely have to 
build two new structures of approximately 480 spaces each (the equivalent of the Fifth Street 
garage). Like the Fifth Street garage, which has set a new standard and public expectation 
for parking structure design, the parking garages would each cost approximately $13-$15 
million if constructed in 2016, or the equivalent of $27-31 thousand per space. The higher per
space cost factors in costs for a possible level or half-level of subterranean parking which will 
likely be necessary to achieve the desired quantity of spaces; nice building materials 
equivalent to the Fifth Street garage; and amenities such as charging stations, solar panels, 

12 
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and public art. Based on these assumptions, the total cost to the City in today's dollars would 
be $26-$30 million for two parking garages, excluding land. 

At the benchmark date, the cost to acquire land in the PE District was approximately $90 per 
square foot. Assuming each of the new garages would require a one-acre footprint , the 
estimated land cost for both garages in 2014-15 dollars would be $7.84 million. Therefore, for 
the purpose of this analysis, the total estimated cost of 955 new parking spaces is $33.8-$37.8 
million, or the equivalent of approximately $35,400-$39,600 per space. For the purpose of the 
Nexus Study, the cost of land is shown both as included and not included in the cost of future 
parking. Where the cost of land is not included, the City is contributing the land value (which 
was acquired using non-impact fee funding sources) to offset the cost of the parking impact 
fee imposed on new development. 

EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED FUNDS FOR NEW PARKING FROM EXISTING SOURCES 

In total, the City will have approximately $8.0 million available at June 30, 2017, for the 
provision of new parking between its Parking Impact Fee, Parking Assessment, Parking License 
Agreement, and Flood Project parking mitigation funds. These funds are held in the City's 
Parking Fund for design and construction of future parking facilities. Maintenance funds are 
accounted for separately and are not included in the balance. 

Of the existing funds, $1 .15 million is parking impact fee revenue, and the remaining $7 .50 
million is non-parking impact fee revenue as illustrated in Table 6. The City has budgeted 
$600,000 for interim surface parking from non-impact fee revenue sources, resulting in the 
remaining fund balance. 

Table 6: City Parking Fund Balance for New Parking Supply (2016 Dollars) 

Source : City of Napa 

Downtown Parking Assessment 

Parking Impact Fee 

Flood Project Mitigation 

Parking License Agreement 

Total Estimated Funds 
(-) Approved Expenditures 

(=) Remaining Fund Balance 

$233,092 
$1,155,000 
$3,660,000 
$3,602,500 
$8,650,592 

$600,000 
$8,050,592 

The City anticipates receiving an additional $ l .775 million from July 2017 through June 2039 
from the Andaz parking license agreement. Payments are made on a monthly basis ·based on 
esca lat ing annual installments. This revenue results in less than $ l 00,000 per year to the Parking 
Fund for most of the 30-year term and therefore can contribute to future parking 
incrementally. 

1~ 
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PARKING IMPACT FEE CALCULATION 

The parking impact fee calculation is based on the cost to provide above-grade structured 
parking for 955 required spaces in the 2015 to 2030 timeframe , minus funds that are expected 
to be on-hand. The total of hard and soft costs per space is assumed to be $30,000 which 

. would allow for upgraded materials, amenities, and some subterranean parking similar to the · 
Fifth Street garage and as described under 11Parking Structure Cost" above, and falls within the 
range specified previously. The cost to provide parking on City-owned land is approximately 
$28.7 million. Under a scenario where land purchase is required, the cost of land is 
approximately $7.8 million. Land costs are excluded in the City-owned land scenario since the 
land is assumed to be contributed by the City. Available funds of $8.0 million are applied to 
both scenarios. · 

Table 7: Parking Impact Fee Calculation in 2015-2030 Timeframe {2016 Dollars) 

Land Purchase Required 
Net New Spaces Required 

Hard and Soft Costs per Space 

Total Cost of Parking 

Land Value (2 acres at $90 per SF) 

(-) Available Funds 

Net Funds Required 

Future Demand SubJ~ct to Parking Impact Fee 

Total Cost/Space with Land Purchase 

City-Owned Land 
Net New Spaces Required 

Hard and Soft Costs per Space 

Total Cost of Parking 

(-) Available Funds 

Net Funds Required 

Future Demand Subject to Parking Impact Fee 
Total Cost/Space on City-Owned Land 

Source: Walker Parking Consultants 

955 
$30,000 

$28,650,000 

$7,840,800 
$8,050,592 

$28,440,208 

876 
$32,466 

955 
$30,000 

$28,650,000 
$8,050,592 

$20,599,408 

876 
$23,515 

Where land purchase is required to provide the parking, the estimated fee to be charged to 
new development is approximately $32,500 per space. Where new parking garages are 
provided on City-owned land, the fee is estimated at $23,500 per space. 
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APPEAL OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION APPROVAL OF THE 
MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION AND CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 
FOR THE SONOMA CHEESE FACTORY REDEVELOPMENT & EXPANSION 
 
April 27, 2018 
 
BASES OF THE APPEAL AND FACTS OF THE CASE 
 

I. Under the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the 
environmental review is inadequate. The Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) is 
flawed and is based on unverifiable assumptions, including, but not limited to: 
 
a. Aesthetics Impacts 

i. The project is not compliant with Sonoma’s Downtown Design Guidelines. 
ii. The project is not compliant with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 

for Rehabilitation. 
iii. Inadequate analysis of the visual impacts of the proposed addition’s scale, 

mass and height on the State Parks’ historic structures in general and much 
smaller and subordinate Servant’s Quarters in particular. 

iv. Inadequate analysis of the visual impacts of eliminating the alley and 
setback between the Marioni’s Building (Mary’s Pizza Shack) and Cheese 
Factory structure. 

v. The intensity and scale of the proposed project is incompatible with the 
existing commercial streetscape and historic structures. 

 
b. Cultural Resources Impacts 

i. The project proposes to demolish major character-defining features of a 
historically significant structure. 

1. The shape and mass of the building, in the form of the 2-story 
element (retail with office above) and the 1-story factory element 
were built as one integral structure. 

2. This has particular importance because the historic significance of 
the building is the association with cheesemaking, not architecture. 

3. This represents an adverse impact under CEQA and proposed 
mitigation measures are insufficient. 

ii. Inadequate analysis of the impact on the historic cultural landscape of 
eliminating the alley and setback between the Marioni’s Building (Mary’s 
Pizza Shack) and Cheese Factory structure. 

iii. The peer review did not meet adequate standards for a properly conducted 
peer review. 

iv. Qualified historic evaluators have verified the above and a proper peer 
review will be submitted.  

 
c. Traffic & Transportation Impacts 

i. The traffic study is flawed due to traffic counts obtained one month after 
Sonoma County’s historic fires. 

1. November is generally a slower month on the Plaza and doesn’t 
represent true peak-hour traffic and parking conditions; November 
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2017 was one of the slowest months on the Plaza in recent memory 
with business down 30-50% from typical Novembers, (a slow 
month) as a result of the wildfires.  

ii. Assumptions in traffic study model are without bases in fact. 
iii. Cumulative traffic impacts associated with other potential projects and 

public events such as the Tuesday Farmers’ Market have not been 
adequately addressed. 

iv. Pedestrian impacts at the crosswalk in the middle of West Spain Street (in 
front of the Cheese Factory) and the First Street East and First Street West 
intersections have not been adequately addressed. 

v. Parking study performed in November 2017 underestimates impact of 
encroachment into residential areas.  

vi. Mitigation of deficiency in parking impact with parking in-lieu fee is 
inadequate as fee imposed as a mitigation measure was decided with no 
verifiable or quantifiable bases in fact per parking space and the number of 
parking spaces required is incorrectly calculated; a “parking impact fee nexus 
study” must be performed. 

 
d. Land Use & Planning Impacts 

i. Project does not comply with Sonoma’s General Plan and the 
Development Code, including significant portions of the Community 
Development, Local Economy and Circulation elements. 
 

e. Greenhouse Gas Emissions Impacts 
i. Failure to analyze Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) and promote the State’s 

(SB743) smart mobility goals, leading to the reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions and traffic by aligning the City of Sonoma’s long-range 
transportation plans and reduction of greenhouse gases (GHG) with the 
regional and State’s long-range transportation plans to reduce VMT. 

ii. Inadequate analysis of GHG due to Plaza traffic congestion, including 
potential increase of tour buses to this new destination. 

 
f. Utilities & Service Systems Impacts 

i. The calculation for the net increase in Equivalent Single Family Dwellings 
(ESDs) used incorrect number of additional seats, resulting in low estimate 
of wastewater flow. 

ii. Inadequate analysis of the Broadway sewer main, which is nearly at 
capacity. 

 
 

II. The Conditional Use Permit was approved based on inadequate environmental 
review under the provisions of CEQA and with inconsistencies and non-
conformance with elements of Sonoma’s General Plan and the Development Code, 
including, but not limited to: 
 
a. Parking Requirement Inconsistencies 

i. Parking analysis is inadequate and has errors and omissions, including 
inadequate review of the Development Code parking provision 
requirements regarding Demolition and Replacement. 
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ii. Inadequate analysis of proposed use of State-owned parking for a single 
property owner’s required parking. 

iii. Use of expired use permits in the form of “grandfathered parking” for this 
proposal. 
 

b. In-Lieu Fee 
i. No In-Lieu Fee policy, program or account has been created or authorized 

by the City Council, no land has been identified, and no funding has been 
approved.   

ii. A “parking impact fee nexus study” must be performed. 
  

 
III. Both the Mitigated Negative Declaration and Conditional Use Permit were 

approved despite issues of due process. 
 
a. Ninety pages of detailed analysis and materials, both relevant to the Cultural 

Resources and Transportation & Traffic aspects of the environmental review, were 
delivered 48 hours before the hearing of April 12, 2018. 

 
b. When Planning Commissioners asked for additional information and studies, 

Planning Director David Goodison guided their decision by stating, “we can 
continue to ask for more studies, but I think that we are as a practical matter at a decision 
point for this project,” and said that further studies would, “kill the project,” thereby 
dissuading additional information and clarification.  
 

 
Additional information, supporting documentation and analysis will be submitted in 
advance of the appeal hearing. 
 
 
 
 
 
Therefore, we respectfully request that the City Council take the following actions: 
 
Grant the appeal by: 

(1) Rejecting the Mitigated Negative Declaration of Environmental Impact, and; 
(2) Denying the Conditional Use Permit. 

 
 
In addition, the Appellants request that you encourage without prejudice – without loss or 
waiver of rights, privileges, or entitlements – the applicants to submit a revised project to the 
Planning Commission reduced in scale and intensity that results in no increase in additional 
parking requirements than the historic use and retains all the character-defining features of 
the historically significant structure. 
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SONOMA CHEESE FACTORY REDEVELOPMENT 
 
COMPROMISE PROPOSAL 
 
 
OFFERED TO: SONOMA SQUARE MARKET, LLC 
   C/O STEVE CARLIN 
 
OFFERED BY: TOM DUNLAP 
   INGRID DUNLAP   
   HANK MARIONI 
 
DATE:   JUNE 21, 2018 
 
 
 
 
The following is the summary of our concerns and recommendations for a 
compromise project.  Please review and we look forward to your reply. 
 
CONCERNS 
 

1. The current project as approved by the Planning Commission is too large in 
its scope, intensity (building size and scale) and its impact on both traffic and 
parking.   

a. It would likely have a negative impact on the other businesses on the 
Plaza.  

b. It would adversely affect the quality of life for Sonoma residents 
wishing to access downtown businesses and the park.  

c. It has a negative impact on the historical appearance of the Cheese 
Factory and the North Plaza Historic District. 

 
2. The studies on traffic and parking were improperly conducted. 

 
3. We are in favor of redeveloping the Cheese Factory property and believe a 

scaled down version would be beneficial to the city. 
 

4. The City of Sonoma needs to develop a comprehensive, innovative, long-
term parking and traffic plan for the Plaza and surrounding residential and 
commercial streets. 

a. The Cheese Factory is not responsible for developing this plan, but the 
redevelopment of the Cheese Factory should not exacerbate or 
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contribute cumulatively to the current parking and traffic impacts and 
problems. 

 
5. Withdrawing the appeal leaves no definitive or legal decision, or an 

opportunity for the City Council to approve a reduced/modified project, 
other than what has already been approved by the Planning Commission. 

 
 
Therefore, an acceptable project, outlined below and agreed to by the applicants, would 
allow both parties to seek approval from the City Council together: 
 
 
COMPROMISE RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

1. A smaller footprint, similar to the Michael Ross design, consisting of: 
a. Approximately 11,400 square feet 
b. 12 retail outlets (including one restaurant) 
 

2. Retention of the separation between the Marioni Building (Mary’s Pizza 
Shack) and the Cheese Factory – at a minimum of five (5) feet. 
 

3. Restaurant seating shall be limited to no more than: 
a. 110-indoor seats 
b. 30-outdoor seats 

 
4. The historically significant elements of the building shall be retained. 

a. The massing and footprint of the original cheese factory, as it was 
originally constructed, which includes the front (south) two-story 
retail and office portion and the center one-story factory section.  

 
5. The development of any parking plans, public walkways, and improvements 

of the State property / Casa Grande lot would require North Plaza business 
owners in all discussions and negotiations. 

 
6. Written validation of communications and summary of understanding, with 

updated preliminary project plans, would be required to go forward to the 
City Council with an agreement. 

 
 
 



TO:	SONOMA	CITY	COUNCIL

FROM:	PLAZA	AREA	BUSINESS	&	PROPERTY	OWNERS

Signed	Appellants

Tom	&	Ingrid	Dunlap Swiss	Hotel
Hank	Marioni	&	Jim	Marioni Marioni	Building	(Mary's	Pizza	Shack)

Friends	of	the	Appeal

Vince	Albano Mary's	Pizza	Shack
Francoise	Hodges Place	des	Pyrenees
Martin	Chavez The	Plaza	Bistro
Norman	Krug Sonoma	Valley	Inn	/	Krug	Development
Carlo	Cavallo B&V	Whiskey	Bar	&	Grille
Sam	Morphy The	Red	Grape
Pemba	Sherpa La	Casa	Restaurant
Erica	Heald Perle	Fashion	Boutique
Mary	Ann	Cuneo Cuneo	Properties
Robert	Della	Santina Della	Santina's
Pam	Hellen Millerick-Hellen	Vineyards
Nima	Sherpa Sonoma	Grille
Dan	Gallison The	Candlestick
Kelly	Magner Lake	Sonoma	Winery
Frank	J.	Figone Figone	Olive	Oil
Jessica	Terwilliger Large	Leather
Paul	Spadaro Steiner's
Manuel	Azevedo La	Salette	Restaurant	&	Tasca	Tasca
Michael	Feola Sonoma	Silver	Company
S.	Burt Global	Heart
James	Hahn Sunflower	Caffe
Cynthia	Ruggles 445	1st.	St.	W.
Sebastian	Juarez Rancho	Maria	Wines
Laura	and	Stephen	Havlek Sign	of	the	Bear
Vincent	Cortese Union	Bank
Stuart	Sager Outdora
Dan	Eraldi Eraldi's	Menswear	&	Shoes
Stephen	Moore The	Town	Square
Linda	Corzine Summervine



	
 

Sonoma’s Planning Commission’s approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 

Oxbow Market-style development was improper and I/We support the appeal of that decision. 
 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plaza, yet this project almost triples retail square footage and 
number of seats without adding one additional parking space: 

 

• This project is significantly under-parked per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 

parking shortfall doesn’t even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to the 

intensity and nature of the proposed use. 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 “employee parking spaces” at the rear of the facility. 

• The traffic study that led to this project’s approval was flawed; conducted in November 2017, 

less than a month after the fires on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 

undercounted real world traffic and parking conditions. 

• The size of this proposed project, in an area with limited and insufficient parking, will make 

the situation much worse. 

 
The CEQA Environmental Review that led to this project’s approval was inadequate; aesthetics and 

cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. 

 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; this is the wrong location for a mall/food court with 

20 vendors and 2 restaurants. 

 

We do support improving and renovating the Cheese Factory, but believe the project must adhere to the 

City’s General Plan and Development Code, be compatible in scale and size with the surrounding 

businesses, streetscape and historic resources, and not intensify (or impact further) the current traffic, 

circulation and parking conditions. 

 
We ask that the City Council uphold the appeal and require a smaller-scaled project.  

PROTECT OUR PLAZA 
LET'S MAKE THE CHEESE FACTORY BETTER NOT BIGGER! 

Current Proposed % Change 

Retail Square Footage 6,000 14,935 249% 
Seats 103 295 286% 

Business Occupants 1 22 
Parking Spaces Granted (by code)* 38 38 

Seats Allowed (by code) 152 152 
Parking Differential - Seats (by code) 49 -143 392% 
Additional Parking Spaces Required NA 36 
Additional Parking Spaces Supplied NA 0 

*Doesn't include employee parking; estimate 50+ spaces needed 
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Rendering of the approved plan. Top rendering shows project towering over Servant's Quarters. 

www. protectourplaza.corn 
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Sonoma's Planning Commission's approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style development was improp er and I/We support the appeal of that decision. 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plaza, yet 
• This project almost triples the amount of occupied square footage and triples the number 

of seats without adding one additional parking space . . 
• This project is significantly under -parke d per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 

parking shortfall doesn't even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to 
the intensity and nature of the proposed use. 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "e1nployee parking spaces,, at the rear of the facility. 
• The traffic study that led to this project' s approval was flawed; conducted in November 

2017, less than a month after the fires on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
undercounted real world traffic and par1:jng conditions. 

• The size of this proposed project, in an area with limited and insufficient parking, will 
make the situation much worse. 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to this project's approval was inadequate; aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; this is the wrong location for a mall/food court 
with 20 vendors and 2 restaurants. 

We support improving and renovating the Cheese f actory., but the project must adhere to our 
General Plan and Development Code and mitigate all parking and traffic impacts. 

We ask our City Council to uphold the appeal and deny this project as previously submitted. 
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LET'S MAKE THE CHEESE FACTORY BETTER NOT BIGGER! 

Sonoma's Planning Commission's ·approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style develo'pment was improper and°-l!We support the appeal of that decision. . . . . 

Parki~ and traffic.is a serious issue o·n the Plaza~ yet ..... 
• This .project almost't :rtplesthe · amount of odcupfod square footage and triples the number of 

seatswithout ·adding one additional parkiitg space.· · . 
• This project is significantly under-parked per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 

parking shortfall doesn't even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to the 
intensity and nature of the proposed use. · · 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "employee parking spaces" at the rear of the facility. 
• T~e traffi~ s?,1dy t_h<\t led to thi~_ pr{)j_ect\avprc~ ~al was fla~ed; conducted in November 2oi7, 

less than a_month after the fires on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
undercourited real world traffic and parking conditions. 

• The size of this pr~posed project, in an.are~-with.limit~d and insuffici~nt parking, will make 
the situation much worse~ · · · · · 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to this project's approval was inadequate; aesthetics and 
cultural resource evah.iation was insufficient . . · . . . . . . . . . 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; this is the tvro~g location for a mall/food court with 
20 vendors and 2 restaurants. · · · · · · ·· · · · · 

We support improving and renovating the Cheese Factory, but the project must adhere to our General 
Plan and Developri1ent Code and rnitiga te ·an patkinfand traffic ilnpacts. . · 

We as~ our City Council to uphold the appeal and deny this project' as previously submitted. 
~ . . .. . - . . . . ... 
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LET1S MAKE THE CHEESE FACTORY BETTER NOT BIGGER! 

Sonoma's Planning Commission's approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style development was improper and I/We support t~e appeal of that decision. 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on tQe Plaza~ yet 
• This project almost triples the amount of.occupied square footage and triples the number of 

seats without adding one additional parking space. 
• This project is significantly under-parked per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 

parking shortfall doesn't even take into accountthe additional 50.:.60 employees due to the 
intensity and nature of the proposed use. 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "employee parking spaces" at the rear of the facility. 
• The traffic study that led to this pr6)ect;s approval was flawed; conducted in November 2017, 

less than a mo~th after the fire~ on a partkularly slow week, the stu4y dramatically 
undercounted real world tra,ffic and parking conditions. . 

• Th~ size of this proposed project, in aiJ. area with limited and insufficient parking, will make 
the situation much wors~. . · ·• . 

The CEQA Environmental Review that.led to this project's approval was inadequate; aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. 

• ' , • . ' .. · • . . . • I' . ·. . \•• •. . . . :., . • . . • . ' 

This oversiz~d projecds O\it of scale ~th our P,lazarthi.f is thi wrong location.for a mall// ood court with 
20 vendors and 2 restaurants. . · · · · ·. • . . . : · • . 

We support improving and tenovdt'ing'tlie Che~se"Fattdry / buitlie ·proj ed must · adhere to · oui-General 
Plan and Development Code arid mitigate all parking and traffic i:r~pacts. 

We ask our City ·counc;il to uphold the appeafand deny-this·-project as·previously submitted. 
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Sonoma's Planning Commission's approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style development was imprope r and I/We support the appeal of that decision. 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plaza, yet 
• This project almost triples the amount of occupied square footage and triples the number 

of seats without adding one additional parking space. 

• This project is significantly under-parke d per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 
parking shortfall doesn't even · take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to 
the intensity and nature of the proposed use. 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "employee parking spaces" at the rear of the facility. 

• The traffic study that led to this project's approval was flawed; conducted in November 
2017, less than a month after the fires on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
undercounted real world traffic and par king conditions. 

• The size of this proposed project, in an area with limited and insufficient parking, will 
make the situation much worse. 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to this project's approval was inadequate; aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; this is the wrong location for a mall/food court 
with 20 vendors and 2 restaurants. · · 

We support improving and renovating the Cheese Factory, but the project must adhere to our 
General Plan and Development Code and mitig ate all parking and traffic impacts. 

We ask our City Council to uphold the appeal and deny this project as previously submitted. 
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Sonoma's Planning Commission's approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style development was improper and I/We support the appeal of that decision. 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plaza, yet 
• This project almost triples the amount of occupied square footage and triples the number 

of seats without adding one additional parking space. 

• This project is significantly under-parked per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 
parking shortfall doesn't even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to 
the intensity and nature of the proposed use. 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "employee parking spaces" at the rear of the facility. 
• The traffic study that led to this projecr>s approval was flawed; conducted in November 

2017, less than a month .after the fires .on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
undercounted real world traffic and parking conditions. 

• The size of this proposed project, in an area with limited and insufficient parking, will 
make the situation much worse. 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to this project's approval was inadequate; aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; this is the wrong location for a mall/food court 
with 20 vendors and 2 restaurants. 

We support im-,,,.oving and renovating the Cheese Factory, but the project must adhere to our 
General Plan and Development Code and mitigate all parking and traffic impacts. 

We ask our City Council to uphold the appeal and deny this project as previously submitted. 
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Sonoma,s Planning Com.mission, s approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style development was improper an~ I/We sripport the appeal. of that decision. 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plaza, yet .. 
• This project almost triples the amount of occupied square footage and triples the number 

of seats without adding one additional parking· space~ 
• This project is significantly under-park~d per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 

parking shortfall doesn't even take into accou}lt the additional 50-60 employees due to 
the intensity and nature of the proposed use. · ·· 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "employee parking spaces,, at the rear of the facility. 
• The traffic study that led _to this project, s approval was flawed; conducted in November 

2017, less than a mq,11th_after-the fii-es:on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
undercounted real world traffic and parking conditions. 

• The size of this proposed project, in an area with limited and insufficient parking, will 
make the situation much worse~ 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to this ·project's approval ~as inadequate; aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. · · 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; this is the wrong location for a mall/food court 
with 20 vendors and 2 restaurants. · 

We support improving and renovating the .Cheese FactotJ, but the project must adhere to our 
General Plan and Development Code and mitigate all parking and traffic impacts. 

We ask our City unmdl to uphold tire appeal and deny this project as previously submitted. 
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Sonoma,s Planning Commission>s approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style development was improper ar,4 I/We slipport the appe,al of that decision. 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plaza, yet .. 
• This project almost triples the amount of occupied square footage and triples the number 

of seats without adding one additional parking· space. 
• This project is significantly under-parked per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 

parking shortfall doesn,t even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to 
the intensity and nature of the proposed use. · ·· 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "employ~ parking spaces" at the rear of the facility. 
• The traffic study that led _to this project,s approval was flawed; conducted in November 

2017, less than a mq_pth _after. the fires: on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
undercounted real world traffic and parking conditions. 

• The size of this proposed project, in an area with limited and insufficient parking, will 
make the situation much worse. 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to this ·project's approval ~as~ aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. · 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; this is the wrong location for a mall/food court 
with 20 vendors and 2 restaurants. · · 

We support iniprouing and renovating the Cheese Factory, but the project must adhere to our 
General Plan and Development Code and mitigate all parking and traffic impacts. 

We ask our City Council to uphold the appeal and·deny this project as previously submitted. 
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Sonoma,s Planning Commission,s approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style development was improper 11114 I/We support the appeal. of that decision. 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plat.a, yet .. 
• This project almost triples the amount of occupied square footage and triples the number 

of seats without adding one additional parking · space. 
• This project is significantly under-park~d per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 

parking shortfall doesn't even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to 
the intensity and nature of the proposed use. · ·· 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "employ~ parking spaces• at the rear of the facility. 
• The traffic study that led to this project• s approval was flawed; conducted in November 

2017, less than a mQ_:p.th_after -the fires: on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
· undercounted real world traffic and parking conditions. 
• The size of this proposed project, in an area with limited and insufficient parking, will 

make the situation much worse. 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to this-projects approval. ~as~ aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. · 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; this is the wrong location for a mall/food court 
with 20 vendors and 2 restaurants. 

We support improving and renovating the Cheese Factory, but the project must adhere to our 
General Plan and Development Code and mitigate all parking and traffic impacts. 

We ask our City unmcil to u.phold the appeal and-deny this project as previou.sly submitted. 
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LET'S MAKE THE CHEESE FACTORY BETT;ER NOT BIGGER! 

Sonoma's Planning Comril1ssionts approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style development was improper and I/We support the appeal of that decision. 

. ' . . .. - . . 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on -the Phiza, yet · 
• This project almost triples the .amount of-occupied s'gtiare footage ~nd triples the number of 

seats without adding one additional parking spacel · . . . . 

• This pi-oiectis significantly under-parked per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 
parking shortfall doesn't even .take into account the additional 50-6_0 employees due to the 
intensity arid ~a_ture of the .propos~~ _use. . : ,: . . .- . . 

• · In addition, the ·proj"ect "eliininates·7..:9 "employee parking spaces,,_at the rear of the facility. 

• . The traffic s~dy , that _led =to thi~ project's ~pproyal.~~~.flaw:ed; conducted in Nove~ber 2017, 

less than ,a m~nth aitir the fires on · a parHcularly slow week, the study· dramatically . . 
undercounte ·d real world traffic and parking conditions. 

• The size of this proposed project, i~ an 3!t::a_with limited and insufficient parking, -will make 
the situation much worse. . _·. , . . : · . .. <,. · _ . : '. . .. 

The CEQA Environmental Review that _led to_ t~is projec( s ~ppro:rial was inadequate; aesthetics arid 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. . . . 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; this is .the· wrong location for a mall// ood court with 
20\

1
endorsandiiestaiii-aiits. ···-· ..... ... .. •· .. . ·······- ···-- ----· .. ·~·. .. . . -•·· 

We support improving and tenovatinithe ·che~ri'actory, ·but'1:he ·ptoj eci mt,tst-adhere -to our ·General 
Plan and Development Code and mitigate ·all'i::iatkirtg'"artd traffic impacts. · 

We ask our City Council to uphold th.e appeal and deny this project as previously submitted. 
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. tET'S MAKE THE CHEESE. FACTORY BETTER NOT BIGGER! 

Sonoma's' Planning" Commissiori's approv~l ~f the C0!1Version of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style ·developm'.ent was improper and I/We support the appeal of that decision. . 

. . . . . . . ' .. 
. ··. 

Parking and traffic is-a.serious issue on the Pliu.a, yer' ' ·, · · 
• This project almost tripl~s ·ilie am6ti~t t>f occti'pied square footage and triples the number of 

seats without adding one additional park111g-space. . . . . . . . 

• This project is significantly -under-parked per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 
parking shortfall doesn't even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to the 
intensity and nature of the proposed ·use. : . : · . . . . 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7~iJ "employee _parking spaces" at the rear of the facility. 
• . J'he __ traffic st,udy that led t_o t_hi~. proj~ct:s ~pproval WJ~s ffa~ed; co_ndu .cted in_ Novem.ber 2017, 

. less than a_ month after the ffres ·on· a parncularly, slow week,' the study draniatitally . 
undercowited real world traffic and parking conditions. 

• . The size of this .proposed project, in ~ ar~a \-Vith limited and_ insufficient parking, will make 
the situation much worse. . . . _ . , .. · . - . . . . . .. , .. 

The CEQA Environmental Revi~ that.led to this pr_oject's approval Wll:S inadequate; aesth_etics and 
cultural resource evaluation w~s:insufficient~ . . . . .. - . . . . . . .. . 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; 'this is the wrong location for a mall// ood court with 
2ovendorsand2restauraµ .r~ . •. . .: _,·. · .. ·.·:; _. .. , . ... - . · .- __ .:·.,--··._.- :;:·•; ·- ·· 

We support improving and renovating the Cheese.factory, ·but the project must ~d~ere to our General 
Plan and ·oeve1opmenYCode ·and·mftigate aU-patking·and traffic.ii~patts. ···· · .. _. 

We ask our City Council to uphold the appeal and deny.this pro1ectas previously submitted. .. . -~~ . U-~k~ --- . I I, ) % 
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LET•s -MAKE THE CHEESE :FACTORY BETTER NOT BIGGER! 

Sonoma's Planning Commission's -approval of the cqnversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style 'development was improper and {/We.support the appeal of that decision. 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on. the Plaza, y~t. 
• This project almost triples .the am9u11:t of oc.cupi~d. squa _re footage .an.d triples the number of 

seats without adding one additional parking space. . . 

• This project is significantly under-parked p~r the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 
parking shortfaUdoesn't even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to the 
intensity and nat~re of the propose -cf use. · · · · · 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "employee parking spaces" at the rear of ~he facility. 
• The traffic study that led to -this project's approval was flawed; con4ucted in November 2017, 

less than a month after the ;fires .on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
undercounted real world traffic and parking conditions . 

. ~ . The size of this proposed project, in an ··area with Jimited and insufficient parking,-.will inake -_ · 
the situation much worse. 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to this project~s approval was inadequate; aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. 

This oversized project is o4t of s~:al~ \Vith o~r 1fiaz~;·fh~_)s.ihe/wro11g l6~dtioriJor a m~ll/fooiJ ciJµrt with . 
20 vendors and 2 restaurants. · · ·: · · · ·' · · · ·· · · 

•.::·· . . 

. . .... -:, .. · -~ .-·. ~~-. ' :.if}· /;\ ~-~ . : ... ;~ -~-~·-, ~.< .. ~ . . . ~; .... ... . , . . . ~ 
We support improving and renovating the Cheese Factory, butthe project must adhere to oui-General 
Plan and Development Code and mitigate all parking and .traffic impacts. 

We ask our City Council to uphold the appeal an~· deny·this-project a~ previously submitted. 

Date 

• Yes, okay to disclose 
Signature 

Address 

Business Name 



Sonoma,s Planning Commission,s approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style development was improper an~ I/We support the appeal of that decision. 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plaza, yet , . 
• This project almost triples the amount of occupied square footage and triples the number 

of seats without adding one additional parking · space~ 
• This project is significantly under-parked per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 

parking shortfall doesn,t even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to 
the intensity and nature of the proposed use. · 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "employee parking spaces» at the rear of the facility. 
• The traffic study that led _to-this project,s approval was ilawed; conducted in November 

2017, less than a mQ_pth _after . the fires: ori a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
undercounted real world traffic and parking conditions. · 

• The size of this proposed project, in an area with limited and insufficient parking, will 
make the situation much worse. 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to this ·project's approval ~as inadequate; aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficienL · · 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; this is the wrong location for a mall/food court 
with 20 vendors and 2 restaurants. · 

We support improving and renovating the Cheese Facto111, but the project must adhere to our 
General Plan and Development Code and mitigate all parking and traffic impacts. 

We ask our City Qnmdl to uphold the appeal and·deny this project as previously submitted. 

7- I ) ~I~ 

~---:::>-

Date 

✓ Yes, okay to disclose 
/ 

s~ bc.t S•\:t<o'\ g) c(:(~ l\o C'4t /q . Ct, t"h... 
E-mail 



Sonoma's Planning Commission's approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style development was improp er and .I/We support the appeal of that decision. 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plaza, yet 
• This project almost triples the amount of occupied square footage and triples the number 

of seats without adding one additional parking space. 
• This project is significantly under-parke d per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 

parking shortfall doesn't even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to 
the intensity and nature of the proposed use. 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "employee parking spaces" at the rear of the facility. 
• The traffic study that led to this project's approval was flawed; conducted in November 

2017, less than a month after the fires on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
undercounted real world traffic and par king conditions. 

• The size of this proposed project, in an area with limited and insufficient parking, will 
make the situation much worse. 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to. this p1toject's approval was inadequate; aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. 

This oversized project is out of scale with our PLiza; this is the wrong location for a mall/food court 
with 20 vendors and 2 restaurants. 

We support improving and renovating the Cheese Factory, but the project must adhere to our 
General Plan and Development Code and mitig.1te all parking and traffic impacts. 

We ask our City Council to uphold the appeal and deny this project as previously submitted. 



Sonoma,s Planning Commission,s approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style development was improper and I/We support the appeal of that decision. 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plaza, yet 
• This project almost triples the amount of occupied square footage and triples the number 

of seats without adding one additional parking space. 
• This project is significantly under-parked per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 

parking shortfall doesn't even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to 
the intensity and nature of the proposed use. 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "employee parking spaces" at the rear of the facility. 
• The traffic study that led to this project's approval was flawed; conducted in November 

2017, less than a month _after. the fires on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
undercounted real world traffic and parking conditions. 

• The size of this proposed project, in an area with limited and insufficient parking, will 
make the situation much worse. 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to this project's approval was inadequate; aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. · 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; this is the wrong location for a malYfood court 
with 20 vendors and 2 restaurants. 

We support improving and renovating the Cheese Factory, but the project must adhere to our 
General Plan and Development Code and mitigate all parking and traffic impacts. 

We ask our City Council to uphold the appeal and deny this project as previously submitted. 

Signature 

4Lt Mev--~½; w~ 
Address 

Business Name 

Date 

~okay to disclose 
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Sonoma, s Planning Commission, s approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style development was improper and I/We support the appeal of that decision. 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plaza, yet 
• This project almost triples the amount of occupied square footage and triples the number 

of seats without adding one additional parking space. 
• This project is significantly under-parked per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 

parking shortfall doesn,t even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to 
the intensity and nature of the proposed use. 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "employee parking spaces,, at the rear of the facility. 
• The traffic study that led to this projecfs approval was flawed; conducted in November 

2017, less than a mQnth _after -the fires on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
undercounted real world traffic and parking conditions. 

• The size of this proposed project, in an area with limited and insufficient parking, will 
make the situation much worse. 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to this project's approval was inadequate; aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. · 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; this is the wrong location for a mall/food court 
with 20 vendors and 2 restaurants. 

We support improving and renovating the Cheese Factory, but the project must adhere to our 
General Plan and Development Code and mitigate all parking and traffic impacts. 

We ask our City Council to uphold the appeal and deny this project as previously submitted. 

I~ 1~ 14,8 
Date 

• Yes, okay to disclose 

Address E-mail 

tJvrtJoM: 
Business Name 



~ ~ ~ in:~MAKE THE CHEESE F. - T9RY BETTER NOT BIGGER! \-_ -
::\ ~ ~ C ~ ~~., ~ 
\T ___ n ~'u -~ ·~c\ -_ - · ~l~~ '\D ~~ 
~ ~~i:;:~nning CommisQn's approval of the conv ion of the Cheese Factory into a large - ~ 

Oxbow Market-style development was improper and I/We support the appeal of that decision. w~ ~ 
. . ,-~~ ~, 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plaza, yet ~ 
• This project almost triples the amount of ~ccupied square footage and triples the number of 

seats without adding one additional' parking space. 

• This project ~s significan_!ly und~~=P..~~~~4. p~:r:_ tli,~ _<;;i_ty_ of Sono.ma,. Munjcipal Code; this 
parking shortfall doesn't even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to the 
intensity and nature of the proposed use. 

• In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "employee parking spaces" at the rear of the fac_ility. 
• The traffic study that led to this project's approval was flawed; conducted in November 2017, 

less than a month after the fires on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
undercounted real world traffk and parking conditions. 

• The size of this propo .sed project, in an area with limited and insufficient parking, will make 
the situation much worse. - · · 

The CEQA E~1.vironmm~4l R~iew that i,ito this project's approval was inadequat~; aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient . .. 

This oversized proje~t IS out of s~al~:':'4-f~'.:out EJaz~;fhis;fs the··~Tong l~tdf:io1.for a ma,lllfooa c~urt with: 
20 vendors and -2 restaurants. .. · ':'. · \ . ·- _: '.:: \ .:~ C :._: -~:: --~ , -;· · = .• . 

. -. _·, > ·•\ •;. ,::.,. £·. r .); :_:. .. _, - . -- \- - . 
We support improving and renovating the CheestFactory, but the project niustadhereto our General 
Plan and Development Code an:d mitigate all parking and traffic impacts. 

We ask our City Cou,:icil to uphold 'the -~ppealand deny this project as previously submitted. 

·: ... . 

Name 

~~ 
Date 

• Yes. okay to disclose 

L\'t~ \~ u \_}0 ~ 
Address E-mail 

Business Name 



I support the appeal pf our Plannin g Commission, s approva\ 9f.a large Oxbow Market -style 
redevelopment at the Sonoma Cheese Factory. · 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plaza. 
• This project almost triples the amount of occupied square footage and triples the number 

of seats without adding one additional parking space. _ 
• This project is significantly under-parked per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 

parking shortfall doesn,t even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to · 
_ the intensity and nature of the proposed use. 

• In addition, this project eliminates ·5-7.''~n\ployee parking spaces" in the rear of the 
facility. . \-! . . . . . . . 

• The traffic study that led to this project ) f PP~oval was flawed; conducted in November 
2017, less than a month after the fires on;a particularly slow week, the_ study dramatically 
undercounted real world traffic and parking conditions. 

• The "destination" nature of th.is type o( project, in an area with limited and insufficient 
parking, will make the situation much wq_rse~---• _______ :--·· _ _ 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to thi/ project's approval was inadequate, not just when it 
comes to parking and traffic, but also_ aestheti~~ and cultural resources. · · 

We also believe this oversized project is out of seal~ with out Plaza; this is the wrong location for a 
mini-mall/food court with 20 vendors and 2 restaur ants. 

~· " , ' 

We do support improving the Cheese Factory, but-believe the-project must follow our local municipal 
code and mitigate all parking and traffic impacts/ 

I I 

'!'" e st_~ongly encourage our City Council to uphold the appeal and deny this current project . . 

7-JS-;J 
. ' ; j' . ) · ,.. . . ( ·Date :. • • ·~ .... "'I .... I ' ' I • 

Signat re . • 1 
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Sonoma's Planning Commission's approval of the conversion of the Cheese Factory into a large 
Oxbow Market-style development was imprope r and I/We support the appeal of that decision. 

Parking and traffic is a serious issue on the Plaza, yet . 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

This project almost triples the amount of occupied square footage and triples the number 
of seats without adding one additional parking space. 
This project is significantly under-parke d per the City of Sonoma Municipal Code; this 
parking shortfall doesn't even take into account the additional 50-60 employees due to 
the intensity and nature of the proposed use. 
In addition, the project eliminates 7-9 "ernployee parking spaces" at the rear of the facility . 
The traffic study that led to this projecfs approval was flawed; conducted in November 
2017, less than a month after the fires on a particularly slow week, the study dramatically 
undercounted real world traffic and par king conditions. 
The size of this proposed project, in an area with limited and insufficient parking, will 
make the _situation much worse. 

The CEQA Environmental Review that led to this P'toject's approval was inadequate; aesthetics and 
cultural resource evaluation was insufficient. 

This oversized project is out of scale with our Plaza; this is the wrong location for a mall/food court 
with 20 vendors and 2 restaurants. 

We support improving and renovating the Cheese Factory, but the project must adhere to our 
General Plan and Development Code and mitigate all parking and traffic impacts. 

Yes, okay to disclose 

A~ress u 
{LU'11~ t~ 

t Allio (l fi?tlM/11\fJuJr I..EtJ~ A . 0th"\ 
E-mail 
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Major Error in Traffic Study 

5.7	ksf	

5.7	ksf	

6.0	

4.0	

1.0	

100.0	

54.6	

13.6	

Corrected Number:  100% higher than submitted 

This	is	the	most	cri5cal	error.	Using	the	traffic	study	assump5ons,	instead	of	producing	
25	“net	new	project	trips”	–	the	project	will	produce	135.5.	That	is	off	by	442%.	
	
If	you	increase	the	baseline	visitors	(November	2017	was	a	slow	month)	–	evidence	to	
this	is	in	the	record	by	the	Visitor’s	Bureau	–	and	also	assume	visitors	will	visit	1	other	
Plaza	business	and	not	3	–	the	numbers	could	be	off	over	1200%	-	with	over	400	new	
trips	per	hour.	
	
We	can	assume	this	is	what	happened	in	Napa.	
	
	

The	method	Fehr	&	Peers	used	to	calculate	demand	for	the	new	project	is	described	on	p.	X	of	the	traffic	study	(Fehr	
&	Peers,	2/18).		The	consultants	stood	outside	the	Cheese	Factory	at	peak	hour	to	count	number	of	persons/groups	
going	in	and	out.	They	used	the	“group”	number	to	represent	a	car.	They	then	determined	the	“trip	genera5on	rate”	
which	equals	the	amount	of	car	trips	generated	by	the	Cheese	Factory	divided	by	the	SQUARE	FOOTAGE	of	the	retail	
building.	They	then	divided	by	this	rate	by	4	to	calculate	the	“Standalone	Trip	Genera5on	Rate”	-	based	on	the	
unsupported	assump5on	that	a	visitor	to	the	Cheese	Factory	will	visit	3	other	businesses	on	the	Plaza.			
	
This	is	a	complicated	way	of	saying	Fehr	&	Peers	calculated	a	trip	demand	rate	based	on	the	square	footage	of	the	
current	use.		The	MAJOR	ERROR	is	that	the	denominator	they	used	–	11,400	square	feet	–	is	the	size	of	all	the	
exis5ng	structures	on	the	building.	But	the	current	retail	opera5on	is	only	roughly	5,700	square	feet	of	the	building.	
The	remainder	of	the	building	(roughly	another	5,700	square	feet)	is	used	for	storage	and/or	is	vacant,	and	does	not	
currently	“generate”	trips.	(The	jus)fica)on	for	this	is	a3ached).	
	
The	top	chart	comes	straight	from	the	traffic	study.	The	bo6om	chart	is	a	corrected	version	of	the	chart,	and	shows	
the	Standalone	Trip	Genera>on	Rate	is	100%	higher	than	was	submi6ed.		

TABLE 6: SONOMA CHEESE FACTORY EXISTING PEAK HOUR TRIP GENERATION 

WeetrdayPM Weekend Midday 

Data Counted Size, PNk Hour of Generator Pe1k Hour of Generator 

In Out Total btr In Out Tot.I Ratr 
Numb er of Persons 11.4 ksf 16 18 34 3.0 275 295 570 50.0 

Num ber of Groups 11.4 ksf 11 12 23 2.0 145 166 311 27.3 

Standalone Trip Generation Rafel 1050 1 6.82 

Inbound/Outbound Percentage ~ 52'£ 47')(, 53 % 

Notes: 
1. 1 ksf = 1,000 square ee 
2. Tota l trip gene rate rate expressed i otal ·ps per 1,000 squa e ee 
3. Standalone trip ge neration rate calculated by d.viding group trip generation rate by a factor o 4.0 to re lect that a visitor of the 

Sonoma Cheese Factory will visit three o r estab ishments i the Sono Plaza area. 
Source: Fehr & Peers, February 2018. 

TABLE 6: SONOMA CHEESE FACTORY EXISTING PEAK HOUR TRIP GENERATION 

Data Counted 

Numb er of Persons 

Num ber of Groups B 
Standalone Trip Generation Rafel 

Inbound/Outbound Percentage 

Notes: 
1. 1 ksf = 1,000 square fee 

In 

16 

11 

WeetrdayPM 
PNk Hour of Gensator 

Out 

18 

12 

Total 

34 

23 

btr 

§ 
2. Tota l trip ge erate ra e expressed in otal ·ps per 1,000 squa e ' ee 

In 

275 

145 

Weekend Midday 
Pelle Hour of Generator 

Out 

295 

166 

Tot.I Ratel 

570 

311 

47')(, 53 % 

3. Standalone trip generation rate cakulated by dividing gro ·p generatio rate by a factor o 4.0 to reflect tha a visitor of the 
Sonoma Cheese Factory will visit ree o r estab ishments i the Sona Plaza area. 



Major Error in Traffic Study 

5.7	ksf	

7.9	 7.9	 15.7	

4.9	 4.9	 9.7	

96.9	 110.0	 206.9	

59.9	 68.0	 127.9	

Corrected Number:  412% higher than submitted 

The	numbers	from	Table	6	on	the	previous	page	flow	into	Table	A2:	Project	Trip	Genera5on,	on	page	X	of	the	Fehr	&	
Peers	Addendum	(March	2018.	This	is	the	most	important	chart	in	the	traffic	study.		This	es5mates	how	many	“new	
project	trips”	will	be	generated	by	the	new	project.	Remember,	number	of	groups	represent	trips.	The	number	is	
calculated	by	mul5plying	the	“trip	genera5on	rate”	calculated	in	Table	6	by	the	SQUARE	FOOTAGE	of	the	new	
project.		
	
Once	the	CORRECT	“trip	genera5on	rate”	is	applied	to	the	size	of	the	new	project	(14,935	sf)	–	the	CORRECT	“new	
project	trips”	are	calculated.	The	“Exis5ng	Project	Trips”	are	then	subtracted	from	the	“New	Project	Trips”	and	you	
are	lei	with	“Net	New	Project	Trips”	–	or	in	other	words	–	how	many	addi5onal	car	trips	will	this	project	produce?	
	
Using	all	the	same	assumpOons	in	the	Fehr	&	Peers	report,	but	fixing	the	retail	square	footage	error,	generates	
412%	more	trips.	You	did	not	read	that	wrong.	The	number	of	trips	was	undercounted	by	412%.		
	

TABLE A2.: PROJECT TRIP GENERATION 

Weekday PM 

Land Use Scenario Quantity Peak Hour of Generator 

In Out Total 

Existing Uses 11.4 ksf1 3 3 6 

Alte rnative Proj ect 14.935 ksf1 4 4 8 

Net New Project Trips Under 
1 1 Cu Alternative Project Description 

TABLE A2.: PROJECT TRIP GENERATION 

Land Use Scenario 

Existi ng Uses 

Alte rnative Proj ect 

Quantity 

14.935 ksf1 

Net New Project Trips Under 
Alternative Project Description 

Weekday PM 
Peak Hour of Generator 

In 

3 

Out 

3 

Total 

6 

Weekend Midday 
Peak Hour of Generator 

In Out Total 

37 42 79 

49 55 104 

12 13 GJ 

Weekend Midday 
Peak Hour of Generator 

In 

37 

Out 

42 

Total 

79 



Major Error in Traffic Study – MORE REASONABLE SCENARIO 

5.7	ksf	

18.1	 19.7	 37.8	

11.8	 12.9	 23.4	

237.4	 272.0	 509.4	

155.4	 178.1	 315.3	

Corrected Number:  1,161% higher than submitted 

6.9	 7.5	 14.4	 90.6	 103.8	 194.1	

There	are	many	unsupported	assump5ons	in	the	traffic	study	and	issues	that	are	not	addressed.		For	example,	trip	
genera5on	was	based	on	demand	for	the	current	Cheese	Factory	usage	during	the	week	–	which	is	primarily	tourist	
driven	and	avoided	by	locals.	Presumably	the	new	“Oxbow-style”	use	will	be	a	larger	demand	driver	for	locals	during	
the	week;	thus	these	numbers	are	probably	undercounted.		Addi5onal	employees	(50+	on	the	site)	–	and	their	car	
trips	were	also	not	accounted	for.	But	let’s	forget	all	that.		Let’s	just	modify	two	of	their	assump>ons	to	more	
reasonable	numbers:	
•  Increase	the	number	of	groups	by	25%	-	because	November	2017	was	a	low	baseline	–	presumably	25%	more	

groups	will	be	visi5ng	during	peak	hour	during	tourist	season	
•  Standalone	Trip	Genera5on	Rate	–	instead	of	dividing	by	four,	diving	by	two,	based	on	the	more	reasonable	

assump5on	that	a	visitor	to	this	project	will	visit	just	one	other	business	on	the	Plaza.	(Most	will	only	be	going	
there).	

	
Fixing	the	square	footage	error,	and	then	using	these	two	reasonable	assump5ons,	the	bomom	chart	show	more	
reasonable	“net	new	project	trips”	to	the	site.	On	Weekend	Midday,	this	project	has	the	potenOal	to	add	333.8	new	
trips.	That	is	1,161%	higher	than	was	submi\ed.		1,161%.		
	
Presumably	a	similar	situa5on	has	occurred	in	Napa.	The	2016-2017	final	report	of	the	Napa	County	Grand	Jury	says,	
“Impact	of	Oxbow	Development	–	Oxbow	Market	popularity	was	already	crea5ng	a	parking	problem	in	the	Oxbow	
District…	Oxbow’s	growing	popularity	has	made	it	a	pressure	point	for	Downtown	Napa.	

TABLE A2.: PROJECT TRIP GENERATION 

Weekday PM 

Land Use Scenario Quantity Peak Hour of Generator 

In Out Total 

Existing Uses 11.4 ksf1 3 3 6 

Alte rnative Proj ect 14.935 ksf1 4 4 8 

Net New Project Trips Under 
1 1 Cu Alternative Project Description 

TABLE A2.: PROJECT TRIP GENERATION 

Weekday PM 

Land Use Scenario Quantity Peak Hour of Generator 

In Out Total 

Weekend Midday 
Peak Hour of Generator 

In Out Total 

37 42 79 

49 55 104 

12 13 GJ 

Weekend Midday 
Peak Hour of Generator 

In Out Total 

Existi ng Uses 

Alte rnative Proj ect 14.935 ksf1 I I l=.__________.I I=_ -~ 
I 1 1 L..__..J......__ _...,__ ..... 

Net New Project Trips Under 
Alternative Project Description 



Google Maps “Typical Traffic” 

See below the “typical traffic” – as determined/tracked by Google Maps:  
 
TUESDAY AT 7PM (Farmer’s Market) 
•  Notice the “Red/Slow” on Spain Street in front of  Cheese Factory 
•  Rest of  Plaza is in Orange; 1st St. W. and E. aren’t tracked per Google 
•  This represents “fair argument” and contributes to substantial evidence that the new project 
will have adverse traffic and transportation impacts that have not been properly disclosed, analyzed 
and mitigated. 
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Google Maps “Typical Traffic” 

See below the “typical traffic” – as determined/tracked by Google Maps:  
 
SATURDAY AT 12:55PM  
•  Notice the “Red/Slow” on Spain Street in front of  Cheese Factory 
•  Notice the “Red/Slow” on Broadway at the Plaza approach 
•  Rest of  Plaza is in Orange; 1st St. W. and E. aren’t tracked per Google 
•  This represents “fair argument” and contributes to substantial evidence that the new project 
will have adverse traffic and transportation impacts that have not been properly disclosed, analyzed 
and mitigated. 
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7/25/18, 1:12 PMAfter Fires, California Wine Country Wants Tourists Back : NPR
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Charred hills are visible behind field workers as they pick Syrah grapes during a harvest operation on October 25, 2017 in
Kenwood, California.
Justin Sullivan/Getty Images

Buena Vista winery in Sonoma Valley, founded in 1857, is considered the birthplace of
California wine. The cavernous cellar, carved into a hill by Chinese laborers, has
survived earthquakes, several owners and last month's fires in Northern California.

Now, the black tree stumps and scorched hills right next to the winery's buildings
show just how close the flames came — less than 30 feet, says Tom Blackwood, general
manager at Buena Vista.

"The fire could not have come any closer without hitting the buildings. Buena Vista
was surrounded by flames," says Blackwood, who credited firefighters with saving the
winery, which withstood untouched. "We are so lucky."
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Tom Blackwood, general manager for Buena Vista, stands in front of the winery's cellar in Sonoma, Calif. on Nov. 7, 2017.
Since the winery reopened two weeks ago, the number of visitors has dropped significantly, he said.
Farida Jhabvala Romero/KQED

But since Buena Vista reopened a couple of weeks ago, Blackwood is facing another
problem: a big drop in visitors. During the month before the fires began, Buena Vista
saw 6,000 visitors, says Blackwood. But since the winery reopened about two weeks
ago, only 500 visitors have shown up.

"If the fires hadn't happened we would probably see about 50 or more people here at
the bar," says Blackwood, gazing at the winery's relatively quiet tasting room. "What
do we have here, like six people now at the bar?"

Last month's fires in Northern California hit wine country during peak tourist season.
While some businesses burned, many others were forced to close temporarily because
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of lack of road access or bad air quality when the fires raged. Now that the danger has
passed, wineries and restaurants across the region are open and want visitors to
return.

Most of the cancellations came from tourists who are not local, according to small
businesses in Sonoma Valley — a region where burned hills, homes and cars can be
seen.

"Once the fires were under control, we found that very few people had decided to
return. There was initially a fear of the entire valley being burned," says Hunt Bailie,
who owns a small segway and bicycle tour company with his wife in the town of
Sonoma. He said about 90 percent of his tours were cancelled.

"We found that most folks are interested in returning, but they think it might be too
soon," says Bailie. "Typically October is the time when we can save all the pennies until
spring, but that month dried up for us."

While the affected areas were "very limited," news coverage all over the world mostly

https://adclick.g.doubleclick.net/pcs/click?xai=AKAOjss_J_omtghET4JyKz1V4TZswOjLTXXj6eEmpzd0N5B3Zcyy7q9kcai3O96lbRU_iKWQQp4fg6VGzo5m9ZEB4gI1gUQKwHXNYZTYRV0UQsqc5v2L0lYSlzCA-miJ2Gn9vCp4GPNhTar-iZA44bkCF659-Tn5t4JKUh1UeErPoTMflEZHzmvwEMjjK7KHs75paW8Zh1Qtepsq5nYrm_Alb0dqFqXEN7vG8PjwIOk_xWjFszGTi9uFzRoLXuPixDU&sai=AMfl-YRvsshzmBKNLk5WmkTI246TE_Fdbi-eHvLBiHhcYQxENAFA0pknpApKIEgnUFf64rHDeXVckSzaS7ZQix2ONkkKlagrtJRTatfZQ5rd7deNeZQXTE9UVs0c2KjE5_w&sig=Cg0ArKJSzPdth7V_3p0JEAE&urlfix=1&adurl=https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N7072.6506NPRONLINE/B20842975.216567061;dc_trk_aid=416504276;dc_trk_cid=99613738;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=
https://www.npr.org/about-npr/186948703/corporate-sponsorship
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showed destruction from the fires, says Caroline Beteta, who heads Visit California,
the organization tasked with attracting tourists to the state.

Charred hills are near vineyards in Sonoma Valley, Calif. on Nov. 7, 2017. Local wineries such as Buena Vista were close to
the flames.
Farida Jhabvala Romero/KQED

"Just the imagery alone I would argue did more damage than the actual damage to the
tourism infrastructure," Beteta told a conference of wine marketers in Santa Rosa, the
biggest city in Sonoma county. News images of charred houses and red glowing skies
flashed behind her.

Tim Zahner, chief operations officer for Sonoma County Tourism, says most hotels
and wineries in the county are fine, and are pouring in their tasting rooms today.
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"The weather is mild. You know if you're in Chicago and it's November and it's
snowing, out here it is not snowing. It's gorgeous," says Zahner, who was also
attending the wine marketing conference. "It's a good time to come visit."

His group and Beteta's are trying to convince visitors to return to the region. Visit
California launched a $2 million dollar advertising campaign to bring back images of
sunny vineyards and happy couples enjoying a glass of cabernet sauvignon — wine
country images.

Economist Robert Eyler says it's too early to tell the economic impact of the fires on
tourism. But he expects the county to overcome any downturn in visitors.

Bill and Debbie Hart (front) from Springfield MO visit Buena Vista in Sonoma, Calif. on Nov. 7, 2017. "There's been some
devastation but so many of the wineries are still open for business and we wanted to do our part to help support them," said
Debbie Hart.
Farida Jhabvala Romero/KQED
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"The brand of Sonoma and wine country is going to survive because the brand is very
very established," says Eyler, a professor at Sonoma State University. "This is
something that is a brand challenge in the short term. I would be flabbergasted if it
was in the long."

That brand is something local small business owners are counting on. People like
Mingma Sherpa, who co-owns a Mexican restaurant about two miles from the fire line.

The immigrant from Nepal estimates half of his customers are gone. Before the fires,
at least one tour bus would stop here daily, he said.

"Since that happened, most of them have cancelled," says Sherpa, adding that the
sudden loss in revenue forced him to cut shifts for servers and other employees.

"It's definitely tough. But this town is very special. So hopefully they'll come back," he
says.
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From: Gary Saperstein gary@sonomavalley.com
Subject: RE: Effects of Fire on Tourism

Date: March 29, 2018 at 5:35 PM
To: David Eichar eichar@sbcglobal.net

We	were	s'll	reeling	from	the	effects	of	the	fires	in	November,	no	doubt	about	that!	I	am	looking
forward	to	finding	out	where	the	sales	tax	came	in	for	the	last	quarter.
	
Gary Saperstein/Interim Executive Director
Sonoma Valley Visitors Bureau
453 First Street East Sonoma CA 95476
gary@sonomavalley.com
www.sonomavalley.com
 

	

From:	David	Eichar	<eichar@sbcglobal.net>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	29,	2018	5:33	PM
To:	Gary	Saperstein	<gary@sonomavalley.com>
Subject:	Re:	Effects	of	Fire	on	Tourism
	
Gary,
Thanks	for	the	response.ï¿½	I	have	a	friend	with	a	retail	shop	on	the	plaza	who	told	me	sales	were
down	20%	in	November	2017	vs	November	2016,	but	rebounded	in	December.ï¿½	Though	December
was	down	slightly	from	2016.

Dave

On	3/29/2018	5:25	PM,	Gary	Saperstein	wrote:

Hi	David,
ï¿½
We	donï¿½t	have	that	informa'on	here	at	the	bureau.ï¿½	I	know	that	the	city	is	s'll
awai'ng	sales	tax	revenue	numbers	for	the	last	quarter	of	2017	so	that	they	can	see	how
the	fires	effected	the	city.	Even	those	numbers	will	reflect	October	through	December.ï¿½
Via	conversa'ons	I	have	had	I	know	that	business	was	down	for	many	through	November
but	that	things	really	picked	up	around	December.	One	plaza	business	told	me	they	had
the	best	December	holiday	season	in	all	their	years	being	open.ï¿½	Shop	locally	I	believe
was	in	full	swing	for	the	holiday	season.ï¿½	Even	wineries	were	gecng	orders	for	holiday
shipping	from	all	around	the	country	with	people	wan'ng	to	support	Sonoma!!
ï¿½
Cheers,
ï¿½
Gary Saperstein/Interim Executive Director
Sonoma Valleyï¿½Visitors Bureau
453 First Street East Sonoma CA 95476
gary@sonomavalley.com
www.sonomavalley.com
ï¿½
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mailto:Sapersteingary@sonomavalley.com
“Fair argument” that November traffic 
counts/raw data are an unreasonably
low baseline - from Executive Director
of the Visitor’s Bureau. 
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will reduce the subsidy currently being provided by the General Fund.  Based on outside analysis, 
City staff estimates an additional $340,000 in revenue which allows funding of $100,000 to bring 
additional planning staff time to assist with reviewing applications.  

▪ Revamp of services provided by City Prosecutor and development of an administrative citation 
process to allow immediate enforcement for some Municipal Code violations after a lack of 
voluntary compliance.  

▪ Analysis and options for managing pension costs with consultant assistance including exploring a 
pension rate stabilization fund design to prefund rising pension costs and address pension 
liabilities.  

▪ Review and analysis of the City’s three cemeteries from an operational, financial and strategic 
perspective.  This has been a desire of the City Council for some time. With some one-time 
funding, we can bring in some outside expertise and move this project forward. 

 
General Fund Revenues 
Sonoma is experiencing a healthy economy, mainly due to a continued general economic expansion and 
a strong local tourism and real estate market.  The October 2017 Fires were a major disruptive force within 
Sonoma County, and in the City of Sonoma we were very fortunate to have no loss of life or structures. 
While the Fires negatively impacted tourism-related revenues for FY 17/18, the rebound has been 
relatively quick for the City of Sonoma and positive trends are expected to resume in the coming year. 
Our other major General Fund revenues (Property Taxes, Measure U Sales Tax, and EMS revenues) are all 
showing solid growth. 
 
It is important to note that our current financial status would not be possible without the voters’ 
continued support for our local half cent sales tax (first approved as Measure J in 2012 and continued for 
five years as Measure U in 2016).  The City’s core sales tax at 1 cent is projected to be $3.15 million this 
next year, and interestingly, Measure U has grown to $2.37 million. This local community approved 
funding source is critical to our ability to maintain our current levels of service to the community.  
 
FY 18/19 General Fund revenues are projected to increase by more than $1.3 million over FY 17/18 
estimates.  About half of this increase comes from growth in the major revenue sources outlined above.  
The other half comes from increases in Fees & Charges for Services (primarily development related) and 
transfers into the General Fund through implementation of a Cost Allocation Plan.  Additional detail is 
provided in the Revenue Summary. 
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From the 2018-19 City of Sonoma Budget / Cathy Capriola: “Fair Argument” that tourism was DOWN in November 2017 - and that the traffic counts are an unreasonably LOW baseline.



 REVENUES - FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
 

City of Sonoma   
 

 
GENERAL FUND REVENUE 
 
The General Fund supports most City services such as Administration, Community Development, Public 
Safety including Fire and Police, Public Works, and Community Activities.  For the City of Sonoma, the 
primary General Fund revenue sources are Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT), Property Tax, and Sales Tax 
(General and Measure U).  Together, these sources comprise 71% of total General Fund revenue.  Other 
major General Fund revenue sources include Emergency Medical Service (EMS) revenue, Fees & Charges 
for Services, Franchise Tax, and Business License Tax.   
 
Total General Fund revenues are projected to end FY 17/18 at $17,418,969.  This total is slightly below 
FY 16/17, due primarily to impacts of the October 2017 Fires.  For FY 18/19, revenues are projected to 
total $18,789,694, an increase of about $1.37 million or almost 8% over projected actual revenue for FY 
17/18.  About half of the revenue growth comes from increases in Fees & Charges for Service and 
increased Transfers from the implementation of a Cost Allocation Plan.  An additional funding source 
(not shown below) is use of the Special Projects Reserve in the amount of $731,920 for FY 18/19. 
 

 
 
  
As the regional economy recovered from the recession, the City benefitted from significant growth in its 
major revenue sources.  Steady growth has continued in Property Taxes, as well as in EMS revenue. In 
the past two years, however, both general Sales Tax and TOT revenues have been flat or slightly down. 
 
Sonoma’s largest industry is tourism, and the City budget is reliant on tourism-related revenues. 
Tourism-related revenue is not limited to the TOT generated by overnight visitors (i.e. “heads in beds”). 
Tourists are also supporting our local dining establishments, with restaurants and food products 
comprising the largest segment of Sales Tax revenue. Sonoma is fortunate to have these sources to 
sustain the public services for residents, but it is important to recognize that these revenue sources are 
very sensitive to economic fluctuations, weather patterns, and major disruptions such as the 2017 fires.     
 
 
 
 
 

FY 2015/16 Actual FY 2016/17 Actual FY 2017/18 Actual FY 2018/19
(Projected) (Projected) Proposed Budget

General Fund Revenues
Property Taxes 3,318,086$                       3,533,711$                       3,726,886$                       3,903,200$                       
Sales Tax 3,239,370$                       3,122,892$                       3,117,710$                       3,151,898$                       
Measure U -Local Sales Tax 2,075,392$                       2,248,496$                       2,227,156$                       2,377,698$                       
Transient Occupancy Tax 3,751,167$                       3,726,130$                       3,648,709$                       3,950,000$                       
EMS Charges 1,709,865$                       1,729,749$                       1,937,700$                       2,037,700$                       
Fees and Charges For Services 919,804$                          631,074$                          919,229$                          1,248,487$                       
Franchise Taxes 487,517$                          494,353$                          504,000$                          514,080$                          
Business License Taxes 433,469$                          434,762$                          451,825$                          450,000$                          
Other  Revenues 933,966$                          667,504$                          536,974$                          479,567$                          
Transfers 598,250$                          986,889$                          348,780$                          677,063$                          

TOTAL: 17,466,887$                    17,575,559$                    17,418,969$                    18,789,694$                    
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City of Sonoma   
 

 
 
 
Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) 
The Transient Occupancy Tax, often called a hotel tax, is imposed on occupants of hotels, inns, motels 
and other lodging facilities for occupancy of 30 days or less.  The tax is applied to a customer’s lodging 
bill.  Taxes are remitted for all approved lodging operators in the City of Sonoma, but a small number of 
hotel properties contain the majority of rooms and thus generate the majority of TOT revenue. 
 
For FY 17/18, the City budgeted $3.9 million however with the October Fires, there was a loss of TOT 
revenue in October and November that is estimated at approximately $250,000.  The City of Sonoma’s 
TOT rate is currently 10%, which is retained and used as a General Fund revenue.  TOT represents over 
21% of the City’s General Fund revenue.  An additional 2% is collected and remitted to the Sonoma 
Tourism Improvement District (STID).  The STID was formed to provide a stable source of funding for a 
sustained marketing program with the goal of increasing occupancy and room revenues at lodging 
properties in the City of Sonoma.  The 2% assessment was initially approved for three years beginning 
July 2012, and was extended by approval of the Sonoma City Council in June 2015 for ten years. 
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City of Sonoma   
 

 
After growing steadily for some time, TOT revenue has flattened in recent years, reflecting its sensitivity 
(at least in the short-run) to disruptive events. In FY 16/17, a wet winter and major renovation work at 
the Lodge at Sonoma resulted in TOT revenues that were down very slightly from the previous year. For 
FY 17/18, projected TOT revenue is $3,648,709, about 6% below the original budget projection and 
about 2% below FY 16/17, as a result of booking losses from the 2017 fires for October (typically a peak 
tourism month) and several months thereafter.  This year and FY 18/19, we find MacArthur Place also 
embarking on a major renovation off all rooms, restaurant and spa which will affect TOT at this hotel.  
Overall, as visitors return, however, staff is projecting that the earlier trend will resume and is estimating 
TOT at $3,950,000 for FY 18/19, an increase of 8.2%.  
 

 
 
Although not reflected in the revenue projection for FY 18/19, City staff is recommending an increase in 
the Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) from 10% to 12%.  This increase will require Council legislative 
actions and placement of a revenue measure on the ballot for public vote.  During a strong economy this 
increase could potentially bring the City over $790,000 in revenue annually for City services and 
community investments. This will bring the combined TOT/STID rate to 14%, but as the combined rate 
(TOT plus assessments) in most other public agencies in Sonoma and Napa counties already sits at 14%, 
this increase would put Sonoma in line with the lodging establishments in our region. 
 
Sales Tax and Measure U 
Consumers are familiar with the experience of purchasing items at a store and having a percentage 
amount added for sales tax.  The State Board of Equalization (BOE) collects local sales and use tax 
revenues from the retailer and sends revenue from local rates and allocations back to cities and 
counties. Sales and use tax revenue is general purpose revenue and is deposited into the City’s General 
Fund. 
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CHARACTER-DEFINING	FEATURES	SLATED	
FOR	DEMOLITION	

	
From	2014	Page	&	Turnbull	Report:	
•  Character	defining	features	of	the	

building	that	enable	it	to	convey	its	
historic	appearance	and	significance	
include…	“and	the	massing	and	footprint	
of	the	building	as	it	was	originally	
constructed,	which	includes...	The	center	
one-story	factory	sec;on.”	

•  “The	front	and	center	por:ons	represent	
the	original	historic	massing	of	the	
building.”	

YELLOW	BORDER:	HISTORIC	MASSING	&	
FOOTPRINT	
	
RED:	SLATED	FOR	DEMOLITION		
	
GREEN:	PRESERVED	

Rear	addi:ons	/	agglomera:ons:	
non-historic	and	slated	for	

demoli:on	
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How Can Substantial Adverse Change be Avoided or Mitigated?

A project that has been determined to conform with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic

Properties can generally be considered to be a project that will not cause a significant impact (14 CCR Section 15126.4(b)(1)). In

fact, in most cases if a project meets the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties it can be

considered categorically exempt from CEQA (14 CCR Section 15331).

Mitigation of significant impacts must lessen or eliminate the physical impact that the project will have on the historical resource.

This is often accomplished through redesign of a project to eliminate objectionable or damaging aspects of the project (e.g.,

retaining rather than removing a character-defining feature, reducing the size or massing of a proposed addition, or relocating a

structure outside the boundaries of an archeological site).

Relocation of an historical resource may constitute an adverse impact to the resource. However, in situations where relocation is

the only feasible alternative to demolition, relocation may mitigate below a level of significance provided that the new location is

compatible with the original character and use of the historical resource and the resource retains its eligibility for listing on the

California Register (14 CCR Section 4852(d)(1)).

In most cases the use of drawings, photographs, and/or displays does not mitigate the physical impact on the environment

caused by demolition or destruction of an historical resource (14 CCR Section 15126.4(b)). However, CEQA requires that all

feasible mitigation be undertaken even if it does not mitigate below a level of significance. In this context, recordation serves a

legitimate archival purpose. The level of documentation required as a mitigation should be proportionate with the level of

significance of the resource.

Avoidance and preservation in place are the preferable forms of mitigation for archeological sites. When avoidance is infeasible, a

data recovery plan should be prepared which adequately provides for recovering scientifically consequential information from the

site. Studies and reports resulting from excavations must be deposited with the California Historical Resources Regional

Information Center. Merely recovering artifacts and storing them does not mitigate impacts below a level of significance.
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https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards.htm
Photographs and displays DO NOT MITIGATE the physical
impact on the environment caused by demolition or 
destruction of an historical resource.

Fair Argument - EIR must be prepared.
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Planning Zone 5: Field A 

Image 51: Undeveloped lot known as Field A. 

Field A is an undeveloped area to the north of the Barracks parking lot. The 1986 General Plan made 
proposals and recommendations that included the potential development of Field A. The Operations 
Element from GP describes the condition of the artifact storage issues at the park, “Sonoma SHP 
displays and stores great number of historic artifacts. The District currently does not have adequate 
staff or storage space for these items. A small security room at the Barracks is full, and the remaining 
artifacts are kept in one of the unused display rooms. Additional storage facilities are proposed and 
the GP identifies that these could be “acquired, either by lease or construction to properly store and 
maintain non-display and rotationally displayed artifacts. The location for such facilities would ideally 
be at the relocated corporation yard and/or the district office” (1986 GP: 33) 

These directives, along with needs expressed since the 1986 GP to obtain a new sector office and 
curation facility (PID # 101200) have been articulated in this FMP to provide for the development of a 
new artifact/archival storage and administrative facility construction in Field A. A new administration 
office combined with an artifact/archival storage facility will provide an efficient ADA accessible facility 
for operations and artifact curation. Currently artifacts needed in the District are housed and cared for 
on 2nd floor of historic adobe building which makes transport of collections, supplies and equipment 
difficult and in some cases impossible to manage. 

e 

From the Sonoma State Historic Park
Facilities Management Plan - 2017
This shows OTHER PLANS for the Casa Grande “Field”
Parking “relief” here can not be considered long term! Can’t count on it.
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Image 52: Field A, adjacent to Parking Lot. 

Facility Goal 
x Develop a new archival, artifact collection and administration facility in Field A.
x Preserve all archaeological features and deposits.

 Current Use 
x Open space with no current visitor use.

Concession/Revenue Potential 
x Potentially, if private collections are curated at location.

Partnership potential 
x Blue Wing Adobe Trust, Inc.
x Sonoma Petaluma Parks, Inc.
x Sonoma League for Historic Preservation.
x City of Sonoma
x Unknown

e 
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Image 53: Undeveloped Field A, potential future site of the SAACA Facility. 

Sonoma Artifact Archival Collection and Administration (SAACA) Facility 
Artifact and archival collections facilities are a critical element in preserving and making accessible 
our collective cultural heritage. Artifact and archival collections should be maintained, managed, and 
accessible for educational, scientific, and religious purposes. SSHP possesses numerous collections 
of archaeological and historic artifacts, as well as historic archival materials, artwork, furniture, and 
other objects. Most of these collections are related to the history of the county and city of Sonoma 
and/or associated with the other parks in the Bay Area District, such as Petaluma Adobe SHP and 
Jack London SHP. Many of these items are routinely used in interpretive displays at the park. Many 
others however, are not but are still require proper storage and management. 

Current facilities for the curation of artifacts, museum collections, and archival records at SSHP are 
limited and do not employ the latest recommended Secretary of Interior Standards for collections 
storage. They also are not totally secure or have adequate climate control available. A designated 
repository for the artifact and archival collections, which can provide accountable, professional 
curation of collections in a secure, climate-controlled environment on long-term basis, is needed. 

A newly developed ADA accessible facility with a combined artifact/archival curation facility will 
provide proper storage, security, and workspace for the care of museum collections relevant to 
SSHP. The SAACA can also serve as a central location to work together with local museum and 
historic organizations to better serve historic preservation in the area. 

e 
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SAACA Site Plan 

Image 54:SAACA Site plan. 

Facility Program 
Programming of the SAACA Facility has been conceptually explored by CSP architects. It is broken 
down into four aspects; building envelope, interior space planning, mechanical, electrical/plumbing, 
and specialized equipment/furnishings that will need to be accommodated by the facility design. 

Interior Space Planning 
Interior space with proper lighting and equipment will allow for artifact treatment and processing areas 
to be established. The SAACA administrative spaces can serve as an incident command center in

e 
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event of local disasters. The new facility can also provide a gateway orientation for park visitors to 
SSHP, as well as, a training location and a public meeting area. It can also provide a central location 
to work with partners and other historic and cultural organizations in the surrounding community. In 
addition to offices for a Curator and a Museum technician, there is a need for additional District staff 
support and office space for local organizations similarly involved in artifact curation and preservation. 
The artifact and curation operations will need to be accommodated with processing areas, artifact 
storage areas, reference library, and archives. Finally, space for a lobby, meeting or conference 
rooms, restrooms, janitor’s closets and mechanical rooms will be required. An area for loading / 
unloading should be provided. Interior space planning and specialized equipment requirements 
should be informed by survey/assessment and quantification of the collection storage requirements. 
Mixed use and shared space goals can be facilitated by optimal design. 

Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing requirements 
The climate control equipment for an artifact storage facility will be critical to the success of the 
building and will include sophisticated controls.  The systems, especially for temperature and 
humidity, will need to be developed by design professionals that have expertise in similar facilities.  It 
is not expected that the space needs for such equipment will be much greater than for an office 
building of similar size.  It is currently undetermined if any need beyond desktop computers will be 
required, but provision for additional data cabling should be considered to accommodate future 
increased use of electronic media storage and research. 

Equipment and Furnishings 
This is a specialized facility and needs to accommodate function-specific equipment and furnishings. 
In the artifact storage areas, shelving will dominate, but areas for processing of artifacts will require 
large work tables, task lighting and access to a wash sink. Shelving will need to be flexible to 
accommodate a range of artifacts. Also specialized storage for textiles and flat files for maps will be 
needed. Shelving for archival media, similar to library shelving, could be high-density storage. 

e 
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Facility Goal 
x Create a new two-story curation facility with artifact/archival storage capability and also

administrative/ park staff offices. Incorporate meeting rooms and open the lobby to the
public with accessible restrooms.

x Develop a covered group staging area, protected from the elements, with seating and bus
drop off.

x Provide shade trees, seat walls, benches, picnic areas, gathering spaces and community
gardens.

Circulation/Access 
x Add designated staff parking for the curation facility/park offices.
x Creating a designated bus drop off and staging area.

Landscape Planting/Irrigation 
x Plant primarily drought tolerant, regionally appropriate species to minimize water use, to

add habitat, aesthetic and educational value.
x Utilize historic plant material, if adequate resources are available, to identify appropriate

plants.
x Add shade for gathering areas, reduced energy costs, habitat and aesthetic value.

Interpret the landscaping methods and plants.
x Develop community garden beds for local restaurant/community rental for Farm to Fork

concept and to tie in with historic orchard use.
x Incorporate sustainable irrigation for efficiency and long-term function.

Partnership potential 
x Blue Wing Adobe Trust
x Sonoma Petaluma Parks, Inc.
x Sonoma League for Historic Preservation.
x County or City of Sonoma
x Unknown

e 
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Planning Zone 6: Parking Lot 

Image 55: Parking lot. 

Excerpt from 1986 GP: 

“The 90 space parking lot is located at the rear of the Toscano Hotel complex, with access off East 
First Street. Both the entrance road and parking area are paved, curbed, and landscaped. A couple of 
tables are scattered about for picnics. Historically, Vallejo probably had vineyards, house gardens, 
and bathrooms located here and on the open field west of the parking lot. This field is now used for 
overflow parking on festival occasions. Parking is generally adequate for visitor demands most of the 
year. However, parking in the City of Sonoma is insufficient for weekend use during most of the year.  

The City of Sonoma has recommended modifications for the vehicular circulation pattern of the 
entrance so to gain delivery truck access to the rear of several commercial businesses that front 
Spain Street This is designed to help relieve the increasing congestion between residents, tourists, 
and delivery vehicles.” 

The Parking Lot facility, situated north of the Toscano Hotel Complex, is owned and maintained by 
California State Parks. It is accessible on the east through a vehicle entrance drive way located along 

e 

From the same State Historic Park Facilities Management Plan 

This shows the probable introduction of paid parking
into the Casa Grande parking lot. How does that impact 
employee parking? This has not been analyzed and 
serious and significant effects to the environment remain.
A “Parking Impact Fee Nexus Study” must be performed.
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1st Street East. The Parking Lot is currently managed as a non-fee parking area. It provides 
approximately 90 spots of free parking for Sonoma SHP visitors, including tourist busses, and also 
serves visitors to other areas nearby including the Depot Park and the City of Sonoma Plaza’s 
business district. SSHP staff also utilizes the parking lot for staff parking and staging State Park 
vehicles. 

Image 56: Tourist bus staged in parking lot. 

The Parking Lot provides off street parking which minimizes congestion on the City of Sonoma streets 
(City of Sonoma GP Update page 19). Improving the parking facility will have benefits to SSHP. 
Installation of a gate or a parking kiosk would allow for better management of the lot. Automated 
payment machines or “Pay By Phone” meters, if added to the parking area, could facilitate revenue 
generation and manage vehicle access during open use hours. Partnerships on operating of the 
parking area with the City of Sonoma and/or nearby merchants could offer a cooperative and 
sustainable management opportunity. Vendor rental opportunities for bicycles, scooters, and 
Segway’s could provide increased visitor access and interpretation without increasing CSP costs. 

e 
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Facility Goal 
x Continue off-street day-use only parking at the SSHP parking lot
x Implement paid parking at the Sonoma SHP parking lot.
x Create day-use picnic areas for visitors.
x Maintain connection with Depot Park
x Pursue concession opportunities in the parking lot area.
x Maintain annual improvements to the parking lot.

Site Use Recommendations 
x Add automated payment machines (APMs) in the parking median strip to collect

fees for parking lot use. Pay areas will include APM kiosk, with options for credit
cards and wireless payment, additional signage, benches and trash/recycle
containers.

x Establish new day use areas and park furniture within the median of the parking
lot.

x Identify designated carpool and electric vehicle parking (Per CA Green Building
Code).

Circulation/Access 
x Provide signage informing visitors of new paid parking and vehicle use hours.
x Provide accessible “queuing” or staging space for arriving vehicles and busses.

Landscape Planting/Irrigation 
x Incorporate shade trees and native/drought tolerant, regionally appropriate

species in the median and along edges to minimize water use, add habitat for
aesthetic and educational value.

x Interpret landscaping methods and plants.
x Incorporate sustainability irrigation for efficiency and long-term function.

Concession/Revenue Potential 
x Yes, paid parking and concession rentals.

Partnership potential 
x City of Sonoma.
x Unknown.

e 
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Paid Parking Options 

Pay by Phone 
In 2013, State Parks partnered with Passport Parking to utilize mobile pay program options 
allowing the visitor to park, use their mobile device to pay the necessary use fees, and enjoy their 
recreational activities without the inconvenience of stopping at a kiosk or standing in line to use a 
machine. The 
Passport Parking 
app allows visitors 
to receive text 
message alerts and 
reminders before 
their parking 
expires, and pay to 
extend their time. 
Those who use the 
app can log in using 
social media  
accounts to find 
nearby businesses 
and upcoming 
events. 

To use the mobile pay system, customers register through the free Passport Parking Mobile Pay 
app or voice system, found on both iPhone and Android platforms. Registration instructions are 
also located at all parking lots where Passport Parking is offered. Utilize Passport Parking to 
provide the “Pay By Phone” option for visitors. Rather than utilizing the walk-up Automated Pay 
Machine (APM), the visitor is able to pay utilizing a cellular device. You can set the parking lot up 
to either Pay-by-License or Pay-by-Stall. The service is free to operate, but the user would pay a 
service fee for the option. 

Hourly 
Provide Automated Payment Machines (APM) to offer pay-by-hour or timed payment methods. 

Coupon Codes 
With an APM coupon codes can be offered for parking. This allows for providing reduced rate 
parking for Special Event programming or for local businesses which are utilizing the lot for 
employee parking and negotiate a monthly parking fee, assign an individual coupon code per user 
and collect that new revenue. Utilize coupon codes specifically for reduced parking during special 
events. Coupon codes provide VIP parking and can limit the number of discounted parking stalls 
per event. This option typically is free of charge to your operation or some APM vendors charge a 
fee of $2 per month to have the option “open” on the machine. 

Image 57: Close up of new parking lot pay station conception. 
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e 
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Gift or Reward Card Debit/Re-
charge 

With the roll-out of the credit 
card readers there is an 
opportunity to offer gift cards 
to users. This would need to 
be a District-wide effort to 
deploy. Good marketing 
strategies exist which would 
allow SSHP to work with our 
current Coops and local 
businesses. To have this 
option “Open” on an APM 
there is a monthly fee. 

Validation 
There are limited APM 
vendors who offer a validation 
option. A validation option 
could be developed, whereby 
a validation machine is rented 
to the local businesses, in 
return a negotiation is made 
for a minimum purchase at 
that store which they are able 
to provide validations to their 
customers.  

Electric Vehicle Charging Stations 
State agencies shall identify 
and pursue opportunities to 
provide electric vehicle 
charging stations, and accommodate future charging infrastructure demand, at employee parking 
facilities in new and existing buildings; 
The Department of General Services, in conjunction with other appropriate State agencies and 
outside entities, shall develop an electric vehicle charging station infrastructure plan including the 
following: Evaluate existing state-owned parking structures and parking lots and install plug-in 
electric vehicle charging infrastructure where most cost-effective and appropriate; 
Plan for and install appropriate, cost-effective levels of plug-in electric vehicle charging 
infrastructure in the new construction of state-owned parking structures and parking lots.  

Image 58: New parking median concept. 

e 



OXBOW	PUBLIC	MARKET
CURRENT	RETAILERS:	ANALYSIS

No. Name #	of	Outlets Additional	Info

1 Anette's	Chocholates
2 C	Casa 2 Napa	&	Emeryville
3 Cru	@	The	Annex
4 Eiko's	At	Oxbow (Another	location	in	Napa;	not	counting)
5 Fieldwork	Brewing	Company 5 Locations	from	Sacramento	to	San	Mateo
6 Five	Dot	Ranch
7 Gott's	Roadside 7 Bay	Area	hamburger	chain.
8 Hog	Island	Oyster	Bar 2 Ferry	Building	&	Napa
9 Hudson	Greens	&	Goods Juice	Bar	/	Tasting	Room.	Offers	Produce.
10 Kara's	Cupcakes 10 Started	in	SF.	10	Bay	Area	Locations.
11 Kitchen	Door
12 Live	Fire	Pizza 2 Started	at	SFO,	new	location	in	Napa.
13 Napa	Bookmine
14 Napa	Valley	Distillery (Another	location	in	Napa;		not	counting)
15 Napastak	Napa	Valley
16 Oxbow	Cheese	&	Wine	Merchant
17 Ritual	Coffee	Roasters 6 Started	in	SF,	5	SF	locations	+	Napa
18 The	Fatted	Calf 2 San	Francisco	&	Napa
19 The	Model	Bakery 3 All	locations	in	NV	(St.	Helena,	Napa,	Yountville)
20 The	Olive	Press 2 Cornerstone	&	Oxbow
21 Whole	Spice
22 Three	Twins	Ice	Cream 7 Including	shops	at	SFO,	Korea	&	Japan

Total 11

%	of	Total 50%

"Formula	Retail	Ordinance"	must	be	dramatically	strengthened
This	will	not	a	"unique"	retail	experience

From the Sonoma General Plan

CD 5.1: “Preserve and enhance the scale and heritage of the community without imposing rigid stylistic
restrictions”

A large food court / mini-mall on the Plaza does not reflect the scale of the Plaza or heritage of the community.

LE 1.1: “Focus on the retention and attraction of businesses that reinforce Sonoma’s distinctive qualities…”

LE 1.8: “Preserve and enhance the historic Plaza area as a unique, retail-oriented commercial and cultural center
that attracts both residents and visitors.”

We have no idea whether the businesses will reinforce Sonoma’s distinctive qualities. Using Oxbow as an example,
many of the outlets will be “regional chains” - sure, they aren’t McDonalds, but they’re not distinctive.  See above -
50% of the Oxbow have outlets with more than one location.

A large MINI MALL / FOOD COURT - that similar renditions of already exist at various places in the Bay Area
(San Francisco, Napa, SFO Airport) is anything but unique.

THIS PROJECT CONFLICTS WITH THE GENERAL PLAN - THE APPEAL MUST BE UPHELD.




City of Sonoma Plann Commission Agenda Item #5 
Meeting Date: 5/13/04 

Age11da lte_m Title: 

Applica11t/Ow11er: 

Site Addre.<s/Locati011: 

Staff Colllact: 

STAFF REPORT 

Application for a Use Permit to allow the remodel of the Sonoma Cheese Factory 
in conjunction with the provision of additional retail space. 

William Dimick, Architect 

2 West Spain Street 

David Goodison, City Planner 
Staff Report Prepared: 5/7/04 

PROJECT SUMMARY 

Description: 

Ge11eral Pla11 
Desig11atio11: 

Zo11i11g: 

Site 
Characteri.<tic.<: 

S11rro1mdil1g 
La11d Use/Zo11i11g: 

E11viro11me11tal 
Review: 

Staff 
Recomme11datio11: 

Application of William Dimick, Architect, for a Use Permit to allow the remodel 
of the Sonoma Cheese Factory in conjunction with the provision of additional 
retail space at 2 West Spain Street 

Commercial (C) 

Base: Commercial (C) Overlay: Historic 

The property is currently developed with a number of buildings dating from 1940 
to the present accommodating cheese production and a retail/de! i and outdoor 
eating area. 

North: Casa Grande parking lot/Park 
South: The Plaza (opposite West Spain Street)/Park 
East: Barracks State Park/Park 
West: Restaurant/Commercial 

C8]Categorical Exemption • Negative Declaration • Environmental Impact Report 
0Not Applicable 

• Approved/Certified 
C8]No Action Required 
0Action Required 

Approve the conversion of the existing building into a retail center. 
Deny application for new building construction. 

The Staff Report for a 2004 use permit - prepared by David Goodison 5/7/04

Nothing has changed since 2004 except for the fact parking and traffic conditions on the Plaza have 
become much worse and more intense.  The only change code wise has been the addition of an “in-lieu
fee” option; but same issues remain and a parking impact nexus fee study must be prepared.

We find the conclusions and recommendations in the 2018 staff report, and the 2014-15
use permit process (NOW EXPIRED) unreasonable and IMPOSSIBLE to justify considering
this staff report and the intensified conditions since then. This involved a 9k expansion (from 11sf)
- but remember - the staff report and recommendations were originally made for a 13+k expansion
with the basement use. This project was originally much bigger than the 2004 project.

Same site. Same building. Same code. 



• 
PROJECT ANALYSIS 

DETAILED PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

• City of Sonoma 
Planning Commission Staff Report 

Page 2 

The Sonoma Cheese Factory, located on West Spain Street, is currently relocating its cheese 
production operation to a new facility on Eight Street East. The opportunity to convert existing 
production areas into other uses has led the property owner to propose a reconfiguration of the 
building that involves both the conversion of exist building areas to retail use and the construction 
of new building area, also proposed for retail use. 

Re-use of Existing Space. The Cheese Factor is a relatively large building, with a total area of 
11,420 square feet. At this time, however, only 2,860 square feet is devoted to retail use. The 
remainder has been used for the cheese production and storage, as well as administrative 
offices. The property owner is proposing to devote the entire building to retail use, 
subdivided into as many as nine tenant spaces accessed via a central corridor. A retail 
outlet/deli for the Cheese Factory would serve as the anchor tenant. (Note: it appears that the 
existing second-floor office area would continue to be associated with the Cheese Factory 
retail outlet.) Other prospective tenants have not yet been identified. The subdivision of a 
commercial building into three or more tenant spaces is defined in the Development Code as 
a "shopping center" and is subject to use permit review. 

New Construction. The master plan submitted by the applicant also includes several building 
additions, totaling 8,480 square feet. These additions would occur along the west side of the 
building, at the northeast comer, and in a paved area at the northwest portion of the site. As 
stated in the project narrative, these additions would be constructed based on specific tenant 
proposals, rather than on spec. These additions would be considered an expansion of the 
"shopping center" use resulting from the conversion of the existing building and are therefore 
subject to use permit review. 

If the proposed master plan were to be fully implemented, the building would have an area of 
19,900 square feet. No off-street parking is proposed. 

GENERAL PLAN CONSISTENCY (0Not Applicable to this Project) 
The property has a General Plan land use designation of Commercial. This designation is intended 
to provide areas for retail, service, medical, and office development, in association with apartments 
and mixed-use developments and necessary public improvements. The proposed retail uses are 
consistent with the purpose of the Commercial land use designation. The following goals and 
policies of the General Plan are applicable to the project: 

- Local Economy Element, Policy 12: Promote ground-floor retail uses in commercial areas 
as a means of generating pedestrian activity. 

In general, the project is consistent with the goals and policies of the 1995-2005 General Plan, 
however staff is concerned about parking impacts (refer to "Discussion of Project Issues"). 

DEVELOPMENT CODE CONSISTENCY (0Not Applicable to this Project) 
Use: The property is zoned Commercial (C). The retail uses proposed under the application are 
permitted in the Commercial zoning district. 



• • Infill within the Historic Overlay Zone: Guidelines presented in the Development Code encourage 
new infill development in the Historic Overlay District to be compatible in scale and treatment 
with existing, older development and to maintain the overall historic character and integrity of the 
community {§ I 9.42.040). To a large degree the guidelines relate to architectural considerations. 
Since the proposal, at this time, is limited to a site plan, the application cannot be evaluated against 
these criteria. Given the property's prominent location within the Sonoma Plaza National 
Landmark District, and the proximity of various historically significant buildings, no final action 
the additions should be taken until elevations are made available to the Planning Commission for 
review. Pursuant to the Development Code, the Planning Commission is responsible for reviewing 
and acting upon the project site plan, building massing and elevation concepts. Subsequent review 
by the Design Review Commission is also required, encompassing elevation details, colors and 
materials, landscaping (including fences and walls), lighting, and any other issues specifically 
referred to the DRC by the Planning Commission(§ l 9.54.080E). 

Parking: As with all structures that front the Plaza, the building receives a parking credit of one 
space•per 300 square feet of floor area. Based on the total existing floor area of the facility (11,420 
square feet), the Sonoma Cheese Factory has a credit of 38 parking spaces. In comparison, the 
retail and production facility uses that have historically operated on the property require 27 parking 
spaces under current standards. In conjunction with the 20 additional spaces required for the 
outdoor dining areas (approximately 80 seats), the business at it has historically been operated 
requires a total of 47 parking spaces. Based on these calculations, operations on the property 
currently exceed the allotted parking credit, with a deficit of 9 parking spaces. 

Considering that the business already operates with a parking deficit, it is difficult to support the 
additional 8,480 square feet of retail floor area proposed for the site. By itself, the additional retail 
floor area proposed under the application would generate a requirement for an additional 28 
parking spaces, resulting in a total deficit of 48 spaces (this figure takes into consideration the 
conversion of the production facility areas to retail use). According to the project narrative, the 
operation of the Cheese Factory involved as many as 50 employees per day, as well as various 
delivery vehicles, including milk tanker trucks. The narrative suggests that that the conversion of 
the building to purely retail use will result in a reduction in the number of employees. However, it 
is by no means clear to staff that this would indeed be the case. The number of employees on shift 
at any one time is not provided. The employee demand associated with the proposed tenant spaces 
is unknown and there is no way to define what the tenants will be beforehand. 

Applying the parking credit to the existing structure in order to allow its conversion to retail use is 
consistent with the Development Code and long-standing practice. However, even if it could be 
documented that this conversion would result in a reduction in the number of employees associated 
with the building, this does not provide a basis for approving the 28-space parking exception 
needed to allow the proposed building additions. As noted in the project narrative, when the Casa 
Grande parking lot was improved (about 20 years ago), the Cheese Factory contributed $50,000 to 
the project in order to pay for design upgrades needed to allow milk trucks access to the rear of the 
Cheese Factory property. This payment, however, did not result in any dedicated parking 
benefiting the Cheese Factory. 

CONSISTENCY WITH OTHER 
CITY ORDINANCES/POLICIES ([giNot Applicable to this Project) 
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW (0Not Applicable to this Project) 
Pursuant to Section I 5303 of the State CEQA Guidelines, construction of up to 10,000 square feet 
of commercial space on a parcel within an urbanized area is Categorically Exempt from the 
provisions ofCEQA (Class 3 - New Construction or Conversion of Small Structures). 



• • 
DISCUSSION OF PROJECT ISSUES 
Parking Exception for New Construction: Pursuant to Development Code Section 19.48.050.A.1, 
The Planning Commission may modify off-street parking requirements in compliance with Code 
requirements for the granting of an Exception. The review of a parking exception includes 
consideration of potential impacts on neighboring properties or uses. In order to approve an 
exception application, the Planning Commission must make the following findings: 

I. .11,at the adjustment authorized by the Exception is consistent with the General Plan, any 
applicable Spec/fie Plan and the overall objectives of this Development Code; 

The retail uses food involved in the application are consistent with the property's 
Commercial zoning land use and designation. However, it is clearly an objective of the 
Development Code that new development should include provision for adequate off-street 
parking. 

2. That the Exception to the normal standards of the Development Code is just/fled by 
environmental .features or site conditions; historic development patterns of the property or 
neighborhood; or the interest in promoting creativity and personal expression in site 
planning and development; 

It is true that, historically, many commercial buildings in the vicinity of the Plaza do comply 
with normal off-street parking requirements due to the circumstances of their development. 
This circumstance is recognized in the Development Code by the parking credit that is 
granted to existing buildings. The proposed parking exception, however, is associated with 
new construction. Typically, even in the Plaza area, off-street parking requirements have 
been applied to additions and new construction. The subject property could actually 
accommodate off-street parking, for example, where addition #2 is proposed. 

3. That the granting of the Exception will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, or 
welfare, or injurious to the property or improvements in the vicinity and in the same zoning 
district. 

The off-street parking available in the vicinity of the project may or .not be sufficient to 
absorb the parking demand generated by the proposed addition without affecting other uses 
in the area. The availability of the on-street parking around the Plaza has been used as a basis 
for granting parking exceptions on previous occasions, but it seems difficult to support an 
exception that amounts to 28 spaces. 

In consideration of these factors, staff feels that the findings needed to support an exception to the 
parking requirements cannot be made. 

Number of Tenant Spaces. It can be argued that, in general, the greater the number of tenants 
spaces within a given building area, the greater the demand for employee parking. As discussed 
above, the existing Cheese Factory building has a parking credit that supports its conversion to 
retail use. However, the Planning Commission may legitimately limit the number of tenant spaces 
associated with this conversion. Based on the proposed site plan, it appears that nine tenant spaces 
are proposed (excluding the second-floor office space. The Planning Commission could choose to 
limit the conversion to a lower number. 

David Goodison 2004: “the greater number of tenants spaces within a given building area,
the greater the demand for employee parking.”  WE AGREE! Remember, the new project
proposes 20 tenants and 2 restaurants!  They discussed the possibility of lowering # from 9 here!!



• • Relation to State Parks Property. A representative of State Parks, which owns the Barracks State 
Park adjacent to the subject property on the north and east, has raised questions about the location 
of the eastern property line. The location of this property line will therefore need to be verified in 
order to ensure that the proposed walkway and landscaping improvements along the east side of 
the building do not encroach upon the State property. 

RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission take the following actions: 

I. Approve the use permit allowing the conversion of the existing building into a multi-tenant 
retail center, based upon the attached findings and conditions of approval. 

2. Deny the application for a use permit and exception allowing the construction of new 
building area. 

The property owners may wish to consider a revised proposal that provides some off-street parking 
to support additional building area. As an alternative, the property owners may choose to monitor 
the City Council's pending review of Plaza parking requirements as this discussion may lead to 
changes in the current requirements for off-street parking. 

Attachments 
I. Findings (to be delivered Mo11da.1~ 
2. Draft conditions of approval (to he delivered Monday) 
3. locarion map 
4. Project Narrative 
5. Site Plan/F/oor plami 

cc; William Dimick 
292 France Street 
Sonoma, CA 95476 

Sonoma Cheese F uctory LLC 
2 West Spain Street 
Sonoma, CA 95476 
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x The Mayor of the City of Napa to get a perspective on development and its impact on 
parking in Downtown Napa 

x Other senior city officials who provided:  

o  a history of downtown development  

o an in-depth discussion of parking needs  

o an updated Implementation Schedule detailing completed and in-process measures 

o an explanation of the need for paid parking  

o parking management responsibilities 

o parking enforcement details 

DISCUSSION 
Parking Areas  
The greater downtown has two distinct parking areas, the Downtown District shown in Appendix 
2 and the Oxbow District shown in Appendix 3. The former offers surface parking, which 
includes on-street parking, parking lots, and garage parking. In the Oxbow District, the City 
manages just the surface street parking since most of the parking areas are privately owned. The 
Parking Plan focused primarily on the Downtown District, and acknowledged parking needs in 
the Oxbow District. 

Parking Supply  
The Parking Plan inventoried all public on-street and off-street parking, as well as most private 
parking facilities (see Appendix 4 for details). Off-street parking (surface lots and parking 
garages) accounts for the bulk of the supply. There is also a distinction between off-street public 
and off-street publicly owned. There are 1,747 “off-street public” spaces which are unrestricted 
and available to the general public, while 493 spaces are in publicly-owned lots but are only for 
specific user groups. For example, during business hours the City Hall parking lot is reserved for 
employees and Council members. This lot may be used by the public only when conducting 
business at City Hall. These spaces are open to the public during evenings and on the weekend. 

Impact of Oxbow Development 
Oxbow Market popularity was already creating a parking problem in the Oxbow District when 
the new South Campus of the Culinary Institute of America (CIA) formally opened at Copia in 
2017, sharing the available parking lot. 

Oxbow’s growing popularity has made it a pressure point for Downtown Napa. Currently, the 
Napa Police Department has not been consistently enforcing two-hour limits for on-street 
parking in the Oxbow district. 
  

Napa County Grand Jury Report 2016-17 … released 5/31/17 
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Subject: Cheese Factory Parking and Traffic Issues
Date: Thursday, March 22, 2018 at 11:41:21 AM Pacific Daylight Time
From: Victor ConforF
To: David Goodison
CC: Victor ConforF - Architect, Johanna Patri, David Eicher, Fred Allebach

David,

Please include this in the public comments:

Dear Planning Commissioners,

The Dev. Code parking standards require that any increase in SF requires on-site parking for the increased SF,  
plus any change of USE in an existing building that has a parking requirement exceeding 1 space/300 SF, requires 
additional on-site parking to accommodate the additional parking load.  This includes restaurants and food service 
businesses.  Therefore the 3,538 SF of additional floor area requires additional parking for added retail SF, plus the 
food service seating at one space per 4 seats or stools.  I understand that the previous Use Permit approvals have 
expired.  If this is so the parking credits that were based on a Use Permit that no longer exist, are no longer valid.  
The project should meet the same requirements that any other Plaza business has to comply with. 

The parking spaces in the Casa Grande parking lot, which currently is a general use public parking lot, should not 
be used to meet the parking requirement increases for any property with parcel frontage on the Plaza.  The Casa 
Grande lot is owned by the State and currently jointly used by the City and State.  But this arrangement is only for a 
specific period of time.  The “Tragedy of the Commons” is upon us now.  The Plaza, neighboring public street 
parking, and the Casa Grande lot represent a “common” resource supply, which is currently at capacity demand 
during peak periods.  Any further parking demand (or traffic demands on the existing public streets) on these public 
parking supplies, simply diminish the supply for all the other users of these limited resources.   These are some of 
those other users:

State Park historic sites: The Mission and courtyard, the Barracks and courtyard, the Toscano Hotel / Kitchen / rear 
Dining Room, plus State Park staff parking.
Visitor and local customers going to Plaza merchants, offices and tasting rooms
Plaza Farmer Markets attendees
Owners and employees of all of the above
Plaza and Depot Park picnickers and family & children visitors to the playgrounds
Regular Depot Park bocce ball and petanque clubs users
Locals and visitor users attending festivals and Plaza events

Given these facts, no parking credits should be given.

Also, there is no guarantee that the State will renew the shared use agreement.  Once they they realize the parking 
demand has exceeded supply, they may rethink their options.  It’s not a case of "If there is a problem", but “when 
they become concerned about the problem”.  Because the parking lot is already at capacity during peak periods, it 
won’t be long before they realize that the “Tragedy of the Commons” (TOC) has caught up with them, and they are 
experiencing seriously diminished use of their own parking lot.  They could easily use smart phone parking control 
methods to limit access to their visitors.

Also, if the federal government continues to punish California through reduced funding, requiring more and more 
cuts to services, the State could be forced to cut back small local district State Parks,  just as was done during the 
last fiscal crisis.  This could ultimately lead to disposal of the properties, just as it is now being done to the State's 
Development Center in Glen Ellen.  These are all possibilities under the “new normal”  economic and political 
conditions we now have to prepare for.

Also, even if a parking credit were given, this would require a Variance under State law.  This is because an 
increase parking demand of even a modest number of parking spaces, based on the additional floor area, and the 
new high parking demand food and restaurant use, would be more than the 30% maximum deviation, under an 
Exception.  The applicant could not likely provide even a few parking space on-site., unless they removed a 
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significant area of the existing buildings. The findings required for a Variance are very difficult to make, and I believe 
that they could not be made in this situation.

These same TOC arguments apply to the vehicular traffic issues in relation to the public streets (an existing supply), 
that has been exceeded by the traffic (demand).  As you know, the parking a traffic studies that were performed 
during a severely depressed demand period after the wild fire disasters.  We all know that, regarding parking a 
traffic, demand has overtaken supply during peak periods.  The "Tragedy of the Commons" is upon us.

Thank You,

Victor Conforti - Architect
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Subject: Re: Sonoma Cheese Factory traffic memo
Date: Wednesday, March 21, 2018 at 12:29:34 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: David Eichar
To: David Eichar, CrisGna Morris
CC: David Goodison

ChrisGna,
Please forward to the Planning Commissioners:

Planning Commissioners, I have received updated lodging occupancy (TOT) numbers from the city. CumulaGvely,
hotel occupancy (room nights rented) is 22% higher in the peak month from 2015 through 2017 than in November of
the 2015 through 2017.

 room nights
rented  room nights

rented
Peak Month 2015          14,448   Nov 2015          11,200
Peak Month 2016          13,944   Nov 2016          11,599
Peak Month 2017          13,639   Nov 2017         11,647
total          42,031           34,446

Regards,
Dave

On 3/20/2018 7:36 PM, David Eichar wrote:

CrisGna, please forward to the Planning Commission. 

Planning Commissioners; 
I have just read the memo by Fehr and Peers dated March 20, 2018 in regards to the traffic study for
the Sonoma Cheese Factory project. I absolutely cannot believe that Fehr and Peers can defend the
November traffic studies reasonableness. This has got to be a joke! 

For traffic volume, they compare the November dates to the Hotel Project Sonoma spring 2015 date.
The Hotel Napa project traffic study was also flawed.  Here is my comment on the Hotel Project
Sonoma a year ago: 

"According to the DEIR the base traffic measurements were taking during spring 2015. Not only are the
measurements 2 years old (now 3 years old), autumn, not spring is the peak tourist season. Hotel room
occupancy (room nights rented) was 15% higher in October 2015 versus May 2015 and 23% higher in
October 2015 versus June 2015 according to TOT staGsGcs received from the City of Sonoma Finance
Department." 

Hotel occupancy was 22.5% higher in October 2015 than November 2015. (I am awaiGng for TOT
staGsGcs from they city for 2017.) 

This flaw of using off peak dates for traffic studies carries over to the study of available parking spaces
around the Plaza. As you all should know, parking around the Plaza on the streets and in the parking
lots fills up on weekend, way beyond the 85% calculated in the study. 

The second flaw in both traffic studies in regards to future impact, is the absence of analysis of
increased pedestrian traffic on vehicle traffic.  As you know, much of the vehicle traffic delay is caused
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by vehicles waiGng for pedestrians to cross the street. 

Another addiGonal flaw comparing the Sonoma Cheese Factory traffic study with the Hotel Project
Sonoma study is that pedestrian traffic is greater at the north end of the Plaza than the south end; so
equaGng traffic counts with traffic delays, again ignores the pedestrian impact on vehicular traffic. 

We must have a traffic study performed in September or October in order to be accurate. 

Regards, 
David Eichar 



Thursday, March 22, 2018 at 9:29:16 AM Pacific Daylight Time
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Subject: Sonoma Cheese Factory traffic memo
Date: Tuesday, March 20, 2018 at 7:36:48 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: David Eichar
To: CrisGna Morris
CC: David Goodison

CrisGna, please forward to the Planning Commission.

Planning Commissioners;
I have just read the memo by Fehr and Peers dated March 20, 2018 in
regards to the traffic study for the Sonoma Cheese Factory project. I
absolutely cannot believe that Fehr and Peers can defend the November
traffic studies reasonableness. This has got to be a joke!

For traffic volume, they compare the November dates to the Hotel Project
Sonoma spring 2015 date. The Hotel Napa project traffic study was also
flawed.  Here is my comment on the Hotel Project Sonoma a year ago:

"According to the DEIR the base traffic measurements were taking during
spring 2015. Not only are the measurements 2 years old (now 3 years
old), autumn, not spring is the peak tourist season. Hotel room
occupancy (room nights rented) was 15% higher in October 2015 versus May
2015 and 23% higher in October 2015 versus June 2015 according to TOT
staGsGcs received from the City of Sonoma Finance Department."

Hotel occupancy was 22.5% higher in October 2015 than November 2015. (I
am awaiGng for TOT staGsGcs from they city for 2017.)

This flaw of using off peak dates for traffic studies carries over to
the study of available parking spaces around the Plaza. As you all
should know, parking around the Plaza on the streets and in the parking
lots fills up on weekend, way beyond the 85% calculated in the study.

The second flaw in both traffic studies in regards to future impact, is
the absence of analysis of increased pedestrian traffic on vehicle
traffic.  As you know, much of the vehicle traffic delay is caused by
vehicles waiGng for pedestrians to cross the street.

Another addiGonal flaw comparing the Sonoma Cheese Factory traffic
study with the Hotel Project Sonoma study is that pedestrian traffic is
greater at the north end of the Plaza than the south end; so equaGng
traffic counts with traffic delays, again ignores the pedestrian impact
on vehicular traffic.

We must have a traffic study performed in September or October in order
to be accurate.

Regards,
David Eichar



From David Eichar, March 19, 2018 
 
Planning Commission: 
Please accept my comments below on the Sonoma Cheese Factory project. 
 
A Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) is insufficient. An Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR) is required. A full EIR must be prepared when there is substantial evidence 
in the record that supports a fair argument that significant effects may occur. 
 
In the case of Keep Our Mountains Quiet v. County of Santa Clara, the Sixth 
District Court of Appeal found “ 
 
 “…factual testimony about existing environmental conditions can form the basis for 
substantial evidence supporting a fair argument that significant impacts or effects may 
occur.” 
 
“In reviewing the adoption of an MND, our task is to determine whether there is 
substantial evidence in the record supporting a fair argument that the Project will 
significantly impact the environment; if there is, it was an abuse of discretion not to 
require an EIR.” 
 
http://www.courts.ca.gov/opinions/archive/H039707.PDF 
 
Note that the court ordered the County of Santa Clara to pay the plaintiff’s legal fees in 
the above cited case. 
 
As 15 year resident of Sonoma Valley, please consider my fact-based testimony and 
observations below as a “fair argument” that compels the preparation of an EIR. 
 
The following may have potentially significant impacts that have not been adequately 
mitigated in the MND; thus requiring a full, independent review in an EIR:  

• Aesthetics  
• Cultural Resources  
• Land Use / Planning  
• Transportation & Traffic 

 
AESTHETICS  
CEQA Aesthetic Issue “C” – “substantially degrade the existing visual character or 
quality of the site and its surroundings” may have significant impact: 

• A large building adjacent to the Historic Servant’s Quarters in the State Park 
requires compatibility with the Secretary of Interior’s Standards. Please read 
Alice Duffee’s comments concerning this. 

• All the elements of the authentic Cheese Factory, other than the façade, are being 
demolished and replaced with a different building design. This effects authentic 
aesthetics. 

• A reasonable case can be made that the design and materials of the new building 
will take away from the authenticity of the site. 

http://www.courts.ca.gov/opinions/archive/H039707.PDF


 
The project is NOT in compliance with the Design Guidelines, including: 

• 5.1.1. “Additions should be subordinate to the main building”. Subordinate 
includes both height and mass. The Secretary of Interior’s Standards  state, “The 
new addition should be smaller than the historic building—it should be 
subordinate in both size and design to the historic building.” The new building is 
not smaller than the historic building; thus it is most definitely not subordinate to 
the historic building. 

• The Downtown Design Guidelines state: “compatible additions, and sensitive new 
construction that is subservient to the adjacent historic buildings.” The new 
building is neither compatible, nor subservient to the Historic Servant’s Quarters. 

• 5.1.2. “Locate additions where they will be least visible from the public right of 
way and do not distract from the main building” – the addition is very visible 
from the public right of way, both Spain Street and the Casa Grande parking lot, 
and the design, distracts from the main building. 

• The issue is with demolishing everything on the site, except the historic element 
on Spain Street, and building anew. This means the project must be deemed an 
addition to a historic building, and as such, they are violating the Secretary of 
Interior’s Standards.  

• An architectural peer review is required of the analysis of compliance with the 
Downtown Sonoma Historic Preservation Design Guidelines, but was not done. 

This above “fair argument” requires Aesthetic Analysis in a full EIR. 
 
CULTURAL RESOURCES 
The question of impact of this project on cultural resources is too important to get it 
wrong.  Peer review and further study is required: 

• Historians often disagree. Initially, the Maysonnave Cottage was once slated for 
demolition because a historic report stated it was insignificant, was saved because 
another report deemed it historically significant.  

• The Historic Resource Evaluation does says the Spain St. element of the Cheese 
Factory is historically significant, but also says that because it was constructed 
outside the period of significance that the project does not contribute to the 
National Landmark and Register District, which is debatable: 

o The existing building is said to have been built in 1945.  The period of 
significance ends in 1944. But was construction started in 1944, designed 
in 1944? Because the dates are so close, further investigation and analysis 
is required to know for sure. 

o Even if the building is not contributing to the district, there may still be 
potentially negative impact to the district from redevelopment. 

• An independent, peer review of the engineering/soils report must also be 
conducted. The Engineering Report was commissioned by the developer and 
submitted to the city; as with other reports, this must be independent and peer 
reviewed and included in a full EIR. With the Servant’s Quarters at stake, we 
much make sure this is done right. 

 
LAND USE/PLANNING 



This project has a potentially significant impact with regard to CEQA Issue (B): 
“Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with 
jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan, 
etc.) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental impact.” 
 
This project does not comply with the following elements of our General Plan: 

x CD-5.1: “Preserve and enhance the scale and heritage of the community without 
imposing rigid stylistic restrictions.” A large food-court/mini-mall on the Plaza 
does not reflect the scale of the Plaza or the heritage of the community. There is 
no guarantee in conditions of approval that the retail portion of the building will 
continue to be operated “featuring locally-sourced artisan foods, cheeses, baked 
goods, wine, coffee, and other related food and non-food product.” Any form of 
retail, from tourist tchotchkes to GMO packages food products could be sold.”  

x CD-5.8 “Encourage the designation and preservation of local historic structures 
and landmarks, and protect cultural resources.” As discussed above, further 
evaluation is necessary to make sure cultural resources are protected. 

x LE-1.1 “Focus on the retention and attraction of businesses that reinforce 
Sonoma’s distinctive qualities – such as agriculture, food and wine, history and 
art, and that offer high paying jobs.” I strongly disagree with the MND’s 
conclusion on this element. 

o We have no idea whether the businesses will reinforce Sonoma’s 
distinctive qualities. In fact, using Oxbow as an example, many of the 
places will be “small chains” – Fieldwork Brewery, Hog Oyster Island, 
Gott’s Roadside. These are regional chains are anything but distinctive.  

o A “Formula Retail” analysis of the Oxbow Public Market in included 
below; we can assume the make-up of the tenants of the Sonoma Cheese 
Factory will be similar; 50% of the Oxbow Market have outlets with more 
than one location. 

o Some of these local chains work in Sonoma at different locations, but 
these types of places are anything but unique or distinctive and would 
threaten the authentic charm of the Plaza. 

We must have a comprehensive economic analysis on what a large project like 
this on the Plaza could do to existing businesses. 

x LE-1.4 “Encourage the continued production of agricultural commodities within 
the city and local-serving agricultural marketing opportunities.” 

o The Cheese Factory is a grandfathered food production building on the 
Plaza and it would be foolish to change that use; not only does that help 
support the General Plan, but would preserve our Plaza’s authenticity. 

o There’s no reason why some other sort of “agricultural production” that 
showcases our diversity and authenticity (cheese, baked goods, etc.) 

x LE 1.8 “Preserve and enhance the historic Plaza area as a unique, retail-oriented 
commercial and cultural center that attracts both residents and visitors.” 

o Again, a large “mini-mall / food court” that already exists at various 
places throughout the Bay Area (San Francisco, Napa, SFO Airport, etc.) 
is not unique. 



o Sonoma’s Plaza is one of California’s most unique and authentic places, 
developing this project on it would degrade this and is in direct conflict 
with the General Plan. 

x CE 3.7 “Ensure that new development mitigates its traffic impacts” 
Please see my comments below under the Transportation and Traffic heading 
concerning the flawed traffic study which must be redone during peak season to 
understand proper traffic mitigation. 

 
As identified above, this project conflicts with our General Plan policies and therefore 
compels the preparation of an EIR. 

 
TRANSPORTATION & TRAFFIC 
 
I personally have waited in traffic on Spain St. heading both east and west, with traffic 
delays of more than 5 minutes. This alone is factual testimony about existing 
environmental conditions which form the basis for substantial evidence supporting a fair 
argument that significant impacts or effects may occur 
 
The staff report and CEQA Initial Study are also missing very important information 
about the traffic and parking study.  This missing information is vital to the public being 
able to accurately analyze the project. 
 
There are 2 major problems with the traffic study: 

1. The traffic study also fails to take into account the increase in pedestrian traffic 
and its impact on vehicle traffic from the project. 

2. Traffic and parking studies performed during off season right after the devastating 
wildfires, on November 11 and 14, 2017. The Nuns fire was fully contained on 
October 30th and the Tubbs fire fully contained October 31st.  

 
The significance of the November dates should have been mentioned in the staff report 
and the CEQA Initial Study in the discussion on traffic and parking, but they are not. The 
dates are only mentioned in the traffic study document itself. Traffic and parking around 
the Plaza is much worse May through October than in November. This November had 
even lighter traffic than usual because of the October fires.  The traffic and parking study 
were performed within two weeks after the fires were fully contained. 
 
The entire traffic and parking study is thus legitimately able to be called into question on 
the basis of substantially unrepresented dates.  The conclusions of Section 16 of the 
CEQA Initial Study are thus invalid. Because of this, the Planning Commission cannot 
adopt the Resolution making findings for a Mitigated Negative Declaration. The flawed 
study results in a much lower calculation of fees than they should have been for 
mitigation Measure 16.a.1, for traffic impact mitigation, and Measure 16.a.2, for parking 
impact mitigation. 
 
The traffic study did not include W Napa St./1st St. W and Napa St./Broadway.  It should 
have. The city council directed that the EIR for the new Napa St. Hotel by Kenwood 



Investments include all of the intersections on the Plaza.  The traffic study for the Cheese 
Factory project should also. Why? The volume of concomitant Plaza use is at least if not 
higher for the Cheese Factory project. At a minimum the increase in traffic would 
probably also require curb extensions for 1st St. W and W Spain St. as well as E. Napa 
St. and 1st St. E. 
 
Traffic and parking analysis of the Oxbow Market should be done in order to get a better 
sense of the range of impacts with of this style of retail. 
 
Section 10 of the CEQA Initial Study: Since the traffic study is flawed, the true impacts 
to traffic cannot be known; thus it cannot be known if the traffic impacts have been 
mitigated, as required by Circulation Element of the General Plan. 
 
This Saturday, March 17th at 4:20 PM, I drove around the Plaza after stopping at the 
BofA ATM. There was some, but not many pedestrians out. It had been raining on and 
off this day, but not at the time of my trip. Here were my timed observations: 

x East bound on W Napa St/Broadway – delay 36 seconds 
x East bound on E Napa St/1st St W – delay 30 seconds 
x West bound on W Spain St/1st St W – delay 51 seconds. 

Of course the above is just one trip around the Plaza, but I have experienced much worse 
delays during the busy season, from May through October. One Saturday during the 
summer last year, around 11am, I experienced a delay of over 10 minutes, east bound on 
W Spain St and 1st St W. 
 



The following picture was taken two years ago, on Saturday March 19th, 2016 at 1:49 
PM. There were no events on the Plaza on this day. This shows traffic backed up on East 
Napa Street from 1st St East all of the way across Broadway onto West Napa Street.  The 
traffic back up was worse than this past Saturday, March 17th, 2018. The backup at these 
intersections is a regular occurrence. 

  
 



 
CONCLUSION: AN EIR IS REQUIRED 
 
In my analysis above, there is more than enough “substantial evidence” to require an EIR 
based on the “fair argument” standard in relation to: 

• Aesthetics 
• Cultural Resources 
• Land Use/Planning 
• Transportation & Traffic 

 
The benefits of an EIR are obvious: 

• Independent Analysis 
• Alternatives Analysis 

o This is crucial information as the Use Permit recommendation is based on 
a flawed reading of the situation; that this is the only use that will work as 
a result of a decade or more of neglect. 

o A properly conducted “alternatives analysis” will allow meaningful 
evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the proposed project. 

 
 



l 7 March 2018 

David Goodison 
Planning Director, City of Sonoma 
1 The Plaza 
Sonoma, CA 95476 
davidg@sonomacitv.o~ 
707-938-3681 

Iii 
APD Preservation LLC 

Subject: Proposed Cheese Factory Renovation 

Dear Mr. Goodison: 

Directed by my personal interest in this project as a resident of Sonoma Valley, I have independently reviewed the 
proposed renovation of the Cheese Factory at 2 West Spain Street on the north side of the Piaza.1n brief, the proposed 
project retains about 15 feet offront of the building (the two-story block facing West Spain Street) and replaces the 
rear sections with a two-story block extending to the parking .lot behind the Plaza. 

My comments are based on my review of documents ino1udec!i in the March 20l8 Planning Commission package, 
including: "Historic Resource Evaluation (lJRE)" (Page & Turnbull , l l/6/ 14), "Proposed Proj'ect Review 
Mem orandum " (Page & Tumbuli, 6/19/ 1'7}, "Conditions of Project Approval and Mitigation Monitorillllg PFogram" 
(City of Sonoma, 3/8/ 18), "Project Narrative " (SMS Architects, ND ), Proposed Plans (SMS Architects, 6/ H/ 17), 
and "StaffRepol't:" (David Goodison, 3/ 8/18 ). 

By my assessment, the proposed project is no .t consistent with .the "Secretary of the Interior's Standards 
and Guideline s fon Rehal.ili tatioa'' amd, therefore , wou1d nave significam impacts on a111< historic resource 
(the Cheese Factory ). At the same time, the increased size of the rear mass overwhelms the historic "Servants 
Quarter's" immediately adjacent to the project area. 

The proposed mitigations to reduce potential impacts to unidentified, potentially historic archeological resources are 
inadequate and fu.i1 to reduce the potential impacts to below the threshold of significant. 

Historic Resource, as defined by the Cali£ornia Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 

According to Page & T:urnbull 's 2014HRE , the Cheese Factory a,t 2 West Spain Street is 74 years old (buik 1945) and 
is eligible for listing in the California Register because of its association with ,the development of the cheese industry in 
Sonoma (criterion l - events). Its period of significance is 1925-1968 . The building, therefore, qualifies as an historic 
resource as defined by CEQA (14 CA ADC§ 15064.5 (a)(3)(A)). 

Secretary's Standards 

According-to CEQA., a project that follows the "Secrerary's Standards for the T reatment of H istoric Properties with 
Gui delines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings or the Secretary of the 
Interior 's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guide lines for Rehabilitati ng Historic Buildings" "(generally ) shall be 
considered as mi tigated to a level ofless than a significant impact on the historical resource" (14 CA ADC§ 15064.5 
(b)(3)). 

To assess consistency, one must first identify the resource 's "character defining featu res," which are defined as those 
"visual and physical " features that "are the means through which historic character is expressed." 12 

• Heidi H-0hmann and Ka tarzyna Grala, "Cul tural Landsc ape Report : Pla tt His toric Distric t, Chi ckasaw National Recr ea tion Ar ea, O!Uahoma ," 
Iowa Stat e Univernty, 2004 (https:/ /www.nps.gov/parkh.istorv/online books/chickasaw/pdf/Chapter%207 .pdJ) 
2 Lee H . Nelson , FAIA , Preservation Brief 17: Architecturab Chara cter (Washington , D .C . Nation al Par k Seivice, 1988), p. I. 

13125 Arnold Drive Glen Ellen California 95442 
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APD Preseivation LLC 

• Character Defining Features 

According to the 2014HRE (pages 2 and 34}, the bw'-dmg's character delinimig features penaiin to the primary fa~ade 
and the massing and footprint of the building. Specifically: 

• •Primary f~ade: 

o Orange tile 
o Windows and doors 
o Awnings 
o Stucco-clad metal ribs 
o Projecting vertical perimeters 
o White stucco overhang and up-pitched roof 

• Massing and fuotprint 

o " . .. massing and footprint of the building, as it was originally constructed, which includes the front 
{south ) two-story retail and office ;portion and .the center one-story factory section" (HRE, page 2) 

o " . .. generally rectangular footprint and massing, including two story portion at the south (front ) and 
one high bay story at the center portion. These portions convey the building's historic factory, retail, 
and office use." (HRE, page 34) 

o "The building 's generally rectangular footprint and massing, which cefilect the buiiding' s massing when 
it was originally constructed and convey the building 's historic fuctory, retail and office use." (Project 
Review Memo, page 2) (see figures at end ofletter for proposed and existing plans ). 

• Secretazy~s Standards Analysis for Cheese Factory 

''The Secretary ef the Interior's Standards for the Treatment ef Hist.oric Properties wi,th Guidelin£s for Preserving, 
Rehabilitating, Restoring and &constructing Hist.oric Buildings" are intended to provide guidance to historic 
building owm.ers and bl:li.ldmg manageJIB, p1reservation coE1Suitanits, ar;chi,tects, cont:iracto1rs, and pmject 
reviewers prior to treatm ent . (National Park Service) 1 

The table below compares ,the proposed p,roject with each ohhe ten standairds to establish consistency. 

1. A property will be used as rt was historically OF be 
given a new use that requires minimal change to its 
distinctive materials, feaJtures, spaces, and spatial 
relationships. 

2. The historic character of a pmperty will be retained 
and p1,eseFVed. The :removal of distinctive materials OF 

alteration of features , spaces, and spatial relationships 
that characterize a property will be avoided. 

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical 
Fecoird of its time, place, and use. Changes that create 
a false sense of historical development, such as adding 
conjectural features or elements from other historic 
properties, will not be undertaken. 

3 http:/ / www.np s.gov/tps/s tandards .html 

Consistent - The commercial use continues. 

INCONSISTENT: The proposed project demolishes character 
defining features , namely the massing and footprint of the 
building that "convey the building's historic factory, retail and 
office use" (Project Review Memo, p. 2) 

Consistent - The proposed projec t makes no attempt at false 
historicism in its new addition. 
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4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic 
sigmifirance in their own right will be retained a:nd NIA 
preserved. 

5. 'Dis1ru1ctive ,materials, features, 1fimshes, and Consisteflt - The only distinctive craftsmanship found on this 
construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship building is concentrated on the primary fac:;ade, which is retained 
that characterize a property will be preseIVed. under the current proposal. 

6. Deteriorated historic fearutres will be repaired rather 
than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration 
,requi,res ,replacement of a distinctive feature, die new 
feature will match the old in design, color, •texlJlire, and, UNK Will the primary fac:;ade be restored? ) 
where possible, materia:ls. Replacement of missing 
features will be snbstalliltiated by documentary and 
physical evidence. 

7. Chemical or physicai ·treatments, ,if appropriate, will 
be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. NIA 
Treatments ,that cause damage to historic materials 
will not be used. 

INADEQUATE MITIGATION: None of the reports contain 
information about previously identified historic or pre -historic 
deposits, or the project area's potential to contain such sites. 

8. Archeological resources will be protected and 
Regardless, the ''Conditions of Approval," :Measure 5.B stipulates 

ptreserved im1 place. If such tresolllFces must be disturbed; 
that, "Construction personnel involved ,vith earthmoving shall be 

mitigation measures will be undertaken. 
alerted to the potential for discovery .. .if. .. encountered, all 
construction activities within 50 feet shall halt." A qualified 
archaeologist should be present during all ground-disturbing 
activities to make such a determination and assess the potential 
historic character of any findings. 

INCONSISTENT: The "Project Review ~femo" concedes that 
demolishing the one-story section destroys the massing that 
characterizes the property (page 4). The Memo then asserts that 
relocating the historic use ;'in this case, cheese storage ) to the new 

9. New . additions. exteriot: ~5 ' or basement maintains the building's association with the event for 

refated new constru~ti:on wilf not d:estro)'. which it is historic, and thus retains the historic character of the 

historic materials, features, and s;eatial building. 

relationshi~s that characterize ,the propeny:. However, according to the " ational Park Service, character 
[ emphasis added] The new work will be diffcrentiiated defining features are '•visual and ;eh)'.sical" elements that 
from the old and will be compatible with the historic con\'ey the historic character of the resource (see above ). The 
materials, fearures, m ·e, scale and pmponi:on, and proposed basement, by its subterranean nature, will not be a 
massing to protect the integrity of the property and its visual means by which the historic character and association of 
environment. the building are conveyed. 

I '"-ill grant that the proposed new addition IS clearly 
distinguishable from the historic, two-story block of the building 
through its materials and massing and its use of a "hyphen" to 
transition the design from "old" to "new ... 

IO. New additions and a4jacent or related new 
corutruotion will 'be •l!lndertakea iin s111ch a manner ,that, INCONSISTENT: The proposed demolition of the historic, 
if removed m the future, the essential form and character defining , one-story block of the building constitutes an 
mtegrity of tfre historic pi;operty and '. its envii;oJilJllllent irreversible change that could not be undone in the future, 
would be mrimpaired. 
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Based on tfus analysis, the proposed project is not consistent with the "Secretary of the In teriioF's Stand ar.ds," and , 
therefore, would have a significant negative effect on historic resources as defined in the CEQA Statute (CPRC 
2W84 .1) and CEQA Guidelines (15064.5 (a)(2) and (b)). 

CEQA 15064.5 

Project "D emolishes or materially 
alters in an adverse manner those 

physical chara otenistics of an 
historical resource that convey its 

historical significance and that 
justify its inclusion in, or eligibility 

for , inclusion in the California 
Register of Historical Resources" 

= 

Significance is materially 
unpaired 

significance materially impaired 

Substantial adverse change 

Substantial adverse change 

significant effect on the 
enviroD.JDent 

The proposed project demolishes a "physical [characteristic] that conveys [the] historical significance and that 
[justifies] [the resource's] ... eligibility for . . . inclusion in the California Register ." By definition, the refore, the proposed 
action materiallv impairs the significance of the Cheese Factory (which is significant for its association with the cheese 
industry in Sonoma ). Causing the "material impairment," therefore constitutes a "substantial adverse change ," which 
CEQA qualifies as a "significant effect." 

Because the project does not follow the Secretary's Standards, per the previous table, the project cannot be conside red 
to be "mitigated to a level ofless than significant." 

VISUAL IMPACTS TO SERVANT'S QUARTERS 

'The ,two-tory , adobe "Servant 's QlJlarters" directly east of the Cheese '.Factory is a contribu:ting resource to both the 
Sonoma Plaza National Historic Landmark (NHL ) and the Sonoma Plaza National Register Historic (NRHP ) District. 
As su<ch\ it colilStitutes a historic FCS0111ice as de:tiRed by CEQA 

The proposed project bas the potential to impact visually the Quarters because of the greatly increased size of the rear 
,massing of.the Cheese Factory. As proposed , the Te.« section ofthe Cheese Factory oveIWhdms its historic neighbor. 

I will grant: that remowng the outdoor dining area and increasing the width of the path between the Cheese Factory 
and the Q<uatliteFS do open up the spa<ce am um.d the Qu art eus, improvi ng its settimg. 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

The Platmringpackage contains no information a.boat the site's potential to "yield informa'l:ion unportant in prehistory 
or history," meaning its potential to contain previously unidentified archeological resources. The City's proposed 
"Cond.itioru of Approval ," however , does aclrnowledg e and add iress the potential p resence of archeological and 
cultural/tribal resomces. Specifically, the "Conditions of Approval" requirres the develope r to adopt the following 
mitigation measure: 

'~onstru ction personnel involved with earthmoving shall be alerted to the potential for the 
discovery of prehistoric materials and tribal resources . . . . If prehistoric or historic-period 
arch aeological resources are encountered , all construction activities witrun 50 feet shall halt and the 
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Planning Director shall be notified." ("Conditions of Project Approval and Mitigation Monitoring 
Program," Mitigation Mra.mre 5.b (page 9), MaJich 8, 2018). 

As the site ofVall'ejo's 1835 "Casa Grande" and as part of the original 1835 Pueblo of Sonoma, the project area is 
rich an history and has a high potential to contain significant prehistoric and historic archeological and tribal/ cultural 
deposiits. 

At the very least, the pEoject needs to be r;eseaJiched in the FecoJids of the Northwest Information Center in, Rohnert 
Park to deteFlinim:e if prior studies have identified aitcheologirally sensitive sites ilJill the vicimty. PFefeEably, a qualified 
archeologist would conduct a study of the area to assess the likelihood of the presence of resources and to pinpoint 
par6oulady sensitive areas prior lo any ground-dis1lNhing activities. 

I anticipate that the study would recommend that all ground disturbing activities be monitored by a qualified 
archeologist, trained iwidern:ifying the a11cheological materials noted il)l, the clWTent mitigatio])ll measn11e (obsidian and 
chert flaked-stone tools, toolmak:mg debris, cultmsaJly dwkened soil, heat affected rocks, shellfish remains, stone rnillililg 
equipment, wells, privies, building footings, and deposits of metal/glass/and or ceramic refuse). 

Proposing that the construction worker operating the heavy machinery, who in all likelihood has no archeological 
training, would be able to identify any such resources from his/her vantage high atop a large piece of machinery seems 
unrealistic to say the least. 

CONCLUSION 

Demolishing the one-story, central block of the Cheese Factory negatively and irreversibly impacts ,the ability of the 
building to convey visually those reasons for which the building is eligible for listing in the California Register. 
Relocating the cheese storage function i:nto the new basemem is not a comwarable replacement for the lost character 
defining feature (the one-story block} because it does noli constitute a "visual and physical" feature that tells the history 
of the building. 

The increased size of.the rear mass overwhelms ithe historic "Servants Qual1ter's," thereby causing an adverse indirect 
impact on an historic resource. 

Similarly, the proposed project fails to address the possible presence of previously identified archeological and/or 
tribal/ cultural resources in the vicinity and provides woefully insufficient mitigation measures to limit impacts to 
prehistoric and/ or 'historic archeologicai resources .that could be discovered during construction. 

Per CEQA, the proposed action constitutes at least two substantial adverse environmental impacts that have not been 
mitigated to below the fevd 0£' signi,ficant. It is my opinion, therefore, tfuat tne ''Mitigated Negative IDeclarati:on" is 
inappropriate and that the project requires an Environmental :Impact Report (EIR.) to thoroughly address these 
impacts to cultural resources. 

:Please feel free to call me at 415-:806-4549 if you have any questions or comments. 

Since!!ely, 

~ '° ~ Alice P. Duffee 
APD Preservation LLC 

13125 Arnold Drive Glen Ellen California 95442 
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... 

Figure 1: East Facade, one-story character defining block (massing) 

Figure 2: South facade (West Spain Street}, covered dining and path 
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Friday, March 16, 2018 at 5:16:38 PM Pacific Daylight Time

Page 1 of 2

Subject: Cheese Factory Parking
Date: Thursday, March 8, 2018 at 4:48:04 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: Victor ConforB
To: David Goodison
CC: Victor ConforB - Architect

Dave,

Please distribute this to the Planning Commissioners.

SONOMA CHEESE FACTORY…  DEMAND OVERWHELMS SUPPLY OF PARKING AND STREET CAPACITY

The Cheese Factory Expansion is proposing more than doubling the existing floor area, 
adding two new restaurants, plus very large increases in food service with accompanying 
seating totaling 245 seats.  This is an over-reach, and is clearly not conforming with the 
Development Code (DC).  It's just another example of projects that are non-compliance with 
the DC.  These kind of applications set dangerous precedents, and are undermining the DC.  
This application would further impact the Plaza’s existing already inadequate parking and 
traffic capacities.

This is a "tragedy of the commons” problem... "in which every individual tries to reap the 
greatest benefit from a given resource. As the demand for the resource overwhelms the 
supply, every individual who consumes an additional unit directly harms others who 
can no longer enjoy the benefits”.   In this case the “commons” is the streets and parking 
lots around the Plaza.  It is apparent to all of us that live near the Plaza, that the demand for 
the resource has already overwhelmed the supply.  During peak periods all of the Plaza 
parking and adjoining private and public parking lots are at capacity, street parking extends out 
into the surrounding residential neighborhoods, and traffic congestion at Plaza’s intersections 
are below Level of Service D.  

The existing Cheese Factory parking demand is a small percentage of the total commercial 
parking demand around the entire Plaza.  Suggesting that a financial contribution of $50,000 
to help create additional parking at the Casa Grande parking lot, would give a parking credit to 
one individual property owner of 20 to 40 spaces is unfair.  It directly harms all the other 
Plaza merchants who will have their current parking and traffic capacity benefits 
reduced.  Any individual financial contribuBon should be credited in proporBon to their percentage 
of parking demand versus that of the parking demand for all of the Plaza property owners.  A single 
parking space in San Francisco costs approximately $25,000 to build, including land.  At the Cheese 
Factory’s current size, it may have a parking demand share of approximately 5% of the total Plaza 
demand.  A 5% share of 40 spaces would equal two spaces, which would be consistent with a 
contribuBon of $50,000 for the cost of two $25,000 spaces.

Expanding the Casa Grande parking lot, would be funded mostly by the City, and possibly with help 
from the County, as it will be a “common” benefit all the Plaza property owners.  The opportunity to 
expand public parking should be pursued, but any parking credits givens should be based on the 
individual property owner's demand percentage of the overall demand.
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The Development Code has a clear method of prevenBng any one property owner from abusing the 
“commons” (see below).  It limits businesses expansion by requiring addiBonal on-site parking for 
increased structure square footage, and change of use that requires with more than one parking 
space per 300 sf.  This provision is very clear, and is why exisBng retail uses cannot be converted to 
restaurants or bars, or other high parking demand uses.   It is clear, that given the fact that the 
applicant has asked that the project be evaluated for parking as if it were a restaurant, and not a retail 
use, and it is a more than doubling of the exisBng building size, that this is clearly going to be a 
“commons” problem.

19.48.040 Number of parking spaces required

F. Existing Unreinforced Masonry Structures and Structures Adjoining the Plaza. For 
unreinforced masonry structures designated by the city in compliance with Government Code 
8875 et seq. and existing structures that face the plaza, additional parking shall not be 
required for a new use unless the new use results in one of the following:

1. An increase in the square footage of the structure; or

2. An off-street parking requirement that exceeds one parking space for each 300 
square feet of floor area.

Additional off-street parking shall only be required for the expansion in building area or as 
associated with the increased parking ratio, as applicable.

Thank You,

Victor ConforB - Architect

---

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=GOV&sectionNum=8875
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March 7, 2018 

Delivered by e-mail 

Johanna M. Patri, AICP 
P. 0. Box604 

Sonoma, CA, 95476 
707 996-6412 

jmpatri@aol.com 

Please distribute to Planning Commissioners 

City of Sonoma Planning Commission 
Chair Person and Commissioners 
Sonoma City Council 
City of Sonoma 
No. 1 The Plaza 
Sonoma, CA 95476 

RE:. Redevelopment and Expansion of the Sonoma Cheese Factory 
Staff Report and Mitigated Negative Declaration 

Dear Chair Person and Commissioners: 

Please consider the following concerns and issues regarding the redevelopment and expansion 
of the Sonoma Cheese Factory: 

1. Inadequate Transportation, Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT), Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas 
(GHG) Emissions Analysis of this Large-Scale Project 

The proposed mitigated negative declaration fails to analyze Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) 
and promote the State's smart mobility goals, leading to the reduction of traffic and 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, thereby aligning the City of Sonoma's long-range 
transportation plans and reduction of GHG emissions with the regional and State's long
range transportation plans. 

Passed in 2013 by the State's Office of Planning and Research (OPR), S8743 replaces 
measuring "Level of Service" (LOS), a measure based on how many vehicles pass through 
an intersection within a given time, to assessing overall VMT, which reflects State 
Legislative policy to more appropriately address the bigger picture of traffic congestion 
management related to infill development and reduction of GHG emissions. 

Many agencies (Pasadena and San Francisco for example) have adopted the VMT 
methodology in place of LOS for all CEQA determinations and are using VMT models most 
notably for local climate action plans and to quantify and verify a project's impact on GHG 
emissions more definitively and accurately. The City of Sonoma has the authority to require 
use of VMT metrics. The goal here is to reduce GHG emissions not only by tourists, visitors, 
and local residents, but by the local and regional work force that this large-scale and intense 
use project will require. Analyzing VMT, better addresses greenhouse gas emissions and 
climate change than LOS. 



2. Questionable Parking Analysis and Requirements: 

The Cheese Factory Expansion more than doubles the existing floor area, and adds new 
uses including two new restaurants, plus intense increases in food service and customer 
seating. The Development Code (Section 19.48.040 Number of Parking Spaces Required) 
states that existing structures that face the plaza require additional parking when the new 
use results in one of the following: 

1. An increase in square footage of the structure; or 
2. An off-street parking requirement that exceeds one parking space for each 300 square 

feet of floor area. 

Using the history of various "grandfathered" parking "credits" over the history of this property 
as it relates to the proposed expansion is questionable as these factors occurred after the 
adoption of the parking allocation ordinance of 1 space per 300 sf given to existing 
structures that face the Plaza. They created a valid "credit" for existing buildings around the 
Plaza. The Development Code when it was adopted in 2003. It states: 

Expansion of Structure or Change in Use. When a structure is enlarged or increased 
in capacity, or when a change in use requires more parking than the previous use, 
additional parking spaces shall be provided in compliance with this chapter. The number of 
parking spaces required for.an addition to a structure shall be based on the parking 
requirement associated with the entire structure. 

The original cheese making "manufacturing" space would have had a parking ratio of 1 

space per 500 square foot. The storage areas and aging buildings behind the 
"manufacturing" space, were "warehouse" uses, with 1 space per 1,000 sf parking ratios. 

doubt any analysis was done on the added parking that this 1985 "remodel" from 

"manufacturing & warehousing" to "retail" parking ratios. 

In this newly proposed expansion of the Cheese Factory, new and intensified uses, where 

will the resultant increase in employees park - on surrounding residential streets?? What 

are the provisions for employee parking?? 

3. Nexus Requirement for In-Lieu Fees for the Increase in Parking Demand 

2 

There is no finding of a nexus between the proposed mitigation in the form of an in-lieu 
parking/traffic fee in the proposed meager amount of $60,000 to $75,000 to off-set the 
increase in parking demand and improve capacity in a public, State-owned parking lot that 
will benefit the proposed development or mitigate the short-fall in parking or reduce the 
burden and impact of the proposed development on the current parking environment on the 
Plaza. 

Furthermore, the staff report states that "As a result of participating in the support of a public 

parking facility, an owner or developer may receive a reduction in the total number of 
parking spaces required based on the number of spaces purchased in the public parking 

facility and subject to approval by the commission". What does this mean? That these 
"improvements" or "additional" parking spaces will be dedicated solely to the u_se Cheese 

Factory?? 



There are no calculations or analysis. One is just expected to believe this in-lieu fee will 
take care of the burden of additional parking on an already impacted Plaza. 

While CEQA Guidelines acknowledge, and the Courts have stated, that mitigation 
·measures must have an "essential nexus" to a legitimate government interest, and must 
bear a "rough proportionality" to the project's adverse impacts, the reverse is also true. 
Analysis and sufficient evidence must be presented that a mitigation measure (or condition 
of approval) is sufficient and proportionally reasonable to reduce an impact or burden of a 
proposed development. 

The proposed development is a change and intensification of land uses. Are in-lieu fees 
adequate to solve the burden of parking on the plaza? Did the City use a proper baseline to 
calculate this fee? What is the baseline? 

4. CEQA and Climate Change, Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Timing of Traffic Study 

The accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere over time is already causing the 
climate to change with more significant changes to come. Since a key purpose of CEQA is 
to maintain the quality of California's environment, both now and into the future, reducing the 
risk of climate change is an important objective under CEQA. 

• Lead agencies must analyze the greenhouse gas emissions of proposed projects, and 
must reach a conclusion regarding the significance of those emissions. (See CEQA 
Guidelines § 15064.4.) 

• When a project's greenhouse gas emissions may be significant, lead agencies must 
consider a range of potential mitigation measures to reduce those emissions. (See 
CEQA Guidelines§ 15126.4(c).) 

• Lead agencies may significantly streamline the analysis of greenhouse gases on a 
project level by using a programmatic greenhouse gas emissions reduction plan meeting 
certain criteria. (See CEQA Guidelines§ 15183.5(b).) 

• CEQA mandates analysis of a proposed project's potential energy use (including 
transportation-related energy), sources of energy supply, and ways to reduce energy 
demand, including through the use of efficient transportation alternatives. (See CEQA 
Guidelines, Appendix F.) 

The Initial Study addresses GHG emissions primarily through green energy building 
programs, but not through traffic .. Furthermore, the timing of the traffic study is questionable. 
Traffic studies should be done during the peak season of traffic in order to know the true 
traffic and parking impacts. 

5. Cumulative Impacts Must be Adequately and Fully Analyzed 

3 

CEQA requires that a Mitigated Negative Declarations (MND) must address and discuss 
cumulative impacts. CEQA provisions require that the MND must discuss cumulative 
impacts of a project when the incremental effect could be cumulatively considerable. A 
cumulative impact consists if an impact which is created as a result of the combination of the 
project evaluated together with other projects causing related impacts. An adequate 
discussion requires past, present, and probable future projects producing related impacts. 



In Summary, 

Analyzing VMT, better addresses greenhouse gas emissions and climate change than LOS. 

How does the proposed in-lieu fee for the increase in parking demand provide adequate 
mitigation to presumptively justify an MND, when reviewed under CEQA? 

What review has been done by the State of California to approve the intensity of this project and 
the construction mitigation measures in regards to the impact on the adjacent state park 
buildings? 

What review has been done by the Department of the Interior for this project on the Plaza listed 
on the National Register of Historic Places? 

I purport that almost doubling the size of the existing improvements and increasing the intensity 
of use of the retail space will have a great impact on the Plaza with negative consequences. In 
addition, no project should increase the demand for parking on the Plaza, which is already 
impacted. 

I purpose that an independent reviews and analysis should be undertaken through an 
Environmental Impact Report, particularly to address: 

Aesthetics 

Cultural Resources 

Land Use .and Planning 

Tr;msportation and Traffic 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Johanna M. Patri, AICP 
(American Institute of Certified Planners) 

Cc. Cathy Capriola, City Manager 
David Goodison, Planning Director 

Cheese Factory Letter 3_8_2018 Sent to Planning Commission 
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March 8, 2018 

Sonoma Planning Commission 
1 The Plaza 
Sonoma, CA 95476 

Carol Marcus 
873 First Street West 
Sonoma, CA 95476 

707-996-4926 

Re: Thursday's Agenda Item 4: Sonoma Cheese Factory 

Dear Chairman Felder and Members of the Planning Commission, 

The Cheese Factory proposal before you tonight is an ambitious one. The applicant is proposing to more 
than double the building's existing floor area. The applicant was previously granted entitlements to 
renovate the building's first floor, working within the existing footprint of the main building. The current 
proposal adds more area to the first floor of the building by enclosing the space between the Cheese 
Factory and Mary's Pizza. Though the Development Code may allow the applicant to build to their 
western property line, I feel this is where the applicant is asking too much. 

The spaces between the buildings on the Plaza help create the rhythm of the experience of walking 
around the Plaza. Contrary to what the Initial Study concludes in its aesthetic impact section, I feel that 
allowing the building to be built to its western property line significantly impacts the views between the 
buildings, especially in the case of these buildings on the north side of the Plaza, where the views are to 
the hills. This slice of light and view may not seem "significant" now, but it will certainly be noticeable 
when it's gone. 

While I favor the applicant's decision to locate a pedestrian walkway on the eastern side of the building, 
enlivening the space between the State Park and the Cheese Factory, I am not in favor of this coming at 
the expense of the currently entitled pedestrian outdoor space on the western side. This outdoor space 
is an opportunity to further enliven the pedestrian experience around the building. Some of the more 
memorable spaces around our Plaza occur in pedestrian walkways between buildings, for example, the 
Place des Pyrenees or El Paseo. The outdoor space included in the entitled design has great potential to 
become one of these kinds of spaces. 

This proposal already represents a significant departure from the massing and scale of other buildings 
around the Plaza. I do not feel that the applicant should be allowed to further impact the "in between 
spaces" of the Plaza. I feel that the boundaries of the originally entitled footprint should be maintained. 

I appreciate your taking the time to consider my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Marcus 



,, 
Planning Commissioners: 
Additional information on "Shopping Centers". The BAAQMD CEQA guidelines do not have "Shopping 
Center" land use, just "Regional Shopping Center". So, the use of the term "shopping center", instead of 
"regional shopping center" leads to erroneous conclusions on which development project may fit a land 
use designation of "regional shopping center" for CEQA purposes. I have found various definitions for 
regional shopping center and they are all pretty much the same: 
"A short definition of Regional Shopping Center: The largest type of shopping center, having one or 
more major department stores, a variety of retail stores, usually a bank or savings and loan, and 
common parking and manageme·nt." 
http://legaldictionary.lawin.org/regional-shopping-center/ 

For example, the 364,000-square-foot East Washington Place regional shopping center in Petaluma. 
http://www.northbaybusinessjournal.com/industrynews/4174516-181/group-sues-petaluma-over
approval 

All of the CEQA court cases and CEQA El Rs I have found for "regional shopping center" are for the type 
of development project identified above. 

Examples of regional shopping centers: 

• large regional shopping center: https:ljwww.ceqadevelopments.com/2015/10/13/fourth
district-addresses-ceqa-baseline-issues-in-partially-published-opinion-upholding-eir-for
carlsbad-shopping-mall-renovation/ 

• 234-acre regional shopping center development: 
https:Uwww.ceqadevelopments.com/2014/04/14/some-ceqa-reminders-from-the-third-
d istrict-u rba n-decay-req u ires-a ctua 1-m itigatio n-whe n-id e ntified-by-e i r-as-a-sign ifica nt-pro ject
i m pact-and-be-ca refu 1-what-yo u-fi n d/ 

• 26-acre regional shopping center: http:ljresources.ca.gov/ceqa/cases/1977/raley 040777.html 
• 61.3 acres https://www.rmmenvirolaw.com/2014/08/california-clean-energy-committee-v-city

of-woodland/ 
• 425,880 square feet: https://planning.lacity.org/eir/CenturyPlan/Addendums/addendum2.pdf 
• approximately 55.1: http://www.rocklin.ca.us/sites/main/files/file

attachments/1 introduction.pdf 
• approximately 63.5 acres/700,000-square 

feet: http://www.ci.irwinqale.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/1207 

Being there is no land use of "shopping center", only "regional shopping center", and the Sonoma 
Cheese Factory is absolutely NOT a regional shopping center, the CEQA Initial Study used the wrong land 
use designation in regards to GHG emissions; thus, the Initial Study CANNOT be adopted. 

Regards, 
David Eichar 

Other definitions of regional shopping center can be found here: 
https://www.realestateagent.com/real-estate-glossary/real-estate/regional-shopping-center.html 



http:ljjrdelisle.com/research/NewSCDef V23 WP1.pdf 
http://chicagorealtor.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Anatomy-of-a-Shopping-Center.pdf 

On 3/7/2018 4:48 PM, Cristina Morris wrote: 

Planning Commissioners: 

It has come to my attention that another problem with the Initial Study for the Cheese Factory 
expansion is in the area of the greenhouse gas emissions. CEQA Initial Study discussion on question 7a 
on greenhouse gas selected an incorrect land use of regional shopping center. This results in an 
inadequate CEQA Initial Study, which cannot not be adopted. 

The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD} adopted CEQA guidelines. Chapter 3 of the 
guidelines contains screening criteria for various land uses. "If all of the screening criteria are met by a 
proposed project, then the lead agency or applicant would not need to perform a detailed air quality 
assessment of their project's air pollutant emissions." It is important to select the correct land use from 
table 3-1. 

The proposed project includes expansion for restaurant as well as specialty food retail market. The 
specialty food retail portion of the project is closer to a supermarket than shopping center in 
use. Shopping centers have tenants in separate physical store with walls, while a supermarket has 
various sections of food within one open building. 

The screening criteria for a shopping center projects is less than 19,000 square feet; while for a Quality 
Restaurants is 9,000 square feet; High Turnover Restaurant is 7,000 square feet, and a Supermarket is 
9,000 square feet. Since the project would increase building area on the site by 13,603 square feet, the 
project exceeds the screening criteria; thus, a detailed air quality assessment of their project 1s air 
pollutant emissions is required to be performed. The Planning Commission should therefore not adopt 
the Initial Study. 

http:ljwww.baaqmd.gciv/~/media/files/planning-and-research/ceqa/ceqa guidelines may2017-
pdf.pdf?la=en 

Regards, 
David Eichar 



From: "Susan J. Dorey" <susan@susandoreydesigns.com> 
Date: Wednesday, March 7, 2018 at 8:10 PM 
To: David Goodison <davidg@sonomacity.org> 
Subject: Cheese Factory project 

<lCttp of ~onoma 
#1 The Plaza 

Sonoma CA 954 76 

I have seen the drawings to replace the Cheese Factory with a large Oxbow-style market. My comments: 
It is too big for its location in downtown Sonoma. The Oxbow Market, in contrast, is on the east side of 
Napa, not downtown. 
Size wise it will overwhelm our Sonoma Ban-acks and the Historic Park. 
We are left to choose between our heritage, which is why people come here, or tourist food. 
Parking may be inadequate. 
I vote NO. 

Susan J. Dorey 
Sonoma, CA 

707-343-7382 



Planning Commissioners: 

The CEQA Initial Study for the replacement and expansion of the Sonoma Cheese Factory is 
flawed and must not be adopted by the Planning Commission. The staff report and CEQA Initial 
Study are also missing very important information about the traffic and parking study. This 
missing information is vital to the public being able to accurately analyze the project. 

Traffic and parking studies perfmmed in November 11 and 14, 2017 The Nuns fire was fully 
contained on October 30th and the Tubbs fire fully contained October 31st. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/October 2017 Nmihem California wildfires 

The significance of the November dates should have been mentioned in the staff report and the 
CEQA Initial Study in the discussion on traffic and parking, but they are not. The dates are only 
mentioned in the traffic study document itself. Traffic and parking around the Plaza is much 
worse May through October than in November. This November had even lighter traffic than 
usual because of the October fires. The traffic and parking study were performed within two 
weeks after the fires were fully contained. 

The entire traffic and parldng study is thus legitimately able to be called into question on the 
basis of substantially unrepresented dates. The conclusions of Section 16 of the CEQA Initial 
Study are thus invalid. Because of this, the Planning Commission cannot adopt the Resolution 
maldng findings for a Mitigated Negative Declaration. The flawed study likely results in a much 
lower calculation of fees than should have been for mitigation Measure 16.a.l, for traffic impact 
mitigation, and Measure 16.a.2, for parldng impact mitigation. 

The traffic study did not include W Napa St./lst St. W, E Napa St./lst St. E, Napa 
St/Broadway. It should have. The city council directed that the EIR for the new Napa St. Hotel 
by Kenwood Investments include all of the intersections on the Plaza. The traffic study for the 
Cheese Factory project should also. Why? The volume of concomitant Plaza use is at least if not 
higher for the Cheese Factory project. At a minimum the increase in traffic would probably also 
require curb extensions for 1st St.Wand W Spain St. as well as E. Napa St. and 1st St. E. 

A traffic and parldng analysis of the Oxbow Market should be done in order to get a better sense 
of the range of impacts with of this style of retail. 
The Oxbow Market is a 40,000 square foot market'place: 
http://oxbowpublicmarket.com/ oxbow-public-market-fact-sheet/ about-oxbow-public-market/ 

Section 5 of the CEQA Initial Study: It is imperative the California State Park Services has had a 
chance to review and approve the construction mitigation measures in regards to the impact on 
the adjacent state park buildings. · 

Section 10 of the CEQA Initial Study: Since the traffic study is flawed, the true impacts to traffic 
cannot be known; thus it cannot be lmown if the traffic impacts have been mitigated, as required 
by Circulation Element of the General Plan. 



In addition to the above, almost doubling the size of the current retail space will have a 
substantial impact on the Plaza, an increase of 50%, with potential negative consequences 
beyond just to traffic and parking. Besides rejecting the CEQA Initial Study, the Planning 
Commission should also reject the expansion plans. 

Regards, 
David Eichar 
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3.7.2017 
 
RE: the Sonoma Cheese Factory proposed project 
 
Dear Planning Commissioners, 
 
 First I believe that the project should have a complete EIR that would allow the 
community time and the details necessary to review a project that will make important 
changes to the Sonoma Plaza.  
 
This letter addresses only some of the concerns I have about the proposed project. 
 

The proposal plans to remove all but the façade of the Cheese Factory building 
and construct a new building behind the façade. 
 

Under CEQA, the Project would be considered to have a significant impact if it 
were to cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of any of the historical 
resources identified. 
 
I have the following comments related to that criteria 
 

The Historic Evaluation prepared by Page and Turnbull states: ‘The project, as 
proposed, retains the original portion of the existing building, thereby preserving the 
following character-defining features: the fenestration pattern, flat metal awnings at the 
entrances, glazed orange tile cladding, stucco-clad metal ribs, pitched roof, and the 
projecting vertical perimeters. 
 

The above statement is misleading as the project is only going to retain the façade 
and not any of the rest of the building which reflects to purpose of the building- a 
cheese factory.  
 

The proposed plan substitutes, the original building that was built in 1945 and 
modified overtime to reflect the needs of the cheese making business, with a monolithic 
structure of contemporary design that in no way honors the original building as a 
working agricultural-based structure.  
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Nor does it reflect either contemporary or historical Sonoma rural 

agricultural history instead opting for creating a building that is large and 
featureless. 
 

The statement that the project is preserving character defining features 
ignores the consultants own statement that the Cheese Factory character defining 
features ‘includes the front (south) two-story retail and office portion and the center one-story 
factory section’.  
 

It is because of all the character defining features that the building is 
considered eligible for the California Register. 
 
The report continues on stating:  
 

‘Agglomerative additions at the rear of the building are not considered to be 
character defining features of the building, as they are utilitarian in design, 
were partially constructed outside of the identified period of significance, 
and are no longer used for cheese production’.  
 
That statement ignores the utilitarian character of the building even if no 

longer used for cheese production it still reflective of important Sonoma history by 
its utilitarian character. 
 

To counter the loss of the entire cheese making portion of the building the 
recommended solution by the city of Sonoma is: 
 

“Mitigation Measure 5.a.1: The Project design shall be constructed and 
implemented substantial conformance with the “Sonoma Cheese Factory” 
site plans and elevations, prepared by SMS Architects and dated June 14, 
2017, including the preservation of the historic Sonoma Cheese Factory 
building element and its associated character-defining features.” 

 
Again ignoring the utilitarian character of the whole building and 

preserving just the façade that does not visually tell the story of a cheese making 
facility on Sonoma Plaza. 
 

Also usually a design considerations for historic resources are incorporated 
into the project that is approved. It is not a mitigation. 
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The architect states on page 1 of the Project Narrative that ‘the Developer 
has made modest changes to the currently approved plans’. Replacing the existing 
building with a monolithic modern building almost 3 stories tall and of higher 
intensity of use makes that statement seems disingenuous at best. 
 

In the Sonoma Plaza National Historic Landmark/Sonoma Plaza National 
Register Historic District section the consultant states:  

The Project would not adversely affect the Sonoma Plaza National Historic 
Landmark or the Sonoma Plaza National Register Historic District for the 
following reasons:  

‘The Sonoma Cheese Factory building was constructed outside of the period 
of significance of both the Landmark and the Register District. Therefore it 
does not contribute the significance of either district’ 

Just because the building is non-contributing to the district doesn’t mean that 
there is not an adverse effect to the district from redevelopment of the newer building. 

The evaluator, Page and Turnbull, in the Historic Resource Report of did 
consider the buildings eligibility for the California Register and found it eligible. 

Will the building, if built as per the proposed project, be eligible for the 
California Register after the changes?   

Will the project affect the Landmark and National Register status of the 
Plaza and surrounding area? 

An EIR will address these questions. 

The proposed project includes the area that was once the site General 
Mariano Vallejo’s home and vineyard and is known for its rich archeology 
(archeologically sensitive).  

I propose that the site be examined for potential archeological resources 
before any construction is undertaken. Not only, as suggested in the initial study, 
as planned guidelines to be used if archeological are features discovered during 
construction. The proposed project is in the heart of Sonoma and Mitigation 
Measure 5.b is insufficient.   

The proposed project is asking not just for building footings but the removal 
of an entire basement area. 
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And asking construction personnel on earthmoving equipment to make 
decisions about archeological resources as in Mitigation Measure 5.b (pg. 66) may 
not be the best solution. 

 

Other elements that need questioning: 

The size and scale of the building.  

The new building will dwarf the adjacent Sonoma State Historic Park 
lessening its ability to tell the story of Sonoma’s history. The current 
building is partial hidden from the view of Sonoma’s important historic 
resource-the Casa Grande Plaza. 

The proposed building is almost 3 stories tall and in looking at the plans the 
first floor and the basement they are all designated as commercial areas with 
no storage.  

Does that mean if the schematic plan currently proposed is approved the 
developer will come back to request another floor? There will certainly be 
room for another floor. 

An architectural peer review of analysis of the project with the Downtown 
Sonoma Historic Preservation Design Guidelines is necessary to determine 
compliance. 

I have not commented on the proposal as a food court/mall formula the proposed 
project but that is an issue that needs careful consideration. Sonoma needs to be 
protective of our small local business people that may have competition from 
larger stronger chains. Small business people support our local community. 

Parking- needs to be clear and consistent. 

Traffic- As anyone who lives here knows there is a traffic jam in the north Plaza 
area in the summer and weekends with nice weather. Especially in light of the 
traffic report that was done on November 11 and November 14, 2017 while the 
community was still reeling from the fires. 

On a separate issue not concerned with the impact of the building I would 
like to question the developer’s proposal for a ‘Cheese Affinage’ and also question 
the ability of the facility to comply with the Food Safety and Modernization Act. I 
suggest that having a ‘Cheese Affinage’ may be a reason for having a basement in 
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the proposal but the reality of compliance may make that a pipe dream. An EIR 
would hopefully take into consideration the realities of that part of the proposal. 

 

CEQA ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

I request that independent reviews in an EIR is needed to address the 
following areas: 

• Aesthetics 
• Cultural Resources 
• Land Use / Planning 
• Transportation & Traffic  

The proposed project on Sonoma Plaza is a major project and will affect all of the 
surrounding properties in various degrees.  

An EIR will address any issues for the surrounding community. And analyze 
options and allow public input that is not crammed into a short review period by 
city residents that are interested in the project proposals that are brought forth in 
Sonoma. 

 

In closing the proposed project will have long lasting effects on Sonoma and 
careful consideration of all the aspects of the proposal through an EIR is necessary.  

Heritage Tourism is an important element of Sonoma’s economic health. 
One in 5 visitors come to Sonoma specifically looking to experience Sonoma’s 
history. I personally look at all proposals in the historic districts in the light of the 
preservation of the character of Sonoma that supports Heritage Tourism and find 
this project lacking in sensitivity to the authenticity of Sonoma’s cultural heritage. 

 

Thank you for your consideration, 

 

 

Patricia  



Monday, March 5, 2018 at 11:27:17 AM Pacific Standard Time

Page 1 of 1

Subject: FW: bringing napa to sonoma?
Date: Monday, March 5, 2018 at 11:25:52 AM Pacific Standard Time
From: CityHall Mailbox
To: David Goodison

See below…
 
Rebekah Barr, MMC
Rebekah Barr
City Clerk/Exec Assistant
City of Sonoma
No. 1 The Plaza
Sonoma, CA  95476
 
[707] 933-2216 Phone
rbarr@sonomacity.org
www.sonomacity.org
 
 
From: liz brand [mailto:lizbrand@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 04, 2018 8:44 PM
To: CityHall Mailbox <CityHall@sonomacity.org>; Planning <planning@sonomacity.org>
Cc: Elizabeth Brand <lizbrand@yahoo.com>; Bill Brand <bbrand@earthlink.net>
Subject: bringing napa to sonoma?
 
Dear Sir or Madam,
 
As an anti-development, pro-rustic abhorrent-of-change kind of gal, I am against turning Sonoma into a Napa or an
anywhere else for that matter. Why not do something creative and unique with the Cheese Factory? Why do the
same development available in S.F., Napa, and elsewhere? Yaaawwn. 
As noted in the attached article, the developers of the Ferry Bldg, and  Oxbow Market are planning the same thing
for Sonoma Cheese Factory. For me, if I want a fancy food court like in the city, I take the ferry over to S.F. ferry
building. It's fun. If the same style of development is created in Sonoma,  once inside, how does a person know
where he is until he steps outside?
 
Besides this news, I noticed that somebody posted fancy 'Entering Bennett Valley Viticulture Area' signs around
here. Yuk. I don't want my area promoted to anyone. Bennett Valley speaks for itself and doesn't require a sign to
attract visitors. Population and wealth growth alone in the Bay Area will provide the visitors and growth in income
that local tourist-trade businesses require to thrive in this area.
 
I'm scared to death of changes that could lead to over-crowding, over-pricing and a hollowing-out of my beloved
Sonoma area.  What gives this area charm is the rustic, rural nature, the family atmosphere, and the quiet charm of
the area. We are so much more than wine: apples, olives, beer, open space, fishing, artisan cheeses, cattle
farmers, horses, artists, theater, spiritual centers, and a community of working people building a future for
themselves and their families.
 
What ever development agreed upon, I pray that preserving the uniqueness that is Sonoma be on the minds and in
the hearts of the decision makers. 
 
Thanks For Reading,
Elizabeth Brand
Glen Ellen, CA
 



Monday, March 5, 2018 at 11:07:45 AM Pacific Standard Time

Page 1 of 1

Subject: Cheese factory comment for PC
Date: Sunday, March 4, 2018 at 8:21:54 AM Pacific Standard Time
From: Fred Allebach
To: CrisCna Morris, David Goodison

Hi, I'd love to come to the Cheese Factory planning session, but I have a conflict with a meeCng
to help with a Know Your Rights meeCng for the immigrant community. 

A few comments on the Cheese Factory project:

One, the linkage to Depot Park is a great idea, to expand the Sonoma central venue experience
towards the Depot Park museum, and other historical resources (Marcy House, State Parks
venues along the bike path), and to local experiences that are not conCngent on spending
money for entertainment, or that will spend only the best $3.00 there is to spend in Sonoma, for
the State Parks one day Ccket to four different venues, and to a free hike through the cemetery
or Overlook/ MonCni Trails. 

Two, please keep in mind the overall intensity of the proposed project, and how that will effect
other hoped for expansions of tourism, and that business interests are not the only interests in
town, and that residents would like to have a Plaza that is not enCrely overrun by constant
commercial acCvity and hype to draw ever more and more tourists.
I would suggest toning the scale of the project down, maybe by 35 to 40% to fit a preferred scale
that favors the preservaCon of small town character, over a constant growth model. Sonoma can
be "be_er, not bigger." Please see the following link to Eben Fodor's thesis about the myth of
smart growth.
h_p://www.fodorandassociates.com/Reports/Myth_of_Smart_Growth.pdf
If the developer says they can't do the project without a certain amount of volume and returns,
tell them to come back with a smaller project. Why? Because Sonoma has a municipal right to
preserve its character, and not be beholden to, and roll over for every commercial interest that
comes down the pike. 

Three, keep in mind balancing the current glut of tasCng rooms, alcohol venues, and restaurants,
the proposed luxury hotel on Napa Street, and develop some sense of planning for balance, and
an appropriate sustainable level of tourism. Which is to say, what is the carrying capacity of
Sonoma, to keep its special character, before a rush to milk the goose that laid the golden egg
actually ruins the authenCc qualiCes that makes this place special. 

That's my input for you.
best regards, Fred Allebach

--------------------- --- ---- -- --



Sonoma Cheese Factory Renovation and Parking    April 11, 2018 
 
I do support the renovation of the historic building and replacement of 
the dilapidated structures behind it, with new, well designed buildings. 
 
However, the Development Code (DC) standards for parking 
regulate the expansion or change of Use of existing buildings. (see 
DC section below) 
 
19.48.040 Number of parking spaces required. 
D. Expansion of Structure or Change in Use. When a 
structure is enlarged or increased in capacity, or when a 
change in use requires more parking than the previous use, 
additional parking spaces shall be provided in compliance 
with this chapter. The number of parking spaces required for 
an addition to a structure shall be based on the parking 
requirement associated with the entire structure. 
 
For example, expansion of a retail or office building would require 
additional parking at one space per 300/sf. Or a change from retail to 
a restaurant would require parking at one space per four seats, likely 
more parking required than previous retail or office Use. 
 
In the early 2000’s the middle section of the building was converted 
from a Factory Use to Retail Use.  Subsequent remodels of the 
interior increased the food service areas and associated seating. 
 
Unfortunately none of these changes of Use were required to 
provide additional parking in conformance with section 
19.48.040.  According to the Planning Director, no additional parking 
was required because the changed Uses were Permitted Uses under 
the DC.  And because there was no Use Permit review of Permitted 
Uses, there was no requirement made for additional parking. 
 
However, the DC does have a procedure for the issuance of a 
Zoning Clearance when an application for a building permit is 
submitted.  For example when, plumbing, electrical, HVAC for a 
commercial kitchen or other building permits are required, a Zoning 
Clearance is required. This was not done.  It would have required 



review of the parking requirements under 19.48.040, D and 19.54.020  
(see below), and required additional parking where appropriate in 
accordance with the DC: 
 
19.54.020 Zoning clearance. 

 
A. Purpose. The issuance of a zoning clearance is the procedure 

used by the city to verify that a proposed structure or land use 
complies with the permitted list of activities allowed in the 
applicable zoning district, and the development standards 
applicable to the type of use. (both are required) 

 
B. Applicability. A zoning clearance shall be required at the time 

of planning division review of any building, grading or other 
construction permit, or other authorization required by this 
development code for the proposed use. Where no other 
authorization is required, a request for zoning clearance shall be 
filed with, and use the forms provided by the division.  

C. Criteria for Clearance. The city planner may issue the zoning 
clearance after determining that the request complies with all 
development code provisions applicable to the proposed use. 
(Ord. 2003-02 § 3, 2003). 

Recent Use Permits, And Current Use Permit Application: 
Use Permit approvals given to the Sonoma Cheese Factory in the 
past few years have expired. Therefore the parking credits that were 
given are no longer valid.  But, by omitting the use of the Zoning 
Clearance procedure, permits issued without the parking required 
cannot be revoked retroactively. 
 
However, going forward, an on-site inspection of existing uses at the 
Cheese Factory, such as food service seating and retail areas, 
should be done.  The project should meet the same parking 
requirements per the DC that any other Plaza business would have to 
comply with, if they proposed an expansion or a change of Use. 
 
The Cheese Factory proposal would require the following: 
3,538 SF of additional retail space requires additional parking at 
one space per 300 SF = 12 parking spaces 

[D SHARE ] 



Proposed Restaurant and Wine Bar interior seating of 121 minus 
34 existing interior seating = 87 additional seats.  At one parking 
space per 4 seats = 87 / 4 = 22 additional parking spaces required.  
 
Total existing exterior seating is 54.  Exterior seating does not 
require additional parking up to 25% of approved parking.  But even 
54 existing exterior seating is far over the proposed 121 indoor seats 
x 25% = 30 max exclusion for ext. seats.  Assuming the DC parking 
regulations are respected, the total required parking will be well 
over what can be provided. 
 
Casa Grande Parking Lot: 
At the State owned Casa Grande the peak parking demand is already 
over the supply. As is, this existing parking lot should not be used to 
meet the additional parking requirements for any Plaza business. 
 
The City’s lease of the Casa Grande has expired. The State is 
currently considering leasing the parking lot to a private third party 
parking lot operator, who will charge for public parking.  This will 
further reduce the parking supply to an already over capacity lot.  
Adding more demand will only diminish these limited and critical 
resources needed by all the other Uses around the Plaza. 
 
A parking allocation, based on a monetary contribution to an 
expansion of the Casa Grande lot, should be allocated based on the 
percentage of the parking demand of the Cheese Factory in relation 
to the demand of all user around the plaza (estimated at 
approximately at 8 to10%), because all users of this common 
resource share in its use, and depend on this critical resource.  
Assuming 45 spaces for a parking lot expansion, 10% = 5 spaces 
(max) allocated to the Cheese Factory.  Therefore they would need 
to reduce their proposal closer to existing the retail area and food 
service seating. 
 
We must conserve this critical resource, by following the existing DC 
procedures, standards and requirements now and in the future, for all 
who share in this valuable and critical resource. 
 
 
Victor Conforti - Architect 



Sonoma	Cheese	Factory	Renovation		-		Addendum	#1	-		4-12-18	
	

Development	Code	Parking	Requirements	

     19.48.040 Number of parking spaces required. 
 

E. Structures Demolished and Replaced. When a structure (or a portion of a 
structure) is intentionally demolished, any new use or structure shall provide 
the number of parking spaces required by this chapter, except that if a 
designated unreinforced masonry building is demolished, the new structure or 
use shall be required to provide only the number of parking spaces that existed 
prior to the demolition. 

 
F. Existing Unreinforced Masonry Structures (URM) and Structures Adjoining 
the Plaza. For unreinforced masonry structures designated by the city in 
compliance with Government Code 8875 et seq. and existing structures that 
face the plaza, additional parking shall not be required for a new use unless the 
new use results in one of the following:  1.  An increase in the square footage 
of the structure; or  2.  An off-street parking requirement that exceeds one 
parking space for each 300 square feet of floor area.  3.  Additional off-
street parking shall only be required for the expansion in building area or 
as associated with the increased parking ratio, as applicable. 

Sub-section E: This requires that the portions of the structure that are 
demolished and replaced, could extinguish the “grandfathered” parking exception 
for existing structures, and require that they comply with the number of parking 
spaces required for a new structure.  This is a commonly used method, where 
existing buildings are not demolished, but remodeled in order to preserved legal-
nonconforming conditions, such as existing set-backs, area and parking. 

Sub-section F. further regulates sub-section E. regarding existing URM and 
Plaza structures, stating that increased parking only be required where an 
increase of area or a change of use is proposed.  Sub-section F. relates to URM 
structural upgrade requirements for existing structures on the Plaza, not to 
replacement structures.  Therefore, demolition and replacement structures are 
regulated by sub-section E. 

Therefore the project proposal would need to be modified to limit it to 
renovating the existing structures, to avoid the parking requirements of 
new structures. 

	
Victor	Conforti	–	Architect	
	

----



Thursday, April 12, 2018 at 2:03:42 PM Pacific Daylight Time

Page 1 of 1

Subject: Planning Commission Mee.ng April 12, 2018 Item 4
Date: Wednesday, April 11, 2018 at 10:19:18 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: Patricia Cullinan
To: David Goodison, Robert Felder

David and Bob,

As an interested party in the Cheese Factory development I must ask you to postpone Agenda Item 4,
on the agenda at tomorrow night’s Planning Commission meeting.

Receiving the staff report so close to the meeting creates a hardship on me and I am sure others to read
and digest the information during the work week.

I know it is cheeky for me to make a request like this but it is unfair to the public to not have sufficient
time to review documents of the proposed project.

Please send my request to the other Planning Commissioners.

Thank you
Patricia Cullinan



Thursday, April 12, 2018 at 2:06:41 PM Pacific Daylight Time

Page 1 of 3

Subject: Re: Peak season, off season and traffic
Date: Tuesday, April 10, 2018 at 5:03:57 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: David Eichar
To: James Bohar, James Cribb, Kelso BarneM, Lynda Corrado, Robert Felder, Robert McDonald, Ron

Wellander, Carol Jansen
CC: David Goodison, CrisRna Morris
AGachments: AMached Message.eml, AMached Message.eml, AMached Message.eml

Planning Commissioners:
My comments are in regards to the traffic and parking study performed on November 11 and 14, 2017. One
comment that has been made about the studies was that it was performed while Sonoma was sRll reeling from the
aZermath of the fires.  Planning Director Goodison defended the dates of the studies by referencing the hotel
occupancy rates for November 2017 versus November 2016, which were about the same. However, what was not
menRoned is that the hotels housed many FEMA workers, insurance adjusters and displaced locals. Please read Bill
Blum's response below to my quesRon to regarding MacArthur Place.

My wife and I own a vacaRon rental in Boyes Hot Springs.  We had cancellaRons for dates during and aZer the fires. 
We also had inquires from insurance adjusters, looking to stay for "weeks". (See aMached e-mails.)  Of course, we
only had one rental, so once we re-booked, we did not receive more inquiries.   

I also have friends who own a retail shop on the Plaza.  Their revenue for November 2016 was 25% greater than
November 2017.  My friends also told me that retails sales were down for other merchants around them. The SVVB
was even puhng full page ads in the SF Chronicle and other newspapers to bring tourists back to the valley. See
aMached e-mail from Gary Saperstein, Interim ExecuRve Director of the Sonoma Valley Visitors Bureau in regards to a
drop in tourism in November 2017. The San Francisco Chronicle reports that officials at Sonoma County Tourism say
that occupancy at hotels included many "'second responders' related to the fire aZermath, including cleanup and
construcRon workers, government officials and insurance adjusters."  The Chronicle also reported, "A Sonoma State
University survey said 71 percent of North Bay wineries (not just Sonoma Valley wineries) experienced an immediate
drop in tasRng room visits, and 62 percent reported lower tasRng room sales compared with the same period in the
previous year."
hMps://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/arRcle/Wine-Country-Fires-Where-things-stand-6-months-12803761.php

As per my previous comments, hotel occupancy is also on average 22% higher during the summer and fall than in
November.  

So, if you combined the 22% normal increase of peak season versus November and an addiRonal 25% higher sales in
November 2016 versus November 2017 as a result of the aZermath of the wildfires, November 2017 was the 2nd
worst month to perform traffic and parking studies. (The worst, of course would have been mid-October 2017, during
the height of the fires.)

Because of the this, the traffic and parking studies are completely worthless.  Adding an addiRonal 20%, as has been
done, is not only inadequate, but is not realisRc, since this only applies to the number of vehicles per hours. There
was no analysis of the impact of an addiRonal delay to vehicle traffic due to pedestrian traffic. Traffic delays around
the Plaza are not linear based on vehicles per hour, because a major reason for the delays are the pedestrians
blocking the street while crossing.  At some point, when you get enough pedestrians crossing the street, traffic will
come to a standsRll.

However, if you decide to just increase the numbers in the traffic study to achieve a somewhat more realisRc count,
you would need to increase the numbers by approximately 50%.  

CalculaRons:

------------ -- -------------------------
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1-((1+0.22) * (1+0.25)) = 52.5%

Regards,
David Eichar

On 3/26/2018 12:32 PM, Bill Blum wrote:

Hi David,

I did leave my position as General Manager at MacArthur Place in February, 
and also resigned my position on the boards of the SVVB and TID. 

As such, I don’t have access to occupancy figures but generally the busiest 
occupancy period is August through mid-November. This is considered the 
peak season. Spring and Summer are busy as well, but the fall months due to 
harvest tend to be the busiest.

This past November after the fires was a record occupancy at MacArthur 
Place, but as you said some of those rooms were FEMA workers and displaced 
residents and it was at a much lower rate.

I believe traffic from hotels is one of least intense uses. During Measure 
B, I stood outside of the Sonoma Valley Inn and counted cars coming in and 
out of there and the Whole Foods Marketplace shopping center and got more 
that 100 to 1 coming out of Whole Foods, and I did the same with us with 
the Subway and Quick Stop across the street and found similar results. 
People tend to check in and leave there cars in place until they depart 
particularly if they are staying somewhere close to the Plaza.

Restaurant traffic is more significant, but that occurs more in the evening 
hours and isn’t really based as much on season.

I can’t speak for the SVVB, but I don’t know of any estimate of daytime 
visitors as there really isn’t a good way to track them. For overnight 
visitors, I believe there are about 500 rooms in Sonoma and a total of 1000 
in the Sonoma Valley (including Sonoma and vacation rentals) so you could 
use that to estimate the number based on the seasonal occupancy to get the 
number of overnight visitors. I don’t believe the Visitors Bureau or TID 
tracks that number either.

Hope this helps. 

Best,
Bill

On Mar 25, 2018, at 11:08 AM, David Eichar 
<eichar@sbcglobal.net> wrote:

Bill,
Its good to see that you are still working at MacArthur Place.

I would like to get your input on tourism peak times in Sonoma. 
I am doing this because Planning Director David Goodison seems 
to think that Plaza traffic studies done at the end of March 
2015 and mid-November 2017 are representative of peak season 
traffic.  I have the TOT statistics from the city for the past 3 
years, which shows that occupancy (room nights rented) is 22% 
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higher for the peak month of each year than in November. I am 
concerned that without a realistic traffic study, traffic and 
parking problems will not get addressed anytime soon. Two 
specific remedies being talked about are curb extensions which 
shorten the time pedestrians are blocking traffic and 
reconfiguration of the Casa Grande parking lot.

Another argument made against using November 2017 traffic 
numbers, is that the valley was still suffering the after 
effects of the fires.  However, the occupancy in November 2017 
is about the same as November 2016. As you may recall, Josette 
and I have a vacation rental in Boyes Hot Springs.  Of course we 
had cancellations in October and early November 2017, but then 
we had an insurance adjuster for State Farm rent the house. In 
your experience with MacArthur Place, SVVB and the STID, did you 
find that a number of lodgers in November were not tourists, but 
people here to work on the recovery, such as insurance 
adjusters?

Also, do you know if the SVVB or STID has any estimate of 
overnight and daytime tourists by month?

Thanks,
Dave
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